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Newsbriefs

Intown Portland shoppers
and diners will be subjects of
a study aimed at tracking
- and attracting - business in downtown. The
Have you ever wondered
study, conducted by a
what the FBI really does in its spare
So. Portland market
time? Did you know it harasses
research firm, begins in
environmentalists,
Indians, blacks,
late March with brief inand
women?
That
it may
store interviews and
have
helped
assassinate
will be released
Martin Luther King Jr.?
in July.
s«page27
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Seen

Letters
Calendar
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FBI watch
Puzzle
Classifieds
Personals
Pook

Big biz can legally
shirk its bills, while
small timers and
taxpayers cough
up the difference

Going

, for
~ broke
• By Paul Karr

When Arden Dow, a
laborer at the Burnham &:
Morrill bean factory in
Portland, needed knee
operations to keep walking
last year, the medical bills
added up to more than his
income and savings could
provide.
"The wolves were
literally at the door," he
said. ''We agonized over
the decision." A few days
after Thanksgiving, Arden
and his wife Christine
broke down and filed for a
Chapter 7 personal bankruptcy.
On March 20, the Dows'
case was discharged. They
are now legally free of their
debts. But, said Arden, '1t's
going to take us a whileto
get back on our feet again."
Christine was laid off last
month, and Arden is still
on crutches. With their
year-old son, they Ii 'ole
week-to-week on Arden's
sick pay - 60 percent of his
salary.
When developer
Michael Uberty and his
many partners .in Portland's swank 100 Middle
Street project could no
longer pay their bills, they
were also granted legal
protection under federal
bankruptcy laws.
Uke the Dows, they are
legally free of their debts.
Unlike the Dows, none are
living hand-to-mouth. And
as their Chapter 11 reorganization drags on, many
creditors may never see
that money paid back in
full - even though the
building's owners predict
the building will tum a
healthy profit.

Violence, death and wart...e have drawn together 40 artists (Indudlng Amold TrltChtm ...., who painted the untitled,
1972011 on canvas above) In "As Seen by Both Sides: The Vietnam Experience In the Work of American and Vietnamese
Artists," showing now at Portland School of Art's Buter Gallery through May 3. But a controversy over the show's
funding
by Coors has prompted one artist to withdraw his work.
Newsbriej page 2, Art page 25.
Continued on page 12
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Gorham schools
may axe 13

ready for SPRING 1
: with.our early bird I
special

1receive $ 1 O. off
1a tune-up or
1 $15 . off a
1complete

from $125 pair & up
7 yrs parts & labor

Wool Blend $139 Com".,.., sus
100% Wool $169 eo..,...S175

overhaul

1(offer expires

NewEn~land
(Hi-Fi) Music Co

Navy" _lKlt .. Rep. Shorts. Looa XL-,

/ ...,)l.~;r--p;;:t:'7#&~.--:::s:---

A.H . BENOIT & CO.

(207) 883-4173

188 Middle St.. In the Old Port

-----.878-8741

Beast of Portland
jewelry by
Devta Doolan

american crafts
44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 772-4880

The Choral Art Society is pleased to present

&QDIEM

BY GABRlEL FAURE, ElllTEll[lY illllN RUITER

[lyIMANTRAMI""

Sunday, March 29 at 3 p.m.
St. Luke's Cathedral, State St., Pordand
Tickets: Amadeus Music) Gallery Music
and Choral Art Society members

781-3567

Robert Russell, Muric Director
Sponsored by WPKM

Protests brewing over PSA exhibit
A Boston artist has pulled out of a Vietnam War art exhibit
showing at the Portland School of Art (PSA) because it received
funding from the Adolph Coors Brewing Co. Maine chapters of
Veterans For Peace (VFP) have also refused to endorse the
exhibit because of Coors' involvement- but the school's
museum director said the shows content is more important
than its funding sources.
William Short, a platoon sergeant in the Vietnam War,
helped organize the exhibition but yanked his photographs
from "As Seen by Both Sides: The Vietnam Experience in the
Work of American and Vietnamese Artists," when he learned
Coors would sponsor the Portland show (see Art, page 25).
"This exhibition was extremely important to me," Short said,
"but if an artist works politically, they're responsible for that
work from beginning to end - including where it shows. I
cannot support sponsorship by Coors; they have a long history
of funding reactionary foundations that are anti-choice and
have a poor record environmentally and racially. Their money
is tainted with racism."
"We feel the Portland School of Art used us," said Bob Goan,
preSident of the Greater Portland Chapter of VFP, which
initially refused to endorse the exhibit but later reversed its
decision. '1 worked hard to support this, to get an endorsement,
and then it comes to light that an artist pulled his work." Six
other Maine VFP chapters stood fast in their refusal to endorse
the show, Goan said.
"Our primary commitment, our first concern, is freedom of
artistic expression and speech," replied Susan Waller, director
of PSA's Baxter Gallery. "(Sponsors) Coors and Cumberland~
York Distributors have absolutely respected the content of thiS
exhibition. They're to be commended for going out o~ a limb
and sponsoring it; a lot of corporate spo~sors w~~l~n t touch
this. It's a very difficult, at times disturbmg, exhibition to see,
but they have supported it without reservation."

Chitwood criticizes youth center cuts

& MAGNIFICAT

J9lrt Society

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: March 18 through 24, 1992.
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1Washinglon
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"Privatization may be a good idea, but it needs long, thorough and thoughtful study, not hasty reaction in a monetary
crisis," said Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood, before a
panel of lawmakers considering plans put forward by t~e
McKernan administration to "privatize" a youth detention
center in South Portland.
.
Chitwood urged against cutting state fundin.g to t~e Mame
Youth Center at a time when violent crimes by Juvemles are
increasing. He said state cuts could eventually require the
release of 100 inmates, returning them to other programs and
facilities in the community that "do not exist."
.
Corrections Commissioner Donald Allen said the goal IS to
tum over some programs to private agencies by July ~ t~e state
can save up to $2 million by tapping into federal MedIcaId
funds.
Gov. John R McKernan is pushing the plan to save money.

PUC to reconsider CMP rates
State regulators have agreed to reconsider their decision that
reshuffled Central Maine Power Co.'s rates and contributed t9
sharp mid winter increases in residential cus~o~er bills.
The three-member Public Utilities CommIssIon voted
unanimously to reconsider the case at a March 16 hearing. No
timetable was set.
At issue is a "rate redesign" order from the PUC that t~k
effect Dec. 1 and was intended to realign rates among vanous
customer classes to more closely reflect the cost of providing
service to each.
The changes boosted rates for CMP's 430,000 residenti~
users while lowering them for many businesses. Further, In a
series of rulings last year, the PUC granted CMP permission to
collect about $110 million a year more in revenue.
Together, those changes resulted in in~ases of as much as
loa percent for residential customers, particularly those whose
homes have electric heat, said Public Advocate Stephen G.
Ward, citing the case of a woman whose monthly bill skyrocketed from $250 to $470.
"There are a lot of people in that situation," said Ward.

Gorham's superintendent
of schools has proposed
cutting 13 staff positions from
the town's school system to
compensate for cuts in state
education funds while
keeping a town promise not
to raise taxes.
"When you've got a
shrinking state pot of money
and directions from the town
not to raise taxes, something
has to give," said Superintendent Timothy MtCormack.
"Eliminating and adjusting
these staff pOSitions, plus
making many other cuts, was
what I had to do to meet
those requirements. It wasn't
something I enjoyed doing."
Included in MtCormack's
proposal are plans to layoff
seven full- or part-time
teachers' assistants, two parttime and two full-time
teachers, one custodian and
one special education staffer.
Two other school system
positions would also be
reduced from full- to parttime. MtCormack said the
cuts, if approved by the
town's School Committee
and Town Council, would
save Gorham $178,oaO.
Gorham's state funding
for the next school year will
be about $1.45 million (16
percent) less than it would
have been under the school
funding formula that was
scrapped last year amid a
state budget crisis. Meanwhile, said MtCormack,
Gorham class sizes have
steadily increased in recent
years.

PORTLAND'S ttBEST BAKERY"
is OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
Bam", 3pm
Buns
Raisin Bread

Port Bake House
263 St. John St., 773·5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773.2217

Continued on

page 4

made from sourdough base with spinach,
basil & cheese.
Try our new whitefish cream cheese
15 Temple St. Portland 878-2425

,t

41 Exchange Street. Portland

A mary Ilis

Open Daily 10-6, Sun. 12-5:30

1992

Portland kicks off
downtown survey
A group of Portland city
officials and businesses has
begun chronicling the hows
and whys of downtown
Portland in an effort to lure
business back from the Maine
Mall and Freeport outlet
stores.
"We're different from the
mall and Freeport, and we
have to use that knowledge
to help existing businesses,"
said Economic Development
Director Virginia Hildreth,
whose position includes
work for the Downtown
Portland Corporation. "But
first we need to define what
the curren t uses of the
downtown area are. We'll
also look at the differences
within Portland. That's never
been done here before."
"We're convinced there
are people who depend on
downtown," said Evan
Richert, president of Market
Decisions, Inc. in South
Portland, the firm that will
conduct the study. "The days
of thinking of Portland as the
regional retail center are over.
Now we have to ferret out
the smaller markets."
Richert used office
workers, college students and
patrons of the arts as ex~
amples of possible markets
downtown is not fully
tapping. "Office workers

~ ~ ~
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BRUNCH FAVORITES
Danish
Muffins
Croissants
Coffee
Cakes
Swedish Coffee Buns

w~

MAINE STATE

Very
Special
Flowers

HORTICULTURAL
SHOW
March 27, 28 & 29
Enterprise Center, Scarborough
9am - 9pm Friday & Saturday,
9am -Spm Sunday
Adults -$5 in advance / $6at the door
Seniors (55+) - $4 in advance / $5 at the door
Children (3-12) - $2
Children under 5 get in free on Friday

-------+------The Maine State Horticultural Show offers something
for everyone. Walk through beautiful landscaped ~ardcns
depicting Maine's Town & CountlJ:' Gar~ens. PIck up a
few gardening tipsatour LectureSenes. ThIs years kcyno!e
speakers are Roger B. Swain, Douglas Routely and MaggIe
Daly. Browse through ourGarden~r's Boutiq~e,anarr?yof
products and services for gardenIng enthUSIasts. EnJOY a
relaxing lunch in the Garden cafe.

-------+------Tickels are available from Mail Boxes Elc., members of
The Junior League of Portland and at the door.
For more infomration on tickets ca11767-1837

:;.~~s::.~' S~~A~~~~:
Portland

Westbrook

774-5946

854-2518

Fr.. parJcing at both locations.
All major crtdiJ CIlrds acapt.d on phOn/! ordors.

Open Swtdays, 104.

Take Exit 7 of the Maine Turnpike or the Scarborough
exit off 1-295, south on Route 1 to Southgate Road

Free Parking

-------+------The Maine State Horticuttural Show is sponsored by
The Junior League of Portland, ME, Inc. and the
Maine Landscape and Nursery Association.
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Facilitators Join road gangs as Maine's
transportation planning enters new era

Restoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.

Continued from page 3

.. Blue printing services
.. High VoIumelHlgh Quality Photocopies
.. Quick Return on 'File Jobe'

630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME
774-4154

rr,;---------------------------------------------------------;,

Serendipity Spring Sale
dresses • skirts • blouses • blazers • accessories
with our great garlic bread!
It's just a beginning to a
long list of Creative
Chef's Specials that
rival the finest anywhere from Italian to seafood and
steaks. and lobster always!

20% OFF
Anyone item with this coupon.
March 25 through 31.

THE ROMA

represent $12 million to $15
million in potential spending
each year," he said. "How
much of that is downtown
capturing?"
For the first phase of the
study, researchers will
interview downtown shoppers and restaurant patrons,
asking where they live, how
they travel, whether they
work downtown and how
frequently they shop there,
among other questions.
Later stages of the study
include plans to profile 350
downtown businesses and
telephone hundreds of local
citizens about their shopping
habits. Richert said he hoped
to complete the study by July.

casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
fine clothing and craftwork

34 ~xchaflE\e &.. Portland • (JIYl) mm19
Parking Stamp Available

~\cJ-it\e, ~o\ta9e. ....
1.1$6 ~as -fu~ pel'te.c.t /~ :. ~ . ;~
WS<1>blNG- G-iH
AW~\1J~R.SARY Gift
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Fleet taking back
loans from Recoil

769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 lin the historic Rines Mansion)
M·F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

TtIE
PAINTED

LADY

Contemporary, Casual.

Chic, Ladies aothing,
Jewelry & Accesories

featuring

My Konos. Aegan Jewelry. Ascenti.
Zashi & We-Be-Bop

Wardrobe for Spring is pleasure;
and a little indulgence.
.... IN. COTTAOI
FURNITURE

Spring Hours: Tue - Fri. 11-6 • Sat 10-6 • 9434683
20 Washington Ave. • Old Orchard Beach, Maine
(corner of Central Park Ave. & Washington Ave.)

Reading The Affordable Luxury
N

It's
Time
[or an
AROMATIIERAPY
FACIAL

Relar with an

The Old Contemptibles
"As always, Grimes' characters are gems, and her
writing is as witty as ever." -USA Today $5.99

bool{land
.
ofAJaine
Port~ntI: Downt01l'n lind Northgllte, S. Port~nd: MIIIl P~ZIJ lind
Mill Creelt, Biddeford, Sileo, North Windham, iJrunswici lind &.th.

hour long
accupressure facial
massage and let
the jWwer & plant
essences awaken
and calm your
senses.

773-4457
We're Maine's only AYEDA concept salon.

57 EXCHANGE $I • PORTLAND

ENTER ON MIDDLE Sf

Fleet Bank of Maine is
buying back. up to $50 million
of small business loans in
Maine held by Recoil Management Corp., an agency set
up by Fleet to collect the bad
loans of the failed Bank of
New England and Maine
Sa vings Bank.
Recoil has come under
criticism for applying strongarm tactics to small businesses that remained current
on their payments but whose
loans had been classified as
non-performing for other
reasons.
The move will enable Fleet
to establish a more traditional
banking relationship with
businesses that are now
subject to Recoil's more
stringent collection efforts.
"We'll be able to restructure the loans and help
companies out from a cashflow standpoint," said David
Ott, executive vice president
of Fleet. "That will be very
positive for the borrowers
and very positive for us."
Fleet has alread y repurchased more than 100 loans
originally held by Maine
National Bank. Ott said
another $6.5 million in loans,
mostly from Maine Savings
Bank, will be purchased soon.

Police chief's wife
chased out of
Westbrook
The wife of Westbrook's
chief of police has been
barred from entering the city
and ordered to stay inside
from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. She
must also seek chemical
abuse counseling while she
lives in Freeport, among
other conditions of her bail
for charges stemming from a
Feb. 7 chase with police.
Assistant Attorney General Usa Pelkey Marchese,
who objected to the change in
bail, said Deborah Allanach
was either to have been held
in jail or checked into a fulltime rehabilitation facility.
"The upshot is that she's

Maintaining Maine's highway network has always been a job
for engineers and road crews, part of a military-like work force
deployed around the state and headquartered here in its own
squat bunker of a building crammed with maps and communications gear.
No one expects that to change.
But now the state is entering a new era in transportation
planning, lalmched in November by referendum voters who
blocked a Maine Turnpike widening project and declared that
highway construction should be an option of last resort.
And so the state Department of Transportation is relying on
a different kind of specialist, one more often found in the grove
of Academe than in the world of macadam - the facilitator.
Two facilitators, in fact, have started to work involving
various interest groups in the talks to layout exactly how
Maine's Sensible Transportation Policy Act will be implemented.
.
"We feel this approach provides a diverse, rational approach
to providing public access to the rule-making process, while
maintaining some sense of system and orderliness," says DOT
Commissioner Dana F. Connors.
Charged with recruiting and coordinating the people and
groups that will debate and shape the new policy are Jonathan
W. Reitman of Brunswick. and Ann R Gosline of Utchfield.
"They have already begun work on identifying interested
parties who should be involved in the discussions leading to the
formulation of rules for implementing the policy," Connors said
in a statement issued late last week.
Reitman and Gosline are both experienced arbitrators and
mediators and will be facing a sensitive task.
The voter-approved new policy was opposed by virtually
every segment of the traditional transportation community, and
bringing its advocates together with the establishment will be a
challenge.
The new policy explicitly treats highway construction as
something to be avoided, so long as there are practical alternatives such as traffic management or public transportation.
The first deadline for respondents is March 25.
Francis X. Quinn/Associated Press

living at a residence and
undergOing several continuing courses of treatment,"
Marchese said.
Superior Court Justice
Paul A. Fri tzsche signed the
bail order after Allanach's
lawyers requested the
alternative bail conditions.
Mrs. Allanach was
arrested by Westbrook police
in February after leading
them on a high-speed chase,
the serond she'd led cops on
in seven months (Newsbriefs,
2.27.92). She is still aWaiting
trial on charges stemming
from that incident, including
assault and excessive speeding.

Scarboro workers
forego raise
About 100 of Scarborough's town employees
have agreed to forego their
annual cost-Qf-living pay
raises this year to save the
town money and try to avoid
layoffs.
"The employees have
agreed to a wage freeze for 12
months," said town Office
Manager Johanna Hammond.
'The Town Council was
extremely pleased with the
offer. Times are pretty tough
right now, and we all want to
do what we can."
Signing the agreement to
hold off pay hikes were
policemen, firemen, rescue
workers, public works
employees and town administrative staff - including
Town Manager Carl
Betterley. 'These freezes go
from the very top to the very

Super Spring

SAVINGS!
Whatever you need
for Spring Cycling fun, it's
ON SALE this weekend
at SuperSale.

THREE DAYS
To SAVE!
Maine's Biggest Bike Sale!

774-2933
59 Federal Street
Portland, Maine
Lbcated behind Levinsky's

bottom," said Hammond.
Betterley has estimated the
wage freezes would save
Scarborough about $125,000.
Nearly 300 school and
library workers with union
contracts still haven't agreed
to waive their pay hikes.

Auto emission
restrictions fuel
exhaustive debate
Maine's House of Representatives engaged in a
spirited debate over a bill to
require testing of auto
exhaust emissions every
other year in southern Maine.
The legislation would
apply only to seven counties
- including the entire
Portland metro area because they have been
identified as having the worst
problem with unhealthful
ozone levels.
The tests, required by the
1990 amendments to the
federal Clean Air Act, would
begin by July 1, 1994, and
cost up to $30 apiece. Owners
of vehicles that failed the
tests would have to pay for
repairs that could cost up to
$450.
Opponents said the
measure discriminates
against residents of southern
Maine and that the proposed
fees are excessive.
But supporters of the bill
defended it as a step toward
reducing one of the most
serious environmental
problems of the day.
"Half of the problem
Continued on page 6

Getting a home equity
loan can be a maHer
of
· the
rightbu ...._. .

(852-2274).

It's the quick way to apply for a loan.

Peop'es

Heritage

Maine's Hometown Banks
Lender Member FDIC
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Buy any card and receive a
matching envelope
•
absolutely at JUST ME.

•

: $7.50 OFF A TUNE UP
• WITH THIS COUPON

....... __ ........................ .
• EXP: 4118192

333 Forest Ave .. Portland, ME (207) 773-6906

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay

FREE

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND
207-775-4860

~

LOSE WEIGHT!

~

LIGHTEN UP FOR SPRING
LET THE REAL YOU EMERGE

Specializing in Seafood
and Homemade Desserts

)

'(

With
(

LIFE DESIGN
Dr. Katherine Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist

207 -828-4849

-, .... ..u;'••••

-

'.

.

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

free initial consultation
through March 31 st
CALL NOW!

BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

833-5546
Monday through Saturday 12-3, 5-8; Sunday 12-8

Rl 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick

INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

major credit cards
free parking

PORUAND

BANGOR

288 FOI'e Street '
774·1322

170 Park Street

ELLSWORTH
Higb Street

942·6880

667·3615

••

e. •

GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&

ESTATE JEWELRY

Lovely antiques, beautiful vintage jewelry, and a variety

of sterling silver items. Browsers welcome.
Tuesday - Friday: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Saturday: 10:30 am. - 5 p.m.

26 Milk Street, in Portland's Old Port (207) 774-8994
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By AI Dillman

Continued from page 5
comes from you and I driving
our cars," said Rep. Paul F.
Jacques, a Waterville Democrat who co-chairs the Energy
and Natural Resources
Committee, a majority of
which supports the bill.
'There are people in the
state of Maine who suffer
dearly from ozone," said
Jacques, noting that motor
vehicles are a major source of
the hydrocarbons and
nitrogen oxides responsible
for elevated ozone levels.

Black women
honored In
ceremony
Ten black women were
feted for their contributions
to Maine culture March 21 at
Portland City Hall.
Local residents recognized
in the ceremony were Anita
Talbot of Portland, a codirector of Black Education
and Cultural HiStory, Inc.
(BEACH); Lillian Cummings,
92, of Portland, longstanding
member of a variety of
community groups; Lucille
Sheppard of South Portland,
the first black woman to be
named to the state Board of
Education; Cheryl Coleman
of Westbrook, active in the
church; and Maude Smith of
Old Orchard Beach, a retired
teacher.
'These women are role
models whom you don't hear
much about," said Gerald
Talbot, BEACH co-director.
'They all richly deserve this
honor."

City to screen
cable TV session
Portland's public cable
committee will host a talk
explaining the cutting edge of
cable television technology.
The meeting is part of a study
Public Cable Co. must
conduct in order to renew its
franchise agreement with the
city.
A cable technology expert
will explain the state-of-theart standard for public cable
at that meeting, said Assistant City Manager Anita
Lachance, the city's staff
member for the committee.
The session will be held
Tuesday, April 7 at 12:30
p.m., in the fourth floor
Training Room of Portland
City Hall. It will also be taped
and shown at a date to be
announced on Portland's
public access channel.

Haggett hired by
Irving shipyard
William E. Haggett was
named as the new president
of Canada's largest shipyard
March 13, six months after he
resigned as chief executive
officer of Bath Iron Works
amid controversy over the

Continued on pAge 8

"Fat and lazy" politician retums
Former president of the Maine Senate Gerard Conley Sr. of
Portland has given up on retirement, and is running for office
this November. Conley, a Democrat, is seeking the post of
Cumberland County Register of Probate.
A life of leisure apparently did not suit Conley. "I did a lot of
baking," he said, "and I got fat and lazy."
Conley retired as chairman of the state Unemployment
Insurance Commission in January 1991. He was Senate president from 1982 to 1984. Before that he held seats in the state
Senate and House, as well as on the Portland City Council. His
son, Gerard Jr., currently represents his old Senate district.
Cumberland County Democrats approached Conley earlier
this year about running for county commissioner. But he
rejected the idea, fearing the commissioner's job would put him
at the center of a new round of political controversies.
"I've been in too many battles," he said. "It's time to run for
an office where it'd bea little peaceful."
But to get to that nirvana Conley will have to face at least one
more battle. The register'S job is currently held by Republican
Linwood Graffam of Westbrook, who is seeking another term.
Graffam said he plans to wage a tough fight to hang onto his
office, even though he served in the state Senate with Conley,
and considers his opponent "an old friend of mine."

Odds 'n' sods
I'll take political trivia for SO. Was that former Congressman Joe Brennan's ex-press secretary Barbara Reinertsen
appearing as a contestant on "Jeopardy" March 25? Reinertsen,
who confessed to a fanatical devotion to the program, said she
went through an intensive period of study before traveling to
Los Angeles for the popular game show. Although she didn't
hit the jackpot, Reinertsen said, "I now know a great deal of
information that is totally useless."
Speaking of political trivia: When independent James
Longley won the governorship in 1974 there were two other
independents on the ballot. Both Stanley Leen and William
Hughes got a negligible number of votes. Leen had the good
grace to fade from political life, but Hughes continued to crop
up. He was once Cumberland County Register of Probate,
where he made headlines for being arrested on charges of
assaulting his wife.
Hughes took out papers to run against Mayor Tom Allen for
the District 3 Portland City Council seat, but found the inspiration to drop out of the race shortly before presstime.
Allen still faces opposition from retired Portland Police
officer Myron Gold.
Secessionist Jumps In, out again: Peaks Island secession
movement leader Ronald Benner has given up his efforts to
have the island vote this year on quitting Portland. Benner had
a short-lived flirtation with running for an at-large seat on the
Portland City Council- on a platform of changing the
council's attitude toward the islands. He said he still supports a
secession vote in the future. (Possible campaign theme song:
"We Gotta Get Outta This Place.") Benner dropped the idea
after he couldn't get his employer, the United States Postal
Service, to adjust his working hours.
Colorful character wants out: William Harrigan has
dropped his plans to run for an at-large seat on the Portland City
Council. Harrigan, who recently agreed to pa y a fine for violating
the state's campaign ethics law, has either dropped out or finished
dead last in several previous attempts to win a council seat.
Also dropping out of the council race: Rupert Richardson,
Robert Hains and Thomas Vacca, all of whom faced longshot odds.
It runs In the family. Portland state Rep. Annette
Hoglund's daughter-in-law has caught the political bug. Nicole
Hoglund is seeking one of two at-large seats on the Portland
School Committee in the May city election.
Also in the race: incumbent Committeeman Nicholas
Mavadones and newcomer Mike Roland.
Words of one syllable department: A Bangor Daily News
reporter summarized a March 13 speech by Maine House
Speaker John Martin as follows: "Martin told the high school
students that as citizens and future leaders they must be wary
of ethical situations that inevitably will cross their paths."
Bun banlshed1 Three reliable reports have reached me that
Republican Congresswoman Olympia Snowe has appeared in
public without her hair in a bun. You've been warned.

"Government," a great leiuier once said, "is an institution of truth and
light." If you Icnow any public officials holding similar fruitcake views
please report them to this column immediately. Write to us am of Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 5t, Portland, ME 04101. Or call 775-6601.
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PAIR
for
$24.95
(S.9S/pr)
Slip On
or Oxford.
Assorted
Colors.

Infant
Size 1 Canvas
through Slip On
Big Kids'
Size 6

tommy-'s
KID

S

GEAR

$9.

Canvas Oxford
tie-up with trim.
Black or White.

273 Congress St., Portland· 772-5357 • Mon.-Sat 8-5 • Thurs 'til 8

Start your calendar ANY time of the year
beginning with your birthday, your son's graduation or
that memorable event you don't want to forget. Design
with your own special photos or slides and let us
a truly unique calendar for giving or keeping!
Full Color $35.00 for one
$30.00 ea. two or more

Bring in this ad for an additional 15% OFF

GENERATED IMAGE ICOLOR
COPIES
··················· !
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Market SI.

Monday - Friday 8-6. Saturday 10 - 4
to the
Old Port, Portland

207•77A4455~---_;;
't" 55

"PORTLAND'S BEST BREAKFAST"
- caw 1991 READER'S POLL

CONGRESS

ST' PORTLAND

WINE TASTING DINNER
FrilUzy, April 3

• $49 per person (Tax and Cratulty includsd) Reseroations Required

• Spring Lobsterwith Baby Vegetables
• Raviolis of Chic1cen Breast & American Fois
Gras witli TfUjJle Sauce
• Asparagus & Mache, Sauce Gribiche
• Pori Wine with Melon Somet
• Tresse de Saumon et Halibut; Sauce of
Sorrel, Parslet; & Capers; Warm Leek
& Sl1:VOY Cabbage Confit with
Shallot Vinaigrette
• Pistachio & White Chocolate Buttercream Cake

The '
osprey

• Scharffenberger Blanc de Blanc
• Chamisal Chardonnay

• Preston Cuvee de Fume
• Firestone Late Hames! Riesling

Thursday to Saturday
5:30 to 9:00
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood
Marine Center. Just ofT Route 127 So.,
Robinhood, Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530

~===================-~--==-=-=-==================~
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and helicopter pad.
The sale price was the
fourth highest in Maine
history, according to the
broker.
Continued from page 6

JAIPUR
SPECIAL!
From the northern India state of
Ragasthan, a special purchase ...
special .savings for you.
You can't beat these prices!
2 x 3 ........... $59.75
3 x 5 ............ $149.25
4 x 6 ............ $238.80
5 x 7 ............ $348.25
6 x 9 ............ $537.50
8 x 10 .......... $796.00
9 x 12 .......... $1,075.00
"
{

•
f

Also, some runners while supply lasts.
As always, oriental rugs
at unbeatable prices
since' y ~ t /1974.

handling of confidential
government documents.
Saint John Shipbuilding
Limited, Haggett's new
employer, is based in St.
John, New Brunswick. The
shipyard employs 3,500
people and is owned by New
Brunswick's powerful Irving
family.
Haggett left BIW last
September after publicly
disclosing that he had
ordered photocopies made of
a sensitive document a Navy
official had accidentally left
at the shipyard.
Once a potential Maine
gubernatOrial candidate,
Haggett said he and his wife
will soon move to Canada.

No free lunch
for state cops
Prompted by allegations
that admitted child molester
Warren Cole regularly
entertained police at his Gray
restaurant, top state cop Col.
Andrew Demers has issued a
new policy prohibiting
troopers from accepting free
meals.
"If the public is expected
to pay for a cup of coffee or a
meal, that would also be
applicable to state police
troopers," said state police
spokesman Stephen
McCausland.
Several men who accused
Cole of molesting them'
claimed police ignored Cole's
actions because he often fed
them at his Cole Farms
restaurant.
'The attention that had
swirled around the Cole case
sped the adoption of this
(policy)," said McCausland.
Police in Portland, South
Portland and York County
already had policies against
accepting free food. The
Cumberland County sheriff's
department joined the list last
month.

Cumberland has
another doctor,
-:-0 public beach

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
I
l

45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

Three years after voters
turned down a plan for the
town of Cumberland to buy a
21-acre waterfront estate, it
has been sold to a Del~ware
doctor for about $2.3 million.
The shoreside Conifer
Ledges estate, which has
about 500 feet of shoreline on
Casco Bay, was eyed for
acquisition by Cumberland
town councilors in 1988. They
proposed siting a recreation
area on the property. But
Cumberland voters rejected
the purchase by a margin of
2-to-l.
The estate includes a ninebedroom Tudor mansion
built in 1928, an indoor pool,
a caretaker's house, stables, a
miniature steeplechase
course, a badminton court

Sale on Casco Bay
For a cool $1,825,000, you
too can own a piece of Casco

Bay.
Hope Island, located
between Cliff and Great
Chebeague islands, is for sale.
The 88-acre island comes
complete with a 12-bedroom
home, a farmhouse and barn,
a rebuilt dock and two miles
of shore frontage.
'We all feel badly having
to sell it, but there comes a
time when it's noteconomically feasible," said Bradford
Harlow, a retired textile
executive who lives in
Enfield, N.H. The island has
been in his wife's family since
1920.

Dodge Morgan
buys PennySaver
The man in the boat shoes
struck again, as Maine
Publishing head Dodge
Morgan blew in from the
Caribbean March 23 to
announce his purchase of the
Scarborough-based
PennySaver newspaper.
"Steve and Gina have
done a great job serving their
readers and advertisers," said
Seth Sprague, named publisher of the free weekly.
'We're not going to change
anything. What they've got
works just fine." Sprague said
the newspaper's nine employees would keep their
jobs. "In fact, we're advertising for more help," he said.
Morgan also owns Maine
Times and Casco Bay Weekly.

Ooops ...
CB W has received several
complaints about the wording of an item in our Voter's
Guide issue ("Resume: Tom
Harkin," 2.20.92). The item
referred to Tom Harkin's
"pro-Israel stance" as a
weakness.
We did not mean to imply
that supporting Israel is a
weak position. We meant to
say that Harkin refuses to
discuss or even consider
Palestinian (Arab) claims to
the Occupied Territories as
legitimate concerns in the
ongoing Middle East peace
process. "Anti-Palestinian
stance" would have been a
much better way to phrase
his posi tion on this issue.
We agree that the item was
poorly worded, and we apologize for our insensitivity.
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Thompson's Point Buildmg lA (end of Sewall Sr.) Porrland

Open Monday - Saturday 9:30am - 4:30pm

773-3045

SUMMER ART PROGRAM
Arts and Crafts
Outdoor Games

551A Congress St.
Portland, Me 04101
2077756601
fax 207 775 1615
Entire contents © 1992
Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.
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Ages 3-8

8:30 to 11 :30 am

Centrally located - Professional staff
Call for a brochure.

772-2833
14 Locust St. • Portland
OppOSite Levinsky's Plaza

expires April 30.
Items:
• Flourescent sticker strips 10¢/ea.
• Drawing paper $1/pound
• Finger paint paper $1/pound
• Colored wooden beads 5¢/ea.
• Magnet strips 10¢/ea/
• Shoelaces 25¢/pr.
• Fabric • Envelopes • Mat frames • more!

IT'S SHOWTIME! NORTH
Give your kids the opportunity to
be in the spotlight
this summer!

YARMOUTH
ACADEMY

2 week seSSions from
June 22 to August 21
Ages 6 to 17

Our program consists of putting together scenes
and musical production numbers from Broadway
shows. Students are instructed daily in singing,
various forms of dance, acting. characterization
and skit writing. Individual performances are
encouraged. Props, etc. are made by the students
and each session culminates in a polished
performance on stage for the enjoyment of families
& friends.
Instructors Cheryl Greeley, Dan Barris & staff have a
broad base of education and experience in the
field of musical theater and working with children.
Build your child's confidence & self-esteem
with a lot of fun thrown in!

CALL TODAY!

Limited enrollment • Register early
Cheryl Greeley Theatra - Dance Studio
180 Sawyer St., So. Portland, Maine 041 02
767-1353

Three 2- Week Sessions
between June 22 - July 31

. . For information, call Carol Place at NYA, 846-9051.

lack Dawson's
SPORTS CAMP

• Basketball
• Baseball & Softball
• Swimming
• Track & Field
• Soccer • Lacrosse •
• Other Sports

Session I: June 22 - July 2
Session II: July 6 - 17
Session ill: July 20 - 31

:.

Four Week-long Sessions
between August ~21

Offering individual and group instruction in

Girls
Ages
7·14

.

HOCKEY TRRInInG -SCHOOL

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL

For
Boys

: :.

1992
SUMMER
PROGRAMS

SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM

&
Reported by Paul Kmr, Monte
Paulsen and The Associated Press

Center

Resource

• Expert instruction by top coaches
• Emphasis on fundamental skills, sportsmanship & team spirit
• Careful supervision & instruction
• Activities grouped according to age level & ability
Brochures available. Write or call:

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL, 360 Spring St., Portland, ME 04102 (774-5721)

,

,
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quality
campers

camp

We offer
2 week over·night
programs
for co-ro
ages 7 . 17.
CANOEING TRIP ADVENTURE PROGRAMS
Allagash WIlderness Trip: 7/11 ·7123.
. Moderate Level Canoe trip: 7/11 · 7/23 & 7/27 - 8/9.
. SAILING PROGRAM, lake & ocean: 7128 - 8/4.
CREATIVE ARTS CAMP: 8/10 - 8/23.
. GENERAL CAMP, excellent for fJISt time

:~
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~I'
.
Field Trips
to Natural Areas

lo7~/l~0
cated

is:
carnipe!rs!

1

FIRST LUTHERAN DAY CAMP

Summer Discovery at:

132 AUBURN STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE

STAR SCIENCE CENTER
20 Danforth St. • Portland, ME 041 0 I

1-800-675-7363
Children ages 7 to 12 interested in
travelling, science and the environment.
week· 8:30 am - 4:00

thru

Summer Fun and Discovery
Indoors and Outdoors!
For youth 4-12 years
June 22-August 14

P
iOlildjini iiiil BBBBBiifii%f.~:~"

panth7/27
ie~r - 8/9.
.,,7011
126&

For a brochure

Arts & Crafts
,,'

Music

please call

Computer

797-2525

Activities

DON'T GO TO CAMP
WITHOUT COMING HERE
FIRST!
Bring in your out grown gear
and trade it for new!
USED AND NEW EVERYTHING

'I

WATERSPORTS:
Dive Fins
Swim Goggles
Floats
Diving Masks
Sailboards
Wet Suits
Life jackets

fOR ARlS,
CRAflS & f\ELD
• "ki'A",'.1
tRIPS

Well made, long lasting,
quality swimwear in
funloving prints and colors.
For beach or pool or camp.
Sizes infant to girls 16.

\n\Own camp
Ac\ivities Qa\or~
for teens, too

FIELD SPORTS
ALSO:
EQUIPMENT:
Backpacks &
BasebalVSoftbaU
Hip-packs
Soccer
Bicycles &
Lacrosse
Helmets
Football
Golf Equipment
Street Hockey
Rollerskates
Basketball
In Line Skates
and more ...

WE BUY, SEll TRADE AND CONSIGN USED &NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT

311 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND • 773-6063

:: :

OOR FACILITIES

Ages 7 - 15
Hours: 7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Call Tom Dougherty for a brochure 874-1130.

NEW!!
Terrycloth "dour hooded
beachlbath robes.
Top quality, hard to find.
Sizes infant to kids.

SUMMER DAY CAMP

m:'ijiII!!il

Licensed YWCA Child Care Services
Underwater World, When I Grow Up, Circus Time, & Morel

Ages 3 through 8
Hours: 7:30 am - 5:00 pm, Parttime care available
Call 772-2912 for a brochure.

For further detailed informa,tiOri
BOBBRSHERorr.Aav. N~~VT

c/o Chevrus High
PorUand, Maine 041

{
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WAYNFLETE SCHOOL

SUMMERTIME ARTS

VISIT THE

•"

AS PART OF YOUR
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
DURING CAMP THIS SUMMER!

Come to

CENTER DAY CAMP

For
Students
Entering
Grades K-7
,,r

Session I: June 22 - July 2
Session II: July 6 - 17
Session III: July 20 - 31

(thi)
t £ Ii r.<. MAINE

AQUARIUM
Route 1, Saco, Me

Founded in 1938, CDC is co-ed and non-sectarian.
A breathtaking waterfront camp on 10 acres of
Sebago Lake woodland.

The Experience That
Will
A Ufetime

Bus transportation and Child care provided
before and after Camp
New Horizons: 3 1/2 to Kindergarten
(3 " 5 day options).
Regular Day Camp: Grades 1 - 6
Teen Camp: Grades 7 - 9

..

• Free T-shirts.
• Video-Taped Sessions

TENNIS
CAMP
Intermediate
13 - 16 yr. old
9 AM - 1PM, Mon. - Fri.
Starts July 13th.

LIMn-ED SPACE!
Call NOW to sign up!

....- - - - - - - -
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~ess
Ce.ter
775-6128

2445 Congress St.
Portland, ME

Athletics • Swimming • Boating
Campcraft • Dramatics. Arts & Crafts
Overnights • Special Programs & Trips

Portland YMCA

Camping

MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY
MAST LANDING
NATURE DAY CAMP
FREEPORT
Grades 3-6, nature, ecology and Native American
theme sesions, 1-2 weeks.

June-August. Scholarships available.
..

Call for a Brochure!

Brochures available. Write or call:

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL, 360 Spring St.,
Portland, ME 04102 (774-5721)

284-4512

USPTR Certified
Includes:
• Nutrition
• Strength
• Injury Prevention.

Members Enter FREE!

awaits everyone!

'

-.

To reserve Call...

on beautiful Sebago Lake
Where a Summer full of fun

Three
2-week
Sessions

An exemplary program in the arts
for all children. Small-group
instruction by some of Maine's
leading arts educators in drawing,
'weaving, clay, puppetry, drama,
writing, dance, music, steel
drums, 3-D construction, film
animation and video.

Summer

MAINE AQUARIUM

Jewish Community Center
~

(207) 772-1959
"

;.

"

.' .

For Children 11/2 to 17
• Wilderness Day Camp • Resident Camp
• Intown Program • Adventure Tri~
CALL 874-1111 or stop in for a brochure.
70 Forest Avenue, Portland

ADVENTURE CAMP
Grades 5-9, island trips, backpacking, canoeing,

1 week sessions, July-August,
For Information and Registration call:

781 .. 2330

announces a 2112 week SlIluner
Program in Musical Theatre at
McAlJey High School

DANCEI SONGI COSTUME
AND SET DESIGNI

directed by Barbara Goelman.
• Dana & DireClion,
Barbara Goelman
• Modem Dana & Set Design,

Mia Kanazawa

• Voice & Mwic,
Miriam Swahauer
• Ages 6 - 16 placed according
to age & experience.
• July 14 - 29, Tues, Wed., &
Thurs. lOam - 2:30pm
• A mw;ical will be performed at
the end the session.
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2 FOR 1 SALE
lor 500/0 off!)
selected men:h<rldile

You Moose See It
To Believe It.

• I ), •r kill <J

GOING FOR BROKE
Omtinued from front page
Just across Pearl Street from the rear entrance of the Ben &
Jerry's store, husband and wife Arden and Christine Dow
walked through a comer door into the United States
government's stone Federal Building.
The first thing they had to do was pass through a metal
detector where certain kinds of jewelry, keys and other articles
might set off the alarm. Had that happened, the Dows would
have been forced to back up and place all their valuables on a
black conveyor belt that would them away into the heart of a
machine.
It would have been good practice for what lay ahead of
them.
Down at the end of a hall on the first floor, behind double
fire doors, an L-shaped room buzzes like a hive. Every inch of
wall space is stuffed with bursting file folders. Four or five
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Appearing in March

CURT BESSETTE
Singer/songwriter
featuring songs

from his new
re~ase

t'

r:
"

A road map to bankruptcy

"live All

Your Dreams"
Wed.8-11pm
rhut$. 8:30- midnight
Fri. 8. Sat 8:30pm- 12:3Dam
Free Parking

V1stt the Rib Roam fe< fine dining
befe<e the show.

TOP
OF THE EAST

sonesta Hotel Portland

.

n5-5411

,"ClIUI'1:'

munity
Network

week 013/27/92
- LIVING TAPESTRIES:
The Artist in You. (1/2hr)
-ORIGINAl
FRANCO-AMERICAN MUSIC:
With Josee Vachon. (1/2hr)
- SEBAGO MAGAZINE:
A1ternativB Ways to Fund
Higher Education. (1I2hr)
- PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE:
Segments Include Alpha One
and the Spurwink School
(1I2hr)
- HEALTH VIEWS:
Looking Ahead & Getting
Ready for Hard Choices. (1 hr)
Programs premier. Frl. 7·10pm, and are
repeated Sal· Mon.l·4 & 7·10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Thurs. gam·noon,

Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Port·
land, ~ ElIlJIbeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

Chapter 7: personal or
business liquidation
The u.s. Trustee's Office
maintains a panel of five
trustees to handle Maine's
Chapter 7 liquidations. Most
Chapter 11 reorganization
attempts eventually end up as
liquidations. One of these
trustees is randoml y assigned
your case,
Recent examples: "Jolly"
John Pulsifer converted to a
Chapter 7 last fall after his
Chapter 11 reorganization
plan dug him deeper into
debt. Old Port developer
Bruce Lewis recently filed for
Chapter 7. Falmouth Subaru
dissolved in Chapter 7 in 1988.

Chapter 11: large business
reorganization

clerks whirl about, slapping envelopes into a mail drop, working the phones and furiously stamping or sorting cases.
The road to ruin starts right here.

Anatomy of a bankruptcy
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creditors can ask for a trustee
or an examiner to be appointed. This happens only
occaSionally.
Recent examples: Shape Inc.
and 100 Middle Street are in
the process of being reorganized, Shape has a trustee
running the company; 100
Middle Street is still run by its
owners. BWL, Inc., owners of
the Portland Regency Hotel,
successfully reorganized .

Remaining chapters
Chapter 12 is a farmer's
reorganization. Chapter 13 is
another small business or
personal reorganization, In
these filings, a trustee is
always assigned.
For more information, call
the bankruptcy court's automated information system at
780-3755. If you have a
modem, you can call (617) 5656021 to download case information, Use "maine" when
asked for your name and
"guest" when asked for a
password (always use lowercase). For information from
live human beings, call 780-

No automatic trustee is
assigned. The debtor keeps the
business normally, but the
U.s. Trustee's Office gets legal
control of the assets. That
office also monitors bimonthly
reports filed by the business. If
the debtor is believed to be
mismanaging assets -losing
money too fast or transferring
funds, for instance - its
3482.

It was here, in one of Maine's two United States Bankruptcy
Courts, that the Dows brought a petition for Chapter 7 bankruptcy.
The petition was handed to a clerk who stamped it with the
date and took $120 in cash. <Bankruptcy courts don't take checks
or credit cards.) Once the clerk had collected their list of assets
and debits, the Dows were listed on a clipboard with that
week's other filings.
That simple act was enough to protect the Dows from every
single one of their creditors, no matter how much they were
owed. Within three or four days, they had a court date.
A few weeks later, the Dows appeared before a courtappointed trustee, They sat in a room with a dozen other
nervous folks, listening to the trustee assure them they would
survive the process.
The trustee's other job was to "liqUidate" - or sell off - all
their non-essential personal holdings, then use the money to pay
credi tors who'd filed claims. In Cha pter 7 cases, those credi tors
are lucky to get 10 cents on the dollar for their trouble. Usually
they get nothing at all.
The Dows didn't get much, either. Maine law let them keep
only a few things: their beat-up '83 Subaru, since it was worth
less than $1,500; their apartment (they'd have lost any home
with more than $7,500 of equity); every piece of clothing and
furniture worth less than $200 (they'd already sold off some);
$500 worth of jewelry; food money; and "tools of the trade" whatever they needed to keep working - worth $1,000. They
also kept what little money they could earn after the bankruptcy
filing.
'We were nervous," said Arden Dow, "We didn't know what
to expect. But at least I knew they couldn't take much away
from us - we didn't have anything left."
The Dows are not alone. A record 2,300 Mainers shuffled
through those double doors last year, a year when close to one
million bankruptcies were filed in the United States. At this
moment, there are 2,400 cases pending.
"The anxiety of not knowing what was going to happen was
the worst part," said another local resident who recently went
through Chapter 7 after he got a five-figure tax bill from the IRS.
"It's not a pleasant process." The man, who once used to
manage apartment buildings, now takes bottles to a redemption
center for cash. He and his wife lost their buildings, cars and
new home. "I'm rediscovering that there's a lot in life you can
do for free," he said. ''It is kind of a liberating feeling to have
nothing,"
"Chapter lIs here used to run 30 to 40 a year until 1990. They
have gone up substantially since," said U.S. Bankruptcy Court
Clerk Sam Wilkinson. "So have Chapter 7s."
The recent increase in filings can be explained by the recent
recession. But those file folders began stacking up long before
the eronomy turned sour; Maine bankruptcies have doubled
since 1982.
That's not just the recession's fault. It's alsp the fault of
Congress.
In 1978, President Jimmy Carter signed the Bankruptcy
Reform Act into law, That piece of legislation gave failing
businesses a second chance.
By strengthening Chapter 11 of the U.s. Bankruptcy Code,
and allowing lawyers who worked those cases to charge more
for the service, Congress made bankruptcy reorganizations a
snap. Suddenly, more businesses could file for protection from
creditors and still keep operating their businesses instead of just
closing down - even if they were losing thousands of dollars a
day,
"The law made it more expensive, but also more attractive, to
file for reorganization," said South Portland attorney Dennis
Bezanson, who's president of the National Association of
Bankruptcy Trustees. ''It forced creditors to accept your reorganization. It gave you 120 days to breathe easy, That was the idea
of a fresh start."
Chapter 11 freezes a sinking business' debts, which protects
the business both from itself and deserving creditors. Then the
business gets a short time to try and right itself. Meanwhile,
creditors and the U.s. Trustee's Office watch for improper
conduct.
'We keep an eye on the financial statements, and we have the
power to assign a trustee if something doesn't look right," said
Assistant U,S. Trustee John Fitzgerald.
In unusual cases, such as that of Biddeford-based Shape Inc.,
a trustee is assigned to take over the entire business and keep it
afloat - usually by trimming employees or entire operations.
The trustee also works out payment arrangements. Since
creditors can veto any arrangement they don't like, shaking out
the cash in amounts acceptable to everyone can take years.
"It's not for everyone," said Bezanson. Only about 100 of
Maine's 2,300 bankruptcy filers sought Chapter 11 protection in
1991, chiefly because it's such an expensive, drawn-out process
with so little chance of success. Five out of six reorganizations
eventually wind up as Chapter 7 liquidations anyway,
If you're the one in six that turns a loss into a profit, though
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- the owners of the Portland Regency Hotel, Congress Street
clothier Louis Benoit and Sugarloaf USA have done it - it's
certainly worth trying,
And if you're really savvy - if you know how to transfer
assets, create partnerships and get unsecured loans - you can
use these laws to slip the bonds of huge debts.
Arden Dow couldn't afford to do that.
Michael Uberty - and a growing number of otherscould.

Working the system
Portland super-developer Michael Liberty has watched as
former partners and colleagues (including William H. Webster
and brothers John and Richard Gendron) took the Chapter 7
dive, but he himself has remained immune through a combination of smarts and luck.
Case in point: the modem brick office building at 100 Middle
St., owned by two limited partnerships both managed by
Uberty and David Cope. When they erected the two-towered
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175 Pickett 5t. .
So. Portland, 767,4627
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Head east on Broadway,
take your lut right on to PlcketL

the legal establishment,
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but people don't know
that coming In.''

Roast Turkey
Dinner
wI aU the trimmings
$4.50

Bankruptcy trustee Peter Fessenden

building in 1986, downtown
boosters cheered. Sitting
directly across from the
Portland Police station, it
attracted high-profile tenants
like the U.5. attorney general's
office, the Secret Service and
Portland corporate-defenders
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Nelson.
But by the summer of '91,
the building's bottom line was
as red as its bricks.
Losing almost $6,000 a
month, the project's owners
filed for Chapter 11 reorganization last July. That kept both
the city of Portland and
Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association (TIAA)
from foreclosing on the
building for late payments. The
office building's owners owe
Portland about $900,000 in
unpaid back taxes and TIM
about $11 million in mortgage
notes.
"We haven't heard from
Michael Uberty in months,"
said Portland Assistant City
Manager Anita Lachance, who
negotiates with 100 Middle
Street's owners over unpaid
city tax bills.
Though 100 Middle Street's
reorganization plan promises
to cough up part of its delinquent Portland property tax
bill, city attorney Donna
Katsiaficas said the owners
won't have to pay any interest
on the back taxes, That money
will amount to a million-dollar
interest-free loan made by city
taxpayers to Liberty, Cope and
company - a loan no ordinary
Portland taxpayer would get.
Lawyers for TIAA, the
building's largest creditor,
have also suggested in papers
filed with the court that the
managers, owners and investors in the building may have
kept funds hidden from
creditors. Indeed, 100 Middle
Arden and Christine Dow with their son Michael.
CB W photosrronee Harbert
Street's own disclosure
statements show that its managers paid Uberty Group and
and employees as much. or more, than the business owners
Middle Street Investment Associates a total of $661,000 in fees
themsel ves:
during 1990 and 1991 - while it was skipping $468,000 worth
• Falmouth Subaru, co-owned by multimillionaire John W . .
of monthly payments to TIAA.
Payson -who'd been paying himself $2,000 a month in consult"There are indications that Middle Street Investment
ing fees - went under in 1988 after ad vancing $250,000 to a
Associates may be an insider of (100 Middle Street)," wrote
Boston auto broker who pocketed the money and disappeared.
TIAA attorneys Thomas A. Cox and John G. Connor, "(100
It seemed, on the surface, a sad story.
Middle Street) and Middle Investment Associates shared the
But later, allegations of fraud surfaced, Former customers
same general partners (Michael Uberty, David Cope, and
and lawyers complained the auto dealer had sold fraudulent
Uberty Group, Inc.)."
warranties, wouldn't prosecute the auto broker or collect
Other businesses are still waiting for bills ranging from a $1
insurance on the loss, and sold cars to friends at cut-rate prices
million construction tab to a $29 charge at a True Value hardbefore the filing - a method of hiding assets that would have
ware store in Gray, Uberty's hometown.
been a federal violation,
Even lawyers at Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson - a
A trustee's investigation, however, concluded there was no
tenant of the building - are angry because the building's
wrongdOing.
owners owe them loan payments. They're seeking a rent
• Shape Inc" the Biddeford-based manufacturer of cassettes,
reduction as partial payment, but so far they haven't gotten
compact disks and video equipment, filed for Chapter 11
one,
protection in late 1988 after Bank of New England cut off its line
Other recent bankruptcies have hurt customers, creditors

Continued on page 14
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$2.25
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See Listings or call for info.
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of Massage.)
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302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103

(207) 772-8277

Rev, Ken Turley
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Magical Music
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It's "CHICKEN SOUP!", an
afternoon of songs, stories,
drama & laughter for the
entire family. LIVE! at luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM,
Portland, Saturday, March 28,
4:00 PM. Tickets at the door:
$3/adults, $2Ikids 12 under.
Presented by "Chickens R '
People 2,"
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Continued from page 13
of credit It has been a huge case, and the reorganization process
has been acrimonious, expensive and drawn-out.
William Brandt, the flamboyant Chicago trustee for the case,
paid himself (and his firm) more than $300,000 in 1991 - while
at the same time laying off scores of York County workers.
Brandt has righted the company's books, though: Shape now
operates at a profit.
• Ubiquitous Saco car dealer "Jolly" John Pulsifer paid
himself a $3,700 weekly salary and maintained two luxury cars
at company expense during the good times of the late 'BOs. But
he overbuilt his car empire, and - faced with growing debtsfiled for a Chapter 11 reorganization in August 1990.
At the time, Pulsifer was $3 million in the hole. Just 15
months later, after a financier had given Pulsifer another $1
million worth of credit, the Jolly one had sunk $8 million into the
red.
He converted to a Chapter 7 liquidation last November. The
process cost the local economy 250 jobs - and it may eventually cost more, because dozens of small businesses that did
work for Pulsifer won't ever get paid.

Your Camera, Audio-Vuleo, TV and Computer Super Store!
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Selection • Consistent Low Prices
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The Pulsifer case illustrates one of the biggest problems with
bankruptcy law. While Goliaths like Ford Motor Co. and
General Electric Capital Corporation are fighting for a small
share of the millions Pulsifer owes them, local Davids know
they won't get a cent.
"Big businesses like Porteous, Benoits and J.e. Penney are
sophisticated creditors," said bankruptcy trustee Peter
Fessenden. ''They can plan for losses. But small business can't.
For them, a bankruptcy that isn't anticipated is staggering. Even
a $2,000 or $5,000 unpaid bill is enough to tip the small business
over into bankruptcy."
And small businesses get stiffed more often than big ones do,
That's because, when businesses like 100 Middle Street or
people like Pulsifer go bust, banks and real estate investors
have covered their assets by placing liens (claims) on property
as collateral in case the worst happens. But smaller companies
can't take out liens for their cleaning bills, food contracts, repair
work or construction labor.
So those businesses who need the money most get shoved to
the back of the line.
When a bankruptcy judge doles out a debtor's estate, he does
it (by law) in the following order: creditors with liens get first
crack because of their constitutional claims to property. lawyers, the Internal Revenue Service, states, towns and cities all
come next, depending on whether they have legal claims to
property.
''Placing the lien is critical," Bezanson explained. "If the IRS
or the state hasn't gotten around to taking out a lien, they get
bumped way down on the list."
"I paid a lawyer 10 grand, and the bank handling the lien
went out of business," said one bitter businessman owed money
by Jolly John. "So they handed it over to FDIC, I paid another
lawyer 10 grand, and then they asked me if I could survive
without the money. I said yes, so they said sorry, we can't help
you. So I paid another lawyer 10 grand. It goes on and on, but it
doesn't matter. You don't ever see any money."
The city of Saco, which lost about $50,000 in property taxes
after Jolly John went under, will get its money - eventually. As
the former Route 1 auto empire is sold off piecemeal, its buyers
will payoff the back taxes plus interest.
"We lose our ability to foreclose when an owner files for
bankruptcy, but we still have legal rights," said Saco Finance
Director Dan Watkins. "We can file a petition with the bankruptcy judge to exclude us from the filing." That means the city
would get paid first, before the pot is divvied up. Saco didn't do
that, choosing to wait instead for the eventual payments from
buyers. "We don't lose out like a lot of creditors, but we will
have to wait awhile for the money," he said.
Meanwhile, Richard H. Brooks, co-owner of a South Portland
accounting firm, can wait forever for the $28,000 Jolly John
owes him - but he won't see it.
"They keep sending you stuff to come to creditors' meetings," Brooks said. "What for? What are you gonna get out of it?
There's no money. I've written it off and forgotten about it. I
think they ought to revise the laws, I just don't know how.
There's got to be an answer."
'The system is a very good one, but no system is perfect,"
agreed trustee Bezanson. 'There's a national commission
looking at the bankruptcy code, and there's a bill pending in
Congress to change it (see "Fixing the broke laws," page 15).
" I hope it passes," Bezanson concluded. "We need those
changes. I think it's time to examine the entire code. It came into
existence in 1978, and it's been tinkered with some, but there's
never been a complete review of it."

Fixing the broke laws
To address issues like fraud, red tape and nonpayment, a package of bankruptcy law reforms are
being debated in committees of the U.S. Senate and
the House of Representatives right now. These
reforms would:
Give smaller corporations a fair chance. By
law, corporations, no matter how small, can't file for
Chapter 13 status if they
want to reorganize. The
choice, instead, is
between giving up hope
(filing a Chapter 7) or
paying a huge amount
of money to keep
slugging it out in a
tough economy (Chapter 11).
"Chapter 11 was
designed with Eastern
Airlines in mind," said
trustee Peter Fessenden.
'They weren't thinking
of small business at all."
A small business owner
has to pay an accountant, a lawyer and all his
major creditors' lawyers.
That can mean paying
the bi lis of four sets of
lawyers - while trying
to dig yourself out of a mountain of other bills.
'The system is there to feed the legal establishment, but people don't know that coming in," he said.
'The administrative costs are staggering. You have to
ad vance tens of thousands of dollars before filing to
have any kind of chance at success."
To cure that problem, Congress may add a new
wrinkle to the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. Lawyers refer to
the proposed Chapter 10 as a "mini-1},', a leaner filing
process for mid-sized businesses and corporations.
"This would marry the 13 and the 11, make
reorganizations 1Iluch quicker," said Fessenden. '1t

Bankruptcy lawyers know fraud exists, but they
have no idea how prevalent it is because debtors get
to self-report their assets. Without investigative
resources, discovering a transfer or concealment of
assets is difficult. ''TIle only way a trustee can find out
is if, say, a creditor calls me up and tells me the guy
has a trailer somewhere," said trustee Dennis
Bezanson. "My best sources of information
are often creditors - and ex-spouses."
Sometimes the creditors don't even help
out.
"Creditors know they're not going to get
paid anyway, so they don't show up at
court," said Fessenden. "And that's it. The
trustee pretty much has to accept what's on
the forms. It's much easier to hide things in
that case."
Depending on ex-spouses to rat on a
debtor isn't an ideal means of finding
fraud. But this ad hoc network of informants
has to suffice because federal law only
gives a trustee 545 worth of fees to do it for
himself. "That's not even enough to do a
full audit of some bank accounts," said
Bezanson.
'The bankruptcy process doesn't really
have any sort of policing." agreed Assistant
Michael Uberty's
U.S Trustee John Fitzgerald. "There's a
building at 100 Middle
St., Portland.
' -_ _ _ _....._ ....._ _ _..... feeling that maybe we need to pull one in
100 and audit it. If they have their greatChapter lIs. That could save a small business tens of
grandmother's piano worth $8000, they need to
thousands of dollars in attorneys' fees.
declare that and sell it for creditors. But they don't.
Congress wants to make Chapter 13 cheaper and
Who's gonna know, unless you're a personal friend of
more accessible, too. By raising the debt limit to $1
the guy?"
million, more people could pay creditors instead of
The proposed laws would give trustees a bigger
lawyers.
cut of discovered assets - they'd get a higher
Work harder to root out fraud. One way to
commission, just like salesmen. It would also increase
save yourself during liquidation is to hide or transfer
a trustee's investigative fund to $60, "Of course, that
money or other assets. You could also declare incortakes $15 out of the (U,S.) Treasury, so it's meeting
rect property values or misrepresent your stake in a
with some oppoSition," said Bezanson, who has
partnership. Under the present system you can
testified in Senate hearings on the bill. "But it would
sometimes get away with those things undetected.
be helpful to have that extra money."
Paul Karr

"The rice and location sold me
riglI away. ••
the decision to buy was easy:'
-DanCyr
"Everything about Breakwater is right. That was
my first impression , and it hasn't changed. When I'm in the living
room and look out at the harbor, I feel miles away from the city..
even though I can get to downtown Portland in minutes. Anyone
who visits tells me what a great place I have; and when I tell
friends how little it cost, they 're amazed.
I work in a busy nightclub, so I want to come home to
peace and quiet .. . and that 's exactly what I have here. In the
summer, this place is great.l can have people over for a barbeque on the balcony outside .. .and a friend of mine lets me
use his sailboat, which is right in the marina here, so often
]' m out sailing on Casco Bay.
Discover why Breakwater made such a good impression
on Dan Cvr. I-bedroom units from $49,900, 2-bedroom
units from $62,900. 30-year fixed rate
financing available with
only 5% down-
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Paul Karr is a reporter for Casco Bay Weekly.

does away with the creditors' committee. Someone
with a convenience store wouldn't ha ve to go through
a two- or three-year Chapter 11.1t would be very
helpful here in Maine, where there are a lot of small
businesses." Chapter 10 also scraps the complex
disclosure
statement
required of all

fin annn~.
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South Portland, Maine 0 4106
(207) 799-1899
Sales Information Center open every day 11 a.m. to 5 p.m .
In So uth Portland, rollow Broadwav c<tsr to t he ocean .
FinanCing availahlt: through the Boston Five Mo rtgage Corp.
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All aboard for the New Mountain Line
Last October - on the week before 224,277 Mainers voted to reject wasting
$100 million to widen the Maine Turnpike and to demand a better state transportation policy - GJsco Bay Weekly published a list of "101 better ways to spend
$100 million."
Those ideas were merely dreams six months ago. Now the time is ripe to
make one of those dreams a reality. And so, in this two-part editorial, GJsco Bay
Weekly is issuing a challenge.
This week the challenge goes out to the 46,296 Cumberland County residents
who voted "YES" for more sensible transportation: CBW challenges you to form
a new citizen group with the aim of developing better mass transportation for
Greater Portland.
Next week, CB W will name a whole train full of local business and community leaders we think should be involved in this yet-to-be-named coalition.

,,

.

To help get the debate rolling, we at CBW propose building a commuter rail
line from the Portland waterfront to Sebago Lake. Because this entire route could be
Operllted on existing trllC/cs of the former Mountain Division Line (saving of
millions of dollars), we call this plan the "New Mountain Line."
• The New Mountain Line would operate self-propelled passenger rail cars
between an intermodal station in Portland and a park-and-ride station in
Standish. Each car would carry around 100 passengers.
• The International Ferry Terminal, located next to the Million Dollar Bridge
between Commercial Street and the Fore River, would be remodeled into "Fore
River Station," and would become the heart of Portland's waterfront renaissance.
In addition to serving as a marine terminal and as the urban end of the New
Mountain Line, Fore River Station would be the Portland stop for Amtrak service
to Boston and beyond. The station would also serve as an expanded Metro Pulse
and as a scheduled bus stop for Trailways and Greyhound.
• From there, the New Mountain Line would travel 2.5 miles up the Fore
River to "Stroud water Junction," a simple, heated platform with automated
ticket vending machines.
Located within easy walking distance of the Stroud water, Capisic Pond,
Rosemont, Brighton and Deering neighborhoods, Stroud water Junction would
cost far less to build than the downtown parking garage it would eliminate.
From here travelers could catch a quick (and free) shuttle bus to the Jetport
and Maine Mall. Large employers located nearby (i.e. Unum) might run private
shuttle buses to and from this station.
• From Stroudwater Junction, the line would continue another 2.5 miles west
to "Warren Station," which would put hard-working Westbrookers 10 minutes
away from jobs in downtown Portland.
• From Warren Station, the swift rail cars would run five miles out to "Little
Falls Junction," a park-and-ride station in South Windham, near the junction of
routes 202 and 237 in Gorham.
In addition to providing ample parking for area commuters, rail service to this
station would be timed to connect easily with bus service to downtown Gorham
and to the Route 302 area of North Windham. The University of Southern Maine,

which has a campus less than four miles from Little Falls, might make an
excellent partner in developing these suburban transit connections.
• And from Little Falls Junction, the New Mountain Line would continue a
final five miles to "Sebago Station" on the shores of Sebago Lake, near the
junction of routes 35 and 114 in Standish.
Sebago Station would offer the largest park-and-ride lot in the system, as it
would attract shoppers and commuters from as far away as Sanford and
Bridgton. ·Even New Hampshire visitors would likely choose to park here rather
than at the Jetport or Civic Center.
Like the other stations, Sebago would be a simple structure with an automated ticket vending system. Unlike the others, Sebago Station would have an
added attraction: the lake itself. Because waterfront access would be a key part
of developing this multi-use facility, there are several sources of funding
available to obtain the site.
• Without laying an inch of new track, the New Mountain Line would
stretch 15 miles from Sebago Lake to Casco Bay. If those trains ran an average of
45 m.p.h. between stops of three minutes each, the entire trip would take less
than 30 minutes. And with just 12 self-propelled cars in the system, the wait
between trains would never be longer than six
minutes. Riding these rails would be faster,
easier, cheaper and substantially less polluting
than driving.
Part 1: the proposal
Better still, these rails would save us money.
Assuming we spend a lavish $1 million converting the ferry terminal into Fore River Station (bonded through the city of
Portland), $250,000 each for the suburban stations, $10 million for track improvements (bonded through the state) and $1 million each for 12 rebuilt cars
(bonded through Metro, with county help), the whole system would cost a mere
$24 million. That's far, far less than what we will otherwise spend widening
Brighton Avenue, Congress Street, Forest Avenue and routes 25, 22 and 302.
Last fall, 46,296 Cumberland County residents called for a state transportation policy that makes sense. At CB W, we believe that a small-scale commuter
rail line is exactly the kind of sensible transportation those voters had in mind.
If you were one of those voters, or if you weren't, if you agree that it's time to
build a commuter rail system in Greater Portland, or if you have a better idea:
CIlSco Bay Weekly challenges you to do something about it.
Send your hopes, your dreams, your ideas, your criticisms and your names
for this project to: The Rail or Whatever Coalition, c/o USCO &y Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Or, if you would like to help this yet-to-be-named campaign for better local
I;'ublic transportation, call AI Caron at 761-1993 and leave your name and
number (or address). Once things get rolling, somebody will keep you posted.
With your help (and that of the trainload of people who are going to get
railroaded in next week's editorial), we can get public transportation rolling
across this great, green land we call home. (MP)
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Why abort? Rape and other excuses
• By Hllnnllh Holmes

St Patty's day came and went without me this
year. I didn't dig out the green cardigan I've worn
exactly once a year since I was in eighth grade, and I
didn't drool green beer on it. I sat at home and
glowered.
Much of my genetic data is indeed written in
Celtic, and I once had a heck of a good time thumbing around the Emerald Isle. But these days when I
think of Ireland, I think of a 14-year-old girl who
wanted an abortion. And I foam at the mouth.
Don't jump to conclusions: I'm ripped that they
let her go.
To my mind, that act of kindness reeks of the
meanest stench of hypocrisy and cowardice. To my
(enraged) mind (which at the moment offers no
shelter to such mushy notions as individual tragedy),
when you make your bed, you lie in it.
In 1983, two out of three Irish voters saw fit to
dictate morality unto themselves - and unto the one
in three voters who disagreed with them. But then
the 14-year-old victim came along. She was pregnant. She said she'd been raped.
The world hasn't seen her face - we don't know
her. But inside many, many, many of us, a tender
and child-like organ vibrated in sympathy with her
horror, her shame and her desperation. And we
wanted relief for her. The good voters of Ireland
were no exception. Brought face to face with one 14year-old consequence of their moral decree, a nation
suddenly went weak in the knees.
HBut," the country seemed to whimper, "we
didn't mean her. She's different."
Well, now, please do inform me as to how. It's a
waspish and rhetorical question - I know the
answer: She is different because she lost the ability to
control her reproductive organs. She, as an indi-

vidual. was momentarily unable to prevent herself
from becoming pregnant
What I am desperate to know is why the other
4,000 to 5,000 Irish women who go to England for an
abortion each year can't be different, too? Why must
they be raped before the howling Voices of Righteousness grow hushed and let them pass?
Being female, and by no means a paragon of will
power, I happen to have firsthand knowledge that
there is not one, but an infinite variety of circumstances under which a woman can lose control of her
reproductive system. Try emotional duress. Try the
foggy fear of violence from someone you love. Or try
defective birth-control equipment - a pin hole in a
condom, a tiny tear in the diaphragm, one night on a
business trip when you forgot to bring the pills. Try
sterile sex ed classes,
where if you'd had
the fortitude to keep
listening, you'd
have heard the myth
that you couldn't get pregnant while you had your
period. Try the numbing and blinding effects of
alcohol addiction. Try mad, sweaty lust.
The number of ways in which women (and,
judging from the number of sperm on the loose, men
as well) can lose control of our bodies is limitless. But
in Ireland, and among a tiny, shrill minority in this
country, rape and incest are the only two methods
that count. And that's what irks me.
If you let her go, then you'd damned well better
let the rest go, too. Either everyone suffers the
consequences of her weakness - physical, emotional, intellectual- or everyone is given the
opportunity to reclaim power over her life.
(A particularly weird outgrowth of this debate is
the notion that the fetal tissue resulting from any sort
of sex besides rape and incest is, from the moment of
conception, a human being with rights; while the

citizen

fetal tissue resulting from rape or incest is something
different - something with no rights. If this were
purely a matter of morality, wouldn't every ounce of
fetal tissue merit equal rights?)
As I lob stones at dear old Ireland, the selfsame
moral virus is nearing the surface right here in the
land of the free and the home of the brave. In April,
the Supreme Court has served itself the opportunity
to carve up the historic Roe vs. Wade decision, which
made abortion legal in this country. Anyone who
reads a paper knows this court has been groomed to
be a one-trick pony, and now the circus is coming to
town.
So we, too, may soon be crying for the right to
cross state lines for an abortion. It could be a Portland High freshman whose horror-stricken eyes bum
into our collective gut. When your sister comes from
New Hampshire, perhaps she'll be asked to pee in a
jar at the border, to be sure she's not smuggling fetal
tissue into an abortion-friendly state.
How to safeguard my rights? What checks to
check and balances to balance, I simply don't know.
What I do know is that on AprilS, hundreds of
thousands of women and men will descend on
Washington to bellow the ungainly slogan, "We
won't go back. We will fight back."
And for every broken condom, every rapist, for
every dumb-ass basketball coach who teaches sex ed,
and for the 14-year-old in me, I will be bellowing, too.

A South Portland bllSketban player stands on top of the world celebrating his team's
victory March 14. South Portland won a classic battle against Bangor In the Class A high
school state championship game, winning 81-79 after five overtime periods.

Digging up gay
roots of scouting
The way the First "Free"
Methodist Church, the Cub
Scouts and the Pine Tree
Council have treated Nicholas
Westervelt and his lesbian
mother, Terry, is disquieting,
to say the least ("Cub Scouts
can't bear gay mom," 3.12.92).
The message from the
"Reverend" (Harold) Coopers
and the Robert Denlingers of
the world: Don't be different,
don't rock the boat, and if
anyone does, hide behind
hypocritical bureaucracies to
wash your hands of the
ma tter. Fine "ethics" and
"values" to teach young boys
in scouting.
There is a very bitter irony
behind all this which goes
unmentioned in I<arr's article:
While it's true that the
American scouting movement
. was formed by William
Dickson Boyce, the true
founder - the Father of the
Boy Scouts - was a homosexual, the Lord Baden-Powell
of England. Anyone interested
in reading about the gay roots
of scouting should see Tim
Jeal's fine biography of Lord
Baden-Powell, "The BoyMan," available at the
Portland Public Library.

Ntvkl foW;vf--Michael Bendzela
Standish

Hllnnllh Holmes, wlw !ills her lungs on Munjoy Hill,
is Iln Associate Editor Ilt GARBAGE magazine.
The UWe Won't Go BIlCIc: March for Women's Lives"
demonstrlltion begins at 10 Il.m., AprilS, on the Ellipse in
Washington, D.C. Portlimd NOW is running a bus, Ilnd
there may still be Il seat. Call 883-1195 or 797-8508 for
more information.

Speak up for
each other
In reading the account of
Terry's and her son Nicholas'

predicament with the Boy
Scouts' membership criteria I
was immediately reminded of
the Pastor Martin Niemoller
quote which hangs on my
kitchen wall. Niemoller was a
victim of Nazi persecution:
They first came for the
Communists
and I didn't speak upbecause I wasn't a
Communist.
Then they came for the
Jews
and I didn't speak upbecause I wasn't a Jew.
Then they came for the
trade unionists
and I didn't speak upbecause I wasn't a trade
unionist.
Then they came for the
Catholics
and I didn't speak up because I was a Protestant.
Then they came for me
and by that time no one
was left to speak up.
I was a Girl Scout leader
both in Germany and in this
country when my children
were young. Chances are
there were girls in those
troops who later realized they
were lesbians. Likewise with
my son's friends in Cubs ...
Big deal. They had had the
experience of the best in
scouting and learned respect
for one another.
I'm reminded of Benito
Juarez who was president of
Mexico during the time of
Lincoln. He said, "Respect for
the rights of others means
peace" (EI respeto al derecho
ajeno es la paz). How long
will it take us to learn that?

My German friends caution
me that this country now is as
Germany was in the 1920s and
'30s - ripe for a Hitler to
come along and destroy our
freedoms. Take away one
freedom and soon they're all
gone. Who are we to stand in
judgment of another's
preferences? There's room for
us all on this planet and there
can be communion in diversity. We must speak for each
other.

7~L7t.~
Miriam M. Barteaux
South Portland

Women's rights,
dogs' rights
I'm writing in regard to
your March 12 story of the
Pine Tree Council not weicoming gays where the
mother stated, "I never
thought who I slept with
would be an issue."
I would like to know when
are these people going to wise
up and realize that what they
do really affects their children.
H not now, later.
If I knew my daughter's or
son's role model was homosexual. my children would be
removed from that situation
immediately. The homosexual
tendency to me Signifies a lack
of control over your own life.
No excuses!
And human rights are just
that, human rights. Why do
gays feel they have to be set
apart? We would end up with
children's rights and women's
rights and men's rights and

seen
dogs' rights and cats' rights
and ... Just what our Legislature needs.
Sorry Terry, but those
houses with the white picket
fences are still out there .

~~~
Jeannette Beaulieu
Portland

Watching
United Way
I understand that the local
United Way chapter is
presently reviewing its nondiscrimina tion cia use,
especially in light of its
contributions to the Boy
Scouts of America, an organization that has a policy
blatantly prohibiting involvement by homosexual Americans. That includes lesbian
den mothers, gay den fathers,
and young, gay Boy Scouts.
The Boy Scouts label homosexuality as perverse and
inconsistent with good
morals. This portrait is, of
course, wa y off base, so off
base that it's almost comical.
Such views are merely the
product of ignorance, bias and
ugly prejudice. The Boy
Scouts fail to appreciate that
this is America, and that all
Americans, whether homosexual. Asian, Jewish, handicapped, etc., deserve to be
treated fairly and equally. By
the way, neither the Girl
Scouts nor the Big Brother/
Big Sister program discriminates on the basis of sexual
orientation.
What is worse is that the

• By Tonee Harbert

(
United Way, which purports
not to donate to organizations
tha t impermissibly discriminate, actually gives money to
the Boy Scouts. Last year, the
figure, I believe, was approximately $80,000. I call upon the
United Way to really put its
money where its mouth is,
and not help bankroll such
hate and ignorance.
In these tough times, there
certainly are plenty of other
worthy charities in the region,
desperate for funding, that
aren't in the hate business.
Moreover, the only way
things will change here in
Maine and in the rest of the
nation is if people and
organizations take stands
against such unforgivable
treatment. It is especially
crucial that those who say
they support fairness and
equality for all Americans
back up their words with
appropriate action. We're
watching United Way.

~~
Rick Foss
Portland
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Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
Submissions for Entertainment
Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the
Thunday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and
Listings Information to Ellen
Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly,
A Congress St., Portland,
1.

to jazz fans in
Portland. Each event costs
$6 at the door of 20
Danforth St. Call 772-8114
for more of the score.

~I!:"'o'nn,,, ..

• Triple play at the no:
Three of New England's

finest female jazz vocalists
will be appearing at cafe no
tonight through Saturday:
Jazz educator and vocal
instrumentalist Margueri te
Juenemann returns to the
cafe tonight, accompanied
by guitarist Gary Wittner
and bassist Joe Siefers; Mili
Bermejo, accompanied by
her husband bassist Dan
Greenspan, will perform
Friday; and Christine
Correa will cap the weekend Saturday with her
unique interpretations of
contemporary jazz standards. She'll be accompanied by Boston-based
pianist Frank Carlberg, no

i'

Ii.'

and stay
amused.
Mall Plaza, South Portland,
where Wilson will be giving
away free samples of his
work. Challenge him with a
request! His Pegasus is a
mindblower. Call 772-7333
for more info.
• Arctic Circle adventure:
Sail to 77 degrees 54' North
Latitude with Abbott
Fletcher aboard Reindeer.
Fletcher, who resides in the
Brunswick area, will talk
and present slides on his
sailing journey at 1 p.m.
today at East Coast Yacht
Sales, Lower Falls Landing,
Yarmouth. The talk is free,

28 & 29) and you'll see
landscaped gardens in peak
bloom, educational and
floral design exhibits, as
well as lectures and demonstrations on a variety of
gardening related topics.
Products and services for
gardeners and flower
enthusiasts will also be
available. Of special note:
Today is Children's Discovery Day - a variety of
theatrical, musical and
educational activities with a
horticultural theme, designed especially for your
little buds. Admission for

but you'll need to RSVP by
calling 846-4545.
• Loud, brash, rude: L7,
all-female punk metal band
and loud landmark on the
LA underground scene,
will headline tonight at
Zootz. Said one anonymous
college deejay of the
women: "L7 sound like the
Go-Gos on a lot of bad
crank cut with Drano."
Noise Works Magazine called
them a "testament to the
sheer destructive potential
of the power chord." The
Brood will open at 7:30 at
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.
Admission is $5. Call the
frantic bass line at 773-8187
for frenzied details.

Learn a little Latin .
Gotta Dance instructor Christian Frahm's specialty
is Latin-American style dancing. He'll be teaching it
at "Learn a Little Latin," a dance seminar sponsored
by the Portland YWCA, March 28 from 7:30-9 p.m.
"He's the best Latin dance instructor you've ever
seen," says Joanne Sullivan, the Y's savvy (but
straightforward) public relations director. The
seminar will also feature refreshments provided by
Margarita's. Admission is $4.
"Learn a Little Latin" is just half of "Baile y Artel
Dance and Art," a program presented by the Y's
Racial Justice Committee which also includes an art
exhibit called ''Voces de los Ninos/Voices of the
Children." The exhibit consists of drawings done by
children in Central America and photographs by Tara Yaminski and Bryan
Karl Lothrup. Their work depicts the
brutality and pain of the children's
experience of war and repression in
their native countries.
The exhibit, which runs through
March 30, is sponsored by MADRE,
a non-profit organization that funds
programs fostering peace and
social justice through an understanding of the common needs of
women and children in the United
States, Central America and the
Middle East. Call Sullivan at 8741130 if you've gotta learn more.

• Flower power: The 1992
Maine State Horticultural
Show, a three-day floral
fest, enjoys its last burst of
color today. Stop by the
Enterprise Center on Route
1 in Scarborough from 9-5
today (as well as 9-9 March

adults is $6 at the door, $5
in advance; seniors are $5 or
$4; and hildren are $2
(except on Friday, when the
under-5 crowd are free).
Call 767-1837 to make your
flower arrangements.
• Reading between the
lions: The Mountain Lion
Coffeehouse will inaugurate

Not yer typical Yankees fans: hear 'em pitch a fit
Saturday, March 28.

,
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Adults & Children

NOW PAYING
U to

$

00
for

NEW STUDIOS at
151 St. John St.
Portland, Maine

871-1013
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RECORD
EXCHANGE

CASH

Used CD's
Right on the comer
of Lower Exchange Street
in the Old Port • 774-6010

~11

THE BONEHEADS
$301 door

_ _BllliJlIIAR 27

SHIRLY LEWIS
EXPEREE·ANCE

A Musl Seel Tix $5 • 9PM

28

BOP HARVEY

Funky Worldbeal!
Tix $6' 9PM

"IIIIIIIIJRUNHi,ilAil 29

TROUT FISHING IN
AMERICA wilh Annie Clark

Tix $ 4' 8PM

,.."-<,,,,,,n,,,,Drl by WClZ

·great
• great music
• great beer & wine

• THURS 3/26
MARGUERITE JUENEMAN
with GARY WITINER
• 3/27 MIll BERMFJO
with DAN GREENSPAN
.3/28
CHRISTINE CORREA
with FRANK CARLBERG

I

performances of

")'U"d~'H_
I
I

~
..
ThursdaYS.:f4fi~1 tickets

I

open jan jam Bunday 4:30-8pm

I April 2nd &April 9th.
I clip this coupon and call

closed monday.
20 danrorth

I

~intUfl8

~
WHAT'S A
BINTLIFF?

A nttle place for big appetites,

I

hungry for delldous, homemade
BR£AKfAST &.. LUNCH

I
I

Eggs Benedict· Belgian Wafnes
Homemade Corned ~f Hash
Green Mt. Coffee!
Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :30AM

:fv/~;I. ~/(Ji'11,e :

• 4/1 Havel's AUDIENCE
reservation8 welcome

I

: Mad Horse's:
I a world premiere play
I about a Maine family.

love story, returns to The
Movies tonight, where you
can watch a runaway
pregnant teenager and a
brilliant but unmotivated
TV repairman (who carries
a hand grenade the way
others carry a briefcase)
affirm daily life's artifice
and lack of meaning -

then fall in love anyway.
Call The Movies at 772-9600
for trusty details.

• Free association: Yoga is a
mystic Hindu discipline
through which one seeks to
achieve liberation of the self
and union with the universal soul through intense
concentration, deep meditationand practices involving
prescribed postures, controlled breathing and more.
Tonight from 5:30 to 7,
Portland Yoga Studio
invites you to a free Iyengar
yoga class at 616 Congress
St. Call 797-5684 to hear
some free speech .

• Creatures of Habit: Knots
and Crosses, Portland's
best-known folk rockers,
also perform a lot in Boston,
where their year-old CD,
"Creatures of Habit," has
been taking off lately. The
album is #19 on the Cambridge Tower Record sales
chart, and the group's been
nominated in three categories for the Boston Music
Awards. But you can root
for them here in Portland
tonight - where these
creatures of habit will
return to play cuts off their
new demo. Talking to
Animals, an alternative folk
pop group, will open.
Admission's six bucks at the
door of T-Birds, 126 North
Boyd St., Portland. Call 7738040 for more.

• Have a Picnic in the Park
today from 11 :30-12:30, as
Portland Museum of Art
presen~ a fashion show

featuring summer styles
from Talbot's and Alfiero's
in the Old Port, along with
box lunches for those of
you not trying to squeeze
into a size 4 this week. The
show is part of the
museum's Art in Bloom
1992, a bouquet of floral
arrangements, garden
lectures, parties and teas

tailored to welcome spring.
Call the museum (located
at 7 Congress Square) for
flowery details at 775-6148.

• If you're a thumbler
when it comes to arranging
flowers, you'd do well to
check out "Designing with
Flowers," a workshop with
floral designer Andy
Baumann. It's offered by
Portland Museum of Art (7
Congress Square) today
from noon-l p.m. All

I
I
I

L797-3338 for YOU'2..eservation~

Lunch M-F.t 1 l45-2.PM
All Day Breakfast
Sat 6AM-2.PM Sun SAM-2.PM

98 Portland Street
Opposite Main Post Offlce
Portland 773-2096

THUffiSDAYEVENINGS
\ Music on Flute & Guitfl:r
f\ from 1000-2000 AD 1/
~.
I by
f

YELWW SQUARES

/ OF POLITENESS :

RAFFLES
C · A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

126 North Boyd St,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS • FRIDAY MARCH 27

HEAVY METAL
HORNS $4
• SATURDAY MARCH 28

JENNY and
the WOODMEN
• WEDNESDAY APRIL I

KNOTS &
CROSSES
OPEN UNTIL 6 PM WED &. THURS
MON-FRI 8-5 · SAT 9:30-5· SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761·3930

Voted BEST HappJ' Hour
CBW R.ader'. Poll
$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

flower children should call
775-6148 for guidance.
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Counting Ninas: New . ',.'
':. York Times aficionados will'

!j •
I

Read between the lines Saturday, April 4.

•
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Jazz, Tap,
Streetfunk
Dancemagic
& Ballroom
Dance Classes

• "Trust," Hal Hartley's
oddly appealing but offbeat

cheap thrill

• Alternative music as a
way of life: Hit the WMPG
Benefit Bash at Zootz
tonight and join the
station's very cool volunteer staff as they stand up
for alternative media with
guests Pluck Theatre, subpop band Green Magnet
School and Darien Brahms.
Admission's $6 at the door
of 31 Forest Ave. Call 7738187 for alternate angles.

• Foiled again: Robert
Wilson makes whimsical,
intricate creations out of .
ordinary aluminum foil.
Kids of all ages are invited
to stop by today from noon2 p.m. at Kids' Stuff, 220

a monthly open poetry
reading tonight. Anyone is
welcome to sign up from 77:45; the reading will take
place from 8-10 p.m. Check
it out the last Sunday of
every month at 127 Middle
St., Portland. Call 772-5242
to join the lions' club.

19

WATCH THE

NCAA TOUR
VIA SATELLITE
2 DIFFERENT GAMES AT ONCE

•

Great Dinner
Specials
5to10PM

Mon: 2 for 1 Pizza
Tues: 2 for 1 Mexican Dinners
Wed: AII-you-can-eat Pasta
Thurs: NY Sirloin Steak
Fri to Sun: 2for 1Appetizers
Sun Brunch: Noon to 3 PM
336 Fore SI 'In the Old Port
772·8619· Serving Dally 11 30·10

be pleased to learn that
Portland Museum of Art is
holding "Artists in Line:
An AI Hirschfeld Retrospective," from April 1
through May 24.
Hirschfeld has worked for
over 60 years as a caricaturist for the Gray Lady,
producing over 15,000
works of stage, screen and
television stars. The exhibit
offers 67 of these etchings,
lithographs and drawings.
Your mission: to find
"Nina," the name of
Hirschfeld's daughter,
hidden in the lines. As
always, admission to PMA
is free today from 10 a.m.
to noon. Call 775-6148 to
get a line on Hirschfeld.

20
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Entertainment
EDUARDUS HALIM
PIANO - - - - - -

Thursday, April 9, 7:30 pm
Portland City Hall Auditorium
Master of what is said to be
the most extraordinary piano
technique to be heard today.
Vogue urges, "do anything that
isn't illegal. fattening or bad
for the skin in order to

attend Halim's recital."

g
I

1

262 Cwnberland Ave' Portland, ME 04101

(207) n2-8630 or (800) 639·2707 (ME. Nil)·

•
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to scheduling ch8l1ges after

caw goes to press, moviegoelS am
to confirm times with
theatms.

Portland Concert Association

PCA

llJe

advised

Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Studenl and group rales a.ailable

'1

WHAT'S WHERE

.... Dt. __ NDOth

SILVER
SCREEN
Artlcl. I I
A veterans' hospHal is the setting for this
satire about the red tape encountered by
discharged soldiers trying to coleel benefits.
a.alc lnatlnct
"Streets of San Francisco's" Michael
Douglas finally retums as a detective in
this erotic murderthrillerdirected by Paul
Verhoeven (,'Total RecaR"). Slick, intelUgent and entertaining.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

Dates effective March 27-Apri12

No showing of Fried Green Tomatoes March 27 at 7:15 or March 28 at

Diaby

Rr.Iwd Hainoorger

'Enthralling. A
searing achievement.
The most exciting
ilia>.' by a young
wntBr this season.'
ThB 111M Ylri flTlll6

March1DMarch 29
Call 774-0465
for tickets,

ANEW PlAY BY

4:10; Instead, Beethoven March 27
at 7:30, March 28 at 5

HMd That Rocks the Cradle (R)
1 :30,4:15, 6:50, 9:15

Final Analysla (R)
1 :45,4:30,7,9:35

My Coualn VInny (R)
1:35,4:20, 7, 9:35

Fried Qreen TomatoM (R)
1:20,4:10,7:15,10

Shining Through (R)
7:20,10:05

The Qreat Mou. . Detective (Q)
1 :15,3:15,5:15

Wayne'a Wortd (PO-13)
1,3:10,5:30,7:35,9:45
8topl Or My Mom

WIll Shoot (PQ-13)

JON ROBIN BArTZ
PORTLAND

**srAGE**
COMPANY

1,3, 5, 7:30, 9:25

Beethoven (Q)
5.7:30

25-' Forest Avenue

Hoyts Clark's Pond

SponSOIe« Ily
Gouws Cipllil

333 Clark's Rd" S. Portland
879-1511

Management, Inc.

Dates effective March 27-Apri12

Beeuty and the Beaat (Q)
1 :40,4:30, 7:10

Prtnce of TIdee (R)
9:10

YOU'RE INVITED To HELP Us WELCOME

::

GINA LAGUARDIA
manicurist & hairstylist
To OUR STAFF

E.

Medicine MM (PCl-13)

All Manicures

.

,

Saturday, March 28

:: (

-by appointment only.
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HAIR
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865-9214

Man - Fri 9-7
Sat 8-4
Appointments Taken
Walk-Ins Welcome

13 ROYAL AVENUE. FREEPORT

/
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(PO)

1:10,4:10,7:30,9:45

The Lawnmo_ Man (R)
1, 3:50, 7:20, 9:35

ArtIcle "

1:20,9

(R)

f

,

12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:15
WhHe .... Can't Jump (PO-13)
12:40,3:30,6:50,9:25

Lady Buga (PO-13)
1:30,4:20,7:40,9:50
Ruby (R)
12:50,3:40,7,9:40

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600

Mati_ Sat & Sun
Let Him Ha". It (R)
March 25-29
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15; Sat-SUn 3, 9

Truat (R)

"

.

BEFORE YOU BUY NEW,
DECORATE OR THROW IT AWAY
CALLUS

S~~

., '

,

a.auty and the a-at
Disney's new animated extravaganza
based on tha fairy tale.
Baatho".n
SUburban parents of three, played by
Charles Grodin and Bonnie Hunt, have to
deal with a st. Bernard that joins and
disrupts their household.

Bugay
Based on the ile of the ftamboyant gangster Bugsy Siegel. Driven by his love for
Vorginla Hil, hecreateda gambing mecca
in the mid-'40s known as Las Vegas.
Warren Beatty and AIlnette Bening star.
Cape F•• r
All ex-<:on terrorizes the family of a lawyer
who failed to keep him out of iail years
earllar. Stars Robart De Niro, Jessica
Lange, Nick NoKe and Robart Mitchum.
Th. Cutting Ede.
A classic love story baIw-. a rough
hockey player and an ice skater. Unable
to pursue his pro league dreams, the
hockey player tums grudgingly to figure
skating, finds a refined partner and falls
for har, Togetherthey go on to attain fame
in pelr skating.

March 28-31
Sal-Sun 1, 7; Mon-Tues 7, 9
Mlndwalk (PO)
AprIl 1·5
Wed-Sat 7, 9:15
Sal 3: Sun 3, 9

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751

Friad a ....n T~_
All overweight and neglected housewife
befriends a lonely older woman living at a
rest home. They develop a close relationship based on the elder's memories - a
tale of two women friends in the '305 which helps to restore tha housewife's
joIe de v/vr8. Flawed but Interesting parallel tale starring Jessica Tandy, Kathy
Batee, Mary Louise Par1<er and Mary Stuart
MastlnOn.

Dates effective March 27-Aprl12
Second showing Sat & SUn
1,4,7,9:30
Bugay (R)

r

12:30,3:30,6:40,9:20

·Our

M_'a1pp1 MaMIa (PO-13)

workmanship
speaks for
itself.. , "

.-

t2:40, 3:40, 7:10, 9:50

Many fabrics
to choose from.

"Over 25 years Experience
Estimates Pick Up & Delivery"
Roy Banks, proprietorl 883-38801 617A US Rtt, Scarborough

A black tow-truck driver rescues a white
lawyer, whose ftashy vehicle has broken
down in a poor neighborhood, before a
local gang can do anything about tt. Their
lives intermingle, reveaHng the predicaments of several other characters at different ends of American society.
Th. a ...t Mou. . Detective
Yet another Disney classic in which renowned mouse detective Basil matches
wits with his evil nemesis Professor
Ratigan.
Hand That Roclla the C ..dl.
A gynecologist is accused of harassing
his patient and opts for suicide. His wife
suffers a miscarriage, goes mad and
blames everything on the patient and her
family. She becomes the nanny of the
patient's daughter and executes her vicious plans.
LadyButa
A comedy with Rodney Dangerfield.
Th. Lawnmo_r Man
Science fiction thriller, based on a short
story by Stephen King, about a mad scientist and a gardener.
Let Him Hav. H
A brain-damaged and shy young man is
befriended bya glamorous hoodlum who,
in the process of committing a burglary, is
surprised by the police. When the hoodlum (who's a mino<l shoots and kills a
policeman, the epileptic chap (who's of
age) becomes a scapegoat In the infa·
mous trial which ensues.

Medlcln. M.n
Scientist Sean Connery searches in the
Braziian iungle for a medicinal cure for
cancer. With Louise Bracco.
Mlndwalk
A liberal U.S. senator loses a bid lor the
White House and decides to travel to
France to visit his expatriate poet friend.
Together they meet a physicist who has
given up her research at an American
university because she objects to the
military applications of her work. A challenging debate on politics, art, good and
evil, economics, feminism, the future, etc.
ensues. Subtitled "A film for passionate
thinkelS."
Fath... of the BrIcIa
Two parents oV8fS88 the frantic wedding MI.....lppl M ...la
A sentimental, humorous but pungent
of their daughter. Diane Keaton and Steve
account of a cross-cultural love affair
Martin team up in this rernakeof the 1950
between a Uganda-born Indian woman
original.
and a black man from Mississippi.
Final Analyala
A forensic psychiatrist who routinely testifl89 at criminal trials gets involved wtth a
schizophrenic female patient, whose sister seducee the unsuspecting shrink. The
relationship triangle uncovers an otherwise perfect murder. Stars Richard Gere
and Kim Basinger.

CapeF_(R)

I

a ..nd Canyon

4,6:40

The Cutting

a..Jc lnatlnct (R)
.'
Ii _
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Qnnd CMyon (R)
12:50,3:50,6:50,9:40

once Upon A CrIme (PO)
1:20, 4:20, 7:30. 10

Father of the BrIde (PO)
1:10,4:10,7:20,11:15

..-

• •

My Coualn VInny
Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitfleid star
as college students wrongly accused of
murder in a rural Alabama town. Joe Pesci
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who
comes to their rescue.
O~ Upon A Crt.A comic murder mystery set in Europe,
feeturing James Belushi, Cybill Shepherd,
Seen Young, Richard Lewis and John
Candy. Giancarlo Giannini plays the cop
from Monte Carlo out to find the culprit.
About what you'd expect.
Prtnce of TIel..
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara
Streisand) and a South Carolina teacher
(Nick NoKe) are brought together by the
attempted suicide 01 his sister, who happens to be her patient. Directed by
Streisand, based on Pat Conroy's nova/.

Ruby
A ftlm about the man who shot and kiled
JFK's assassin.
IIhlnlng Through
Romantic spy thriller in which a secretary
working in the OSS during WW II persuades her boss to send her on a onetime mission to the Nazi heartland, where
she is to infiltrate the house of a highranking officer by posing as a housekeeper. Melanie Griffith and Michael Douglas co-star.
Stopl Or My Mom Will IIhGOt
Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone as a
Los Angeles cop who teams up with the
witness of a murder - his own mother!
Truat
Hal Hartley's oddly reassuring but offbeat
love story, in which a pregnant teenaged
cheerleader (whose mother threw her out
of the house after she caused her father's
fatal heart attack) and a brilliant but
unmotivated iV repairman (who carries a
hand grenade "just in case" affirm daily
life's artifICe and lack of meaning - then
fall in love anyway.
Wayn"a World
A late-night cable show broadcast from a
basement, featuring Metal Heads Wayne
and Garth (of ''Saturday Night Live"), who
make pronouncements on t-. ife and
share fantasies about the lovely babes
from Babylonia.
Whit. Man Can't Jump
A comedy-drama in which Wesley Snipes
("Jungle Fever") and Woody 'Harrelson
nv's "Cheers") team up to make money
from playground basketball.

"Alice Through TIM Looking 01_"
Windham Center Stage Theatre is steging its own idiosyncratic version of Lewis
Carrol'spopularbook, March 27 through
April 12 - Fri, 7 pm; Sat & Sun, 2 pm
(except Aprilll , 7 pm only)-at Windham
Center Stage Theatre, Windham. Tix: $8
adults, $5 students & seniors, $1
preschoolers. Forreservationspleasecal
892-3315.
"Audience"
Vintage Repertory Co. presents a satirical piece by dissident playwright and
current president of Czechoslovakia
Vaclav Havel about his experience as a
"banned penlOO" in his own country.
April 1 & 8, at 8 pm, cafe no, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. Tix: $5. Call 772-8114 for
more info.
"C_t.w.ya at Pllmoth Plantation"
Mount Holyoke students dramatize how
castaways were sheltered by Pilgrims
March 27, at 7 :30 pm, at St .
Bartholomew's Church, Gilman Road,
Yarmouth. Free. Call 841>-5066 for more
information.
"Chlck.n Soup·
is a famity variety show filled with laughter, music, storytelling and drama. Ru ..
sian puppeteer Valeria Konstantil'lOVllka
from Puppets for Peace will be featured;
David Neufeld, Justin Hoy, Karin Peyne,
Jenny Yaa, the HOO5e Family Singers
and Many Rivers School ensemble will
also perform. Show underscored by Leo
Loginov. March 28 at 4 pm in luther
Bonney Aud~orium, USM Portland. Cost:
$3 adults, $2 kids. Call 773-6733 for
more information.
Com.dlana TIm F.rrell, Joann.
Cheal. and Kevin Shone _k
the age-old question: Do you fear mimes,
sad clowns and puppetry? Yes? Then
you'll love the improvisational comedy of
Tim, Joanne and Kevin. The demented
trio lovingly take audience ideas and
transform them into two hours of comic
mayhem. Every Thuraday, armed with
big sticks, they take pokes at washed-up
actOI'll, bed TV, pompous poI~icians,
mood swings, lesser-known nul'!l8ry
mymes, criminally insane behavior, Jim
Nabors, indoor·outdoor carpeting, and
othersacrect cowsyou suggest. Forthree
bucks you can't go wrong. Uke fingerprints, no two shows are alike. Every
Thuraday at 8 pm at the Cave, 29 Forest
Ave. Call 879-0070 for info.
"Dartl Rive,..
Med Hol'!I8 Theatre Company presents a
tale of greed and self· deception in which
a Maine family plunges into tregedy and
a town into ecological calamity. April 2
through April 26-Thurs-Sat,Bpm;Sun,
7 pm - at The Mad Horse Theatre, 955
Forest Ave, Portland. Tix: $15, $13 students & seniors. For requisite reservations ca/1797-3338.
"Into the Wood.·
Tha Portland Players stege this Tony
Award-winning musical about fairy-tale
charact8l!lmeeting in thewoods in search
of -happily ever after." Throu'gh April 11
-Fri&5at,8pm; SUn, 2:30 pm-attha
Portland P1eyers, 420 Cottage Road, S.
Portland. For reservations call 799-7337 .

Laat Call
Tha performance group consisting of actors Brian Smith and Bill Ross will air ~s
concems about alcohol end drug abuse
via the use of drama and vaudevilHan
techniques. March 28 - 8 pm - at the
Heffeman Center, Saint Joseph's College, on Sebego Lake, Standish. Tix: $15
family, $5, $3 seniora & children. Call
892-6766, for further info.
"Melody Hour Murd...•
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations call 693-3063
or 1-800-834-3063.
"Th. Phantom Tollbooth"
Mad Horse Children's Theatre presents
an adaptation of the populer story, performed by children eges 8-18, in which
the young boy Milo discovers a magic
tollbooth enabling him to vis~ strange
Iandsand people. Through ApriI5-Sat,
1 & 3:30 pm; SUn, 2 pm - at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Portland . Tix:
$5. For resefVations, cell 797-3338.
"Th. Red Sneak."
The Young People's Theatre of Brunswick
present Elizabeth Swados' musical
drama, based on Hans Christian
AIlderson'. fairy tale "The Red Shoes,"
about the unfortunate Karen who wears
inappropriate red shoes into the v~lage
church on two holy occasions. Swad09'
version has bean updated to a bumedout tenement building in NYC, where a
groupoft-.agers w~h individual means
of survival have banded together as
friends. A devil appears with a pair of red
sneaks that will give the wearer fame,
riches and glory. Rnd out what happens
Thursdays through Sundays, March 21>29 & April 2-5. Tha Theater Proiect is
located on School Street in Brunswick.
For info on tix prices or reservations, call
729-B584.
Tlma.mpl.
Scarborough Kiwanis Club presents the
Downeast humorist on March 28 at 7 pm,
at the Winslow Homer Performing Arts
Canter, Scarborough High School. Proceed. will go to charitable projects to
benefit community youth. Admission: $8
adults, $4 kids. Call 883-6030 for further
information.
"Th. Subatanc. of Fire"
Portland Stage Compeny presents a new
play in which the future of a family publishing company pits a father against his
edu~ children. Through March 29- TuesSat, 7:30 pm; Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 & 9 pm;
Sun, 2 pm - at Portland Stage Company, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Tix: $12$26.50. For reservations call 774-0465.
WMPQ Benefit B_h
The radio station will cap its March
fundraiser with a benefit bash on March
27 at 8 pm at Zoots, 31 Forest Ave,
Portland. Guests are Darien Brahms,
Pluck Theatre and Green Magnet School.
Call 780-4598 for more info.

O . .tllll• • a.cllatag. Talent
The Children's Thealr ~ of Maine announces auditions for its final production
of tha season : the winning scripts from
its Young Playwrights Contest. All interested adults, teens and children are invited to read scenes from the plays, play
an instrument, sing or present a mono-Iogue. Stagehands also welcome on
March 30 & 31, from 3:3()..7 pm, at King
Middle School, 92 Deering Ave, Portland. Call 874-0371 for more information.
Med Ho... Theatre
open auditions are scheduled for April
11, from 10 am-2 pm, at 955 Forest Ave,
Portland. Be reedy to delver two contrasting monologues. Auditions will not
exceed five minutes. For an appointment
call 797-3338.
"Our Town"
The Royal River P1eyers of Yarmouth
have re-opened their auditions. Men ages
2()"60 are specially needed. March 29, 57 pm & March 30, 7-9 pm at Yarmouth
High School Cafetorium, West Elm St,
Yarmouth. For more info call 846-2406.
Rumored AudHlona
Studio Theater needs five men and five
women, all middle-aged, forNeilSimon's
"Rumors." Technicians and stage manegers are also needed. Tryouts are March
21>-27, al 7:30 pm, in the Curtis Room of
The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington
St, Bath. For more info cal 442-8627.

Continued on page 22

Ifs
Academic
134 Maine SI. Brunswick
725-8516· M-Sat, 9-6, Sun,12-5
Booksellers for the Adventurous
Reader.
On April 4th, meet Franklin
Burroughs, who will sign copies
of his new book Horry and the
Waccamawfrom 1 to 3 pm. We
also recommend Robert Slone's
Outerbrodge Reach and Susan
Faludi's Backlash,

HARBOR

HOMEBREW

& WINE SUPPLY

OPEN SUNDAYS

Call for beginner, extract and grain class dates.
879-MALT (879-6258)
47B INDIA STREET.PORTLAND, MAINE
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Entertainment

Brunch so tasty you'll
"~''lIn~ to lick your plate.

Cate-All-Wedneeel.,. (folk & poetry readings) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Ptld. 772-7891.
Bach.... ,..· NIght (topless) MooseAlIay,46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Th. W.tta,.. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Hl9h Voltage (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Lou Moo... & J.r.my L .... r (acoustic)
Wharfs End, 52 WharfSt, Ptld. 773-0093.
O...n Mic Night with Th. Cool Whips
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

erving Sundays 9-3
• Tony's Comcdbeef Hash oOmlettes oEggs Benedict
oFruit FiUed Crepes oSalmon & Eggs oCheese Blintzes
o Lisa's Baked Beans oGreek Soul Food 0 Ahoond Crusted
oServing Bloodies & Cea.sats
AND SATUlIDAYS TOO

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•
RI,77
( apl' 1:li/ahl'lh
""99·(,001)
MOII··I hllr" for S9.95
•
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
l

Concerned Comics Halt Recession
PORTLAND, ME - Concerned Comics Showcase Inc, t~y
unveiled a plan to bring inexpensive laughter to local reslden!S_
Featured artists will include Bob Marley, George Harnm, LIsa
Karahalious, "Reno", Chris Kerst, and last (and definitely least)
Hugh Chatfield_
Massive group absurdity and mirth at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Avenue, 8 PM,1\Jesday, March 31.
Admission is only $4,
(Crash helmets and barf bags recommended,)

,

COOKIN

Omtimud from

page 21

CLUBS

DANCING

THURSDAY 3.28

GottaDance.lnc•• Thompson's Point Second floor Bldg 1A, Portland. Smoke- and
chern-free dances with swing, Latin &
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
Sundays from 3~ pm. $5. 773-3558.
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on.. . Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college altemative night. No cover with college 10, $1
without. 871-0063.
Salute.. 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
unti 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd' .. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
Wherehou •• Danc. Club. 29 Forest Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, Groove
Academy with deejay duo Spence & AI;
Sat, women's night from 9-1 with deejay
Dab. 874 -9770.
Zootz,31 ForestAve,Port1and. Wad: chernfree; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/live music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

.......rtt.J-..&O.ryWlttner(jazz)
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Ptld. 772-8114.
Ann RHd (folk) The Coftege Room Pub, 98
Falmouth St, Portland. 874-6598.
Stev. a.rlach & FrI.nd. (original acoustic)
Gena's, 13 Brown St Portland. 772-7891.
Johnny Savage & J.nny Vaal (acoustic)
The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127
Middle St, Portland. 7n-5242.
Th. LIme Rock.t. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Bon.head. (rock) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-6886.
La. .r karaoke - Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4027.
Dealay ar.g Pow.r. (laser karaoke)
Ttpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-6161.
Dennl. K.lnhof.r(acoustic) WoIlie's, 193
Middle, Portland. 773-3501 .
O... n Mlc Nlght_h D. J_ Landry(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

•

~

FRIDAY 3.27

t

Last week we ate at a new restaurant just around
the comer from Katahdin, Elena's Cafe is on Congress
Street across from the State Theater, They serve
Romanian food, so our meal was educational as well
as delicious, After we ate, we talked with Elena. The
three of us were soon swapping stories of the trials and
tribulations of opening up a new restaurant. We're
nearing our first anniversary, and thOUght it would be
fun to describe those frantic hectic days before our
opening last April 8th.
At this time last year the demolition work was
done, We had tom up the beer soaked Fairwinds
carpeting, jackhammered concrete, sledgehammered
bricks, tom down the grimy ducts, scraped peeling
paint off the ceilings, and done other unpleasant and
necessary work. We had worn out our welcome at
every dump in the Greater Portland area, so it's good
that this phase of construction ended when it did.
We had already passed some memorable milestones
- the week Laura and her father transformed the place
with their plaster, the day the plywood was replaced
by windows, the excitement of watching our artist
friends Mark and Tommy work their magic, the
process of meeting and hiring our talented employees,
And then there were the unexpected disasters. The
spring rains came and the roof leaked like a sieve. Dan
had to make a trough, directing a river out into High
Street, Three days before we opened, the fire extinguisher system let go and coated the kitchen with
several inches of foam, On top of all this, it seemed
that everyone who walked in left us a bill for at least a
thousand dollars.
Time and money wer running out, but with the help
of friends, family, and lots of faith, we opened on
time.
It's a year later and we have to stop and pinch
ourselves when we think about how well things have
turned out. Apparently Portland was ready for our
Good Cookin'.
In our second year you can be sure that Katahdin's
food, service, and atmosphere will remain at the high
level we have established. After all, if it ain't broke,
don't fix it?
~~&))~_

Hear scatwoman Mlli Bermejo sing her scintillating synthesis of jazz and
varied Latin-American styles when she performs with her husband,
Nathan Town (acoustic) Bramhal Pub, 769 bassist DIIn Greenspan, March 27 at cafe no, See 10-day Calendar for
Congress St Portland. 773-9873.
MIII ......joltDMa_...nOazz)caf. sclltological details,
no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. m~114 .
Wild H.art. & Th. Wanna a •••
(rockabilly) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 ,
The Regular Einstein. (rock) Moose IVley, 46 Markat St, Portland. 774-5246.
George Worthl.y (acoustic) The Mountain
Lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle St, Portland. 772-5242.
The Lime Rocket. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 MouHon St, Portland. n4-0444.
The ShIr1.y LewIe 1xperM-- (blues)
Raoul', RoacHide Anr.ctIon, 81!5 Forest
Ave, Portland. 7J3.888II.
Midnight RIder (rock) Spring Point Gafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Heavy Metal Horne (meIaI)T-8lrd11, 126N.
Boyd St, Portland. n3-8040.
Gil ~I. Trio (Top ~ Ttppenory Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S, Portland. 775~181 .
No AlIbi (rock) The Wrong B",!hera' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PtkI. 775-1944.
ClNan M....t School, Pluck n.e.t.r &
Darien Bnh_ (al18or1s of rock) Zoots,
31 Forest Ave, Portland. n3-8187,

SATURDAY 3.28
Nathan Town (acoustic) Bramhal Pub, 769
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
ChrI.tIne
& Fnnk C.rlbel'l Oazz)
cafe no,2O DanforthSt,PortIand. m~114.
Annlverury Party(rine bands)Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. n2-7891 .

eo.....

The He...... EI. .t ..... (rock) Moose Nley, 46 Markat St, Portland. 774-5246.
TBA The Mountain Uon Coffeehouse, 127
Midde St, Portland. 772-5242.

The LIme ~ (rock) Old Port Tavern,

MONDAY 3.30
...v.I1tI..... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
O...n Mic Night with Randy Morabito
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside A1traction ,
865 F{)fest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mic Night wfth Ken O........y (b.y.o.
jam)WharfsEnd, 52 WlwfSt, PtkI. 773-0093.

11 Mou~on St, Portland. n4-0444.
Bop ""rv.y (funk) Raoul'& Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
Midnight Rld.r (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, $, Portland. 767-4627.
Jen",&the Woodmen (rock)T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Gil Do ......11 . . nd (Top ~ Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Potliand. 775~161 .
PhIl Verrli Fuelon a.ncI (jazz) VerTillo's
Con-WlonCentw, TtmpikeExit 8, River- O...n Mic (acoustic) The Mountain Lion Cofside St, PortWld, 84&-9741 .
feehouse, 127 Middle St, Ptld. 772-5242.
No Alibi (rock) The Wrong BrothenI' Pub al The Waite,.. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
PortBiIRarqs, 39 ForaatAve, Ptld. 775-1944.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
L7 with The Brood (pI.r1k metal) Zoots, 31 Com.dy Show.,.. . wilh Bob Marley,
Forest Ave, PortIIInd. n3~187 .
George Hanm, Reno, Lisa Karahalious
(stand-up) Raoul's Roadside Altraclion,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8886.
O...n IWc Night wHh P.t.r al_n
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Open Jam a-Ion (jazz) cafe no, 20 Ken a .... to Mars (acoustic) Wharf's End ,
Danlorth St Portland. 772-8114,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
N.".I1tI..... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Trout RailIng In America (folk) Raoul's
RoadsideAltraction, 865 ForestAve, Portland. 773-8886.
Th. Horny Toad. (acoustic) Wharf's End, VinIIIg. R....rtory Co.'. • ......
(one52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
act) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, PtkI. 772-8114.

TUESDAY 3.31

SUNDAY 3.29

WEDNESDAY 4.1

Ienc.·

MON-THURS SPM -lOPM· FRI AND SAT 5PM -llPM

On top
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For
Ordinary
People
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of it all at
Sugarloaf/USA

Qf6Tl\UQANI'

!\erving breakfast.. luocili,

dinner (?f sunday brunch
58 Pine St_. 773-8223

"Anybody
cando
it!~~
Center For
Performance
Studies
774-2776

~~\l

,\ . 92 Exchange St.

~JIA

,,_~

Beginning Week of April 6

\\i.'O'1/

Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

How
many
times
can
you
die
for
love?
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V.II_ aq....... of Pollten_
(nuts & gtitar) 6 pm, Raffles Cafe Book- .
store, 555 Congress St, Portland. Free.

Spring Specials

$60
ppdo, per night,
lodging &
lift tickets.
Starting
March 30.

Call Now
1~800~527~9879
or write

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carrabassett Valley.
Maine 04947

Malne·.~~

761-3930.

~ «J
J~" ~"'!:"=

FRIDAY 3.27
. .t .. CoIleg. Ore....t ...
3127192 & 3128/92 (classical) 8 pm, Olin
Arts Concert Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Tchaikovsky'sFifth Symphony;
selections by Bach, VIValdi and others.
Free. 786-6330.
Rlch.rdRo .......
(baroque recita lI1ec:ture) 4 pm, AI umni Hal,
Westbrook College, Stevens Ave, Portland. Bach's Goldberg Variations. Gratis.
797-7261.

SUNDAY 3.29
& Faure's Requiem. Ttx: $12, $8 students

& sen""", $4 children. 781-3567.

TUESDAY 3.31
Portland Symphony Orehest...
(claSSical) 7:30 pm al Portland City HaD
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.
Haydn's Symphony No.6; Bartok's Miraculous
Mandarin:
Suite;
Mendelsshohn's Symphony No.3. Ttx:
$10-$28. 773-8191.

PERK UP
Your kitchen with a new vinyl
floor and we'll toss in a FREE
Water Hog® Mat for the spring showers."

ARMSTRONG • CONGOLEUM • MANNINGTON
Fine selection of tiles &: countertops, too!
Don't forget our ongoing carpet specials on
Stain-resistant Nylon, or indulge in a warm
natural Wool Berber.

Portl.nd ~hony Orchestra·. Vouth
EnMmbl. .
412192 (chamber) 7 pm, Portland Museu-n of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. Gratis. 773-8191.

All work guaranteed.
Quality at fair prices.
Professional in house installation team.

·$30 value - 2'x3'
mat absorbs 1 gal.
water. Offer good

until April 15:92.

Schoon... F....
4f.3192 (folk) 7:30 pm, Yarmouth High
School Caflltorium, West Elm St,
Yarmouth. Tix: $8 aduHs, $6 students & .
seniors. 846-5894.
Portland Symphony Orch. .t ...
414192 at 8 pm& 4/5192, 3 (POPS) Porttand
City Hal AudHOI1um, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. Tile $10-528. 773-8191.
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Back by Popular
Demand/!!

FREE
OYSTERS!
Plus Great Menu
Specialties

'ffi'j~..J Everyday

in

March

UPCOMING

Alternative folk poppeTS Talking to Animals will sing to you Wednesday, April 1, when they open for Knots
lind Crosses lit T-Birds, 126 North Boyd St" Portland, Admission is $6, Call 773-8040 for details.

-'

><~::5
~==j

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel

THURSDAY 3.28

Th. ChOf'1lI Art Society
(choir) 3 pm, 51. Luke's Cathedral, 143
State St, Porttand. Raminsh's Magnificat

~J

774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREETS

\,

,----THE
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MERRIMAN'SIN(.FLOORING
33 Brackett St. • Westbrook 854-3833 • 1-800-439-0109

During
Happy
Hour
4 to 7pm

Our Full Menu served
from 11am to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Mixing Good People,
Good Food and Good

Drinks for 13 Years.

5 Portland Pier
772-4828
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
sasy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
. to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthllne,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

OPENING
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P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Foro/flee
meet.ngs,
please call
one day
in advance.
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paintings by artistlleecher HelMe Pou~n
throughout March. Gallery hours: TuesFri 10 am-2 pm. 724-2895.
" - I I Galt.y
.
345 Fore st, Portlend. Paul Black' s oils,
through Man:h. Gallery hours: n00n-5 pm
daily, or by appointment: 773-3334.
Ma"", Me..,11e Gallery
367 Fore St, Portland. "Functional Pottery: Two Generations," an exhibit that
jUxlaposes two generations of studio
potters dedicated to \he tunctional form
as a means of artistic expression. Show
includes works by Unda Arbuckle, Bruce
Cochrane, Clair Weissberg, Bob & Cheryl
Husby, Mary Jeanne Luckey, Greg
Federighi, Michael Simon, WaHerOstrom
& Tom Flavin, among many others. Showing through ~ 12. Gallery hours: MonFri, 10-5:30; Sat 10-6. 775-3822.
The Pin. Tree Shop .. Bayvl.w OIII1.ry
75 Markel St, Portland . Gallery group
The DIIntorth OIII1.ry
exhibit featuring new work by Neal Par34 Danforth St, Portland. Opening recepent, Carol Sebold, Robert stebleton, Helen
tionAprill from 5-7 pm for "On the Deckle
SI. Clair, Matthew Smith, David Clough,
Edge: Handmade Paper Arts in Maine,"
Tina Ingraham, Sean Morrissey, Bear
an exhibit featuring two- and three-diBlake & Mary Brosnan. Through March.
mensional handmade paper artworks of
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10-6. 773-3007.
Padl Mayhew Bain , Martha Blowen,
Portland
MUHum or Art
Marianna Casagranda, Kate Fairchild,
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Randy Fein, Georgeann Kuhl, Richard
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs
Lee, Katie MacGregor, Jemifer Morrow
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12· 5 pm. Admission:
Wilson, Quint-Rose, Nancy Bell Scott,
adults $3.50, seniorcijizens and students
BemieVinzaniand EariF. Weeks. On view
with 10$2.50, children under 18$1 , group
through ~ 23. Gallery hours: Fri-Sun
rate $3. Museumadmission is free 10am·
11 -4.646-8194.
noon Saturday. 773-2787 .
PI.n.t.
·Artle
.. ln Line: AnAl Hlrwchfeld Retro27 Forest Ave, Portland. Opening recepepectlv.
tion April 5 from 2-4 pm for "Emotions
An exhib~ion of 67 etchings, lithographs
Surfacing ." an exhibit of Alexandra
and original drawings chronicling stage,
Bachman's abstract expressionist works
screen and television during Hirschfeld's
curated by 3 Views Gallery. On view
long career as a caricaturist for The New
ttrough May 3. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
York TImes. April 1 through May 24.
5-1.826-0112.
·Contemporary VI"one
Thoe. Meleer C.blnetmek....
Nine artists from the museum's American
4 t 5 Cumbettand Ave, Portland. Opening
collection interpn!! landscape with styles
reception April 1 from 6-8 pm for a tradi·
ranging from reaism to abstraction. Feational rug hooking exhibition. Showing
tured artists from Maine and around the
through MayS. Gallery hours: Mon·Sat~
nation include Reuben Tam, Lisa Allen,
5. 774-3791.
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
Through May 24.
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Entertainment

::'o.tdaul

Che>~e

I Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
I Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772-5294
I 168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port

AROUND TOWN
Winter Hours:
I
Mon·Sat: 9:30 - 5:30
Friday: Open 'til 6 I

~-------------------~

., ......
~

Fashions may
~~~ " come and go,
f'i'
~." ft.\ but an education
(f~
is always
in style!
If you would like to update your outlook and enrich your lifestyle, plan to join us at the College Fair for Adults. Whether
you're thinking about starting a college career-or starting
over-we're here to help you.

USM College Fair for Adult Students
USM Campus Center
Wednesday, April 8, 19924:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Bedford Street, Portland campus
For more information calilhe
USM Undergraduate Admissions Office al 780-4970

() University of Southern Maine

Albertll'e
21 Pleasant st, Portland. 3 Views Gallery
Is curating a series of shows appearing at
Planets and Alberta's restaurants. Featuri1g local artists, \he shows range from
the polite to the outrageous and hlgtllght
the verve of local talent. Alberta's will
showcase the pa intings of Paul
Hollingsworth . April 5-May 3 . Gallery
hours: Sun-Sat, 5-10 pm. 774-0016.
Art OIIllery lit the Phoenix
630 Forest Ave, Portland. Show of mixed
media works featuring Chris Newcomb,
Giovina Ferrante, Tom Elehon, Ashley
l,enartson, Jeff Perron, Lou Mastro, Lee
Ring &Ed Parker. On viewthroughApril5.
Gallery hours: Thura-Sat, 10 am-5 pm
774-4t54.
The But... Gallery
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress SI.
Portland. "N, Seen By Both Sides: The
Vllltnam Experience in \he Work of American and Vietnamese Artists," an exhibit
. by artists frombolh countries and the first
Vllltnamese art in the United States since
the Vlelnam War. Showing through May
3. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun, 11 am-4 pm;
Thurs, 11 am-9 pm. 775-3052.
Michael Benoit Gall.rf_
50 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. Exhibit
includes paintings by John Swan, Jack
Meunch, Edward Langford, Robert Eric
Moore, Wade Zahares, Michael Palmer
and David Pontbriand; sculpture by Vemer
Reed and Edith Tucker; jeweky by Vemer
Reed; photography by Beth Thompson.
On view through the spring. 761-9011 .
COng .... Squ.re Gallery
42 Exchangest, Portland. Selection of wor1<s
by gallery artists - including Philip Barter,
Margaret Gerding, Ellen Gutekoost, Brita
Holmquist, Michael Lewis& Chris VanDusen
- on view through March. Gallery hours:
Mon·Sat, 10:30·5. 774-3369.
Dean V.lentgaa G.II.ry
60 Hampshire st, Portland. "Three Art·
ists," an exhibition of abstract works,
mixed media and assemblages by Lucy
White, Michael D. Ryus and Brian
Rutenberg . Showing through March 29,
Gallery hours: Thurs, noon-8; Fri & Sat,
noon-5; Sun, ooon-4; and by appoint·
ment: 772-2042.
F....t Gully G.llery
411 Congress St, Portland. Group exhibi·
tion featuring the works of all ganery artists, including ois, watercolor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wide range of styles
and subjects by Dalavlpcar, DeWrtt Hardy,
Eric Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
appointment. 773-2555.
Greenhut 0II11er1ea
146 Middle SI. Portland. "The Re-OpenIng." paintings and sculpture by Maury
CoHon, Jeff Peters, Jim Wilkinson, Mike
Maltby, Noriko Sakanlshl & Guy Williams.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 11·5.
772-2693.
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3 VI._ Gelt.y
222 St. John St, Suite 240, Portland. Oil
112 High St, Portland. "11 Portland
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Printmakers," an exhibit representing a
variety of printmaking techniques (including printing plates), in eddition 10 drawings, paintings and sculpture. On view
through April 12. Gallery hours: Fri-Sun,
~5; or by appointment: 772- 1961 .

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College M ......m of Art
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public freeofcharge . Hours: Tues-Sat, 10
am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. For further information, cal 725-3275.
.J..... Ch.rf. . Roy
An exhibit of photographs fromthe CeIticChristian Irish islands of Inishmurray and
Inishkea North and Scottish lona. In the
Hawthonne-Longfenow Library. Showing
through the end of May. 725-3253.
·Ann. Minich
First solo exhibition showing mixed media constructions which explore feelings
of longing within an ecclesiastical framework. Showing through ~ 5.
Cry of the Loon Ar1 a.llery
Route 302, S. Casco . "Foodworks," an
exhibition by 21 artists depicting food
and related thoughts in a variety of media .
Showing through April 18. Gallery hours:
Tues-Sun, 9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
Th. Drawing Room Gallery
Pumpkin House on the Mall, Brunswick.
An exhibition of wildlife designs by Carol
KeNy, on view through April 3. Gallery
hours : Tues-Sat, 11 -4. 721-9717.
Th. Dyer Ub ...ry
371 Main St, Saco. "Portraits of Nature" is
an exhibit of animals and birds native to
Maine by Portland artist Paul Wentzell.
Showing through April 2. Gallery hours:
Tues & Wed, 1-4; Thurs, 1-8. 283-3861 .
Elemente Gallery
19 Mason St, Brunswick. "Wildl~e" sculp·
ture and wall pieces by 12 artists, rea list to
conceptual: Larry Fuegen, David Smus,
Timothy Fisher, Elisabeth Shuman, Richard
Lewis, John Bryan, Albert ClOIIton, John
Gingrow, Peggy Clark lumpkins, David
Pollock, Sandra stanton & Ava Tews. In the
mlni-gallery: recent oil paintin9S by Diane
DeGrasse, from a series inspired by old
Maine family photographs. On view through
May 2. Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs. 10-4; Fri
& Sat, 10·5. 729·1108.
Main. M.rltlme MUHum
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washinglon
st, Bath. "Sidney M. Chase, 1877- 1957,"
an exhibit on the photographic record of
the lives of fishermen and mari ners with a focus on \he communities of Port
Clyde and Matinicus-at work In Ihe early
20th century by the Massachusetts artist
who surrmered in Maine most of his ife.
York Inetltut. MUHum
371 Main st, Saco. ·Artists in Residence"
features the work of CHer 450 local second
& fourth graders and high school students.
On viewthrough April 4. Gallery hours: TuesWed, 1-4, Thura 1~. 282-3031 .

OTHER
"Art .nd Commerc.: Th. Influ.nc. of
the M.rkel on the Mind"
Amalia Torres, director olthe Centers for
Popular CuHure of Nicaragua, will deliver
a lecture as part of PSA's Liberal Arts
Lecture Series April 1 at 7 pm, on "Indlg·
enous Art of Nicaragua ." On April 2 at
7:30 pm, Prof Gan Xu will give a talk on
·Th. Holocau.t
"Money and Art in China." Both events
The contemporary American sculptor,
are free and take place in The Baxter
George Segal, has distilled the meaning
Bldg, 619 Congress St, Portland. Forturof this inhuman act ina Iile-size composither info caN 775-3052 .
tion of haunting wMe plaster figures.
Artlat Lecture Seri"
March 30 ttrough Oct 18.
at USM cont inues with a lecture and slide
·Splrit.: Selection. from Coilection of
presentation by Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar.
Geoffrey Holder and Carm.n
Jaa~s work has overt social and pojijical
deLav.lled.
content that focuses on Unrted States' and
Angels and demons, Christ figures and
European impulses to dominate other cui ·
voodoo legends exist side by side in a
tures. March 26 at 4 pm , in Hastin9S Formal
celebration of contemporary folk art from
Lounge. Free. Call 780·5480 for details.
Alrica, the Caribbean and North America .
More than 150sculptures, paintings, carv- Entrf_ for Danforth
The Danforth Gallery is looking for works
ings and masks illuminate the potent vaof art inftuenced by the book as object. "In
lidity of non-Western arts and rituals .
Homage - A VISual Ode to the Book" wil
Through April 19.
showartists' books, including experimen·
Portl.nd Public Ub... ry
tal structures using a wide range of mate5 Monument Square, Portland. Gallery
rials and ideas . Deadline for entries is
hours: Mon, Wed&Fri, 9·6 ;Tues& Thurs ,
April t . Call 874-0028 for more info .
noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 871 - 1710.
"co Slde_lk Arte F_tl".I'.
·DI..,_rl"
organizing committee is accepting origiAn exhibition of paintings, prints, handmade
nal. framed works of art - sculptures,
papers and fabric designs of 20 community
palntings, watercolors, graphics, photos
artists. On view through March 30.
and sikscreens - displayed in portfolio
·Margu.rIt. M. La_r: Rec.nt w_
or suitable stand. Prizes wil be awarded
Watercolors stillifes by the Portland artin several categories. Each application
ist and art teacher. April 2 through 29.
must be accompanied by a $30 fee and
Rllffl_ C.f.........t .....
postmarked no later than May 15 (event
555 Congress St, Portland. Recent photakes placeJune27). Forapplication form
tographs by Jamie Salomon ttrough April
and more info, write to SSAF, Box 336,
1. 761-3930.
Saco, ME 04072.
Th. at.ln Gall.ry
Third Annual Jurfttd Craft allow
20 Milk St, Portland. Crystal con stOlCExhibitors In this show (held Oct to & t 1)
tions by Jon Wolfe through March 31.
are selected by a panel ofthree jurors. It's
Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri, 11 am-6 pm; Sat
open to Maine artists working in wood ,
12- 5 pm, Sun 11-4.772-9072.
metal, fiber, glass, ceramics , leather, jewBun Gallery
elry and mixed media. To receive an ap496 Congress St, Portland. Estelle
plication packet, write no laterthan March
Roberge's paintings and Joan Uraneck's
27 to Maine Coast Artists, Box t47 ,
paintingsand sculptures, showing through
Rockport, ME 04856. Call 236-2875.
April 25. Gallery hours: Wed- Sat 11·6, or
Continued em page 27
by appointment: 773-8816.

Do HI.n: "The Annlv.l'MF)' of the National Defense War," collage .nd paint on p.per, 18 )/4" x )) 1/2 ", 1989.

Laying down their guns for brushes
Vietnamese and American veterans paint their common experience'
It's not every art opening in Portland that has an
show includes veterans from both sides of the war lence and death. And for each of them the act of paintambassador present. This one did, though. Nguyen
people who had been intent only upon annihilating each
ing
or drawing has been one of catharsis, arising from
Can, Vietnam' sambassador to the United Nations, was
other - certainly blows my mind. Which leads me to
the eternal human need to make sense of the absurd.
in Portland March 21 for the opening of "As Seen by
consider what is really being said here.
Naturally, it's a show filled with violence - Leon
Both Sides," an exhibition of the works of 40 artists,
Wha t is being said is tha t the Vietnam war was fought
Golub's
acrylic "Napalmed Head"; Tin Ly's acrylic
almost all of whom fought in the Vietnam War.
between two peoples who didn't intrinsically hate each
"Gunshot Heard Around the World," in which the
Twenty of these artists are Vietnamese, and 20 are
other. Why should they? They had no historical reason
paint is so filled with movement that the man who has
American. Ambassador Can was accompanying an offito. Therein lay the tragedy, and here perhaps is the
just been shot in the head visibly shudders; and James
cial delegation from Vietnam that is traveling with this
redemption. Art is simply amazing.
Cannata's colored photograph of the same scene.
show. Included in the delegation are Vu Giang Huong.
As for the art itself, it's overwhelming. There are 40
Cannata paints the photograph in lurid, vibrant hues
secretary general of the Fine Arts Association of Hanoi;
people here, unified by the common experience of viathat also shudder to life - or death.
Quach Van Phong. secretary general of the
There are also paintings of bitter irony.
same association in Ho Chi Minh City; and
Oiff Joseph's "The Playpen" is an oil on
Tran Viet Son, president of the Fine Arts
board in which a fat white infant reaches up
Department of Vietnam's Ministry of Culto play with a mobile which evolves from
ture.
gold coin to bird-like shapes and finally into
1bere is one sorry note in this exhibibombers. There are haunting ones, like David
tion: It is partially funded by a grant from
Thomas' drawingofachild'shead wrapped
Adolph Coors Brewing Co., which in'the
in barbed wire,
past has funded contra activities in NicaSome look like Chinese landscape paintragua, according to members oftheGreater
ings (Pham Nguyen Hung) - delicate renPortland chapter of Veterans for Peace. In
derings of trees. These are pastoral scenes,
protest,artist William Short has withdrawn
except that the trees bear lookout platforms
his work (see Newsbrief, page 2).
Members of Veterans for Peace have
volunteered to walk through the exlribition and talk about the war with viewers.
The exhibition is the brainchild ofBos"As Seen by Both Sides:
ton artist C. David Thomas, a Portland
The
Vietnam Experience In the Work
School of Art alumnus and member of
of
American
and Vietnamese Artists,"
Veterans for peace. Profoundly moved
at
The
Baxter
Gallery,
bymemoriesof thechildrenof a family he
Portland
School
of Art,
had encountered in Vietnam, Thomas re619
Congress
St.
turned in 1987, 17 years after the war, to
Showing through May J.
"try to meet (the people of Vietnam) as a
fellow citizen of the planet."
at their tops, or have base camps at their feet.
Re-experiencing the country and its
Ngan Chai does an impressionist gouache on
people in a context other than sheer terrice paper of some Cuban cows peacefully '
ror, Thomas' determination todo "somegrazing in a field, and a woodcut on rice
thing of significance." that leaves a lastpaper of ammunition being transported
ing change in the world for the better"
across a river. And Tran Trung Tin's expresgave him the determination to use the
sionist oils depict people experiencing what
mediumofartto"uniteinpeacethepeople
can bestbe described asthe bewildered numbof Vietnam and the United States." It has
ness that comes from pure horror, His works,
taken Thomas five years of fund raising.
both in their expression and painting style,
letter writing and organization through
arestronglyremini~ntofEnsorandMunch.
mind-bogg1ing bureaucratic red tape on
There is no hatred in this exhibition, no
both sides of the Pacific to finally pull this
accusation. A curious fact. Like the expresevent together.
sions in Tin's paintings, the overall mood is
It's an extraordinary show conceptuone of stunned bewilderment. And the overally. To begin with, it's the firstexlribition
all conclusion is that here are 40 artists who
of contemporary Vietnamese art to be
together endured a common enemy - the
shown in America since the end of the
endless, repetitive and senseless tragedy of
war, which I guess makes itthe first exhihuman warfare.
Michael Aschenbr.nn.r: "In My Room Serl.s: II," watercolor and colonel panell
bition of contemporary Vietnamese art to
on paper, 24" x 17 7/a", 1986-87.
be shown here ever. Second, that this
Margot Brown McWilliams
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JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORES

.,~

174 US RT 1, Scarborough· Tues-Sat 1(}.6. 883-2951

••

31 Main Street • Freeport 865-3158

~-----------------------------r-----------------------------
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0L
W~~ ~~~IC 200L :FREE Maxell XLII 90 Tape
20
70
70,
pur~h~se
OFF
0 FF:
CD OR TAPE

wi every $12

WITH THIS COUPON

cusra~r _. .

W
T'-

r ______

797-7077

(new non-sale Tapes & CDs only)
limit 50 per customer

expires
4/5/92

In the Old p o r t "
332 Fore Street 5

• CORNER WALTON & FOREST

COUPON

505

AMADEUS
MUSIC --~

one

l'

Ocean St.
(Rt. 77)
S. Portland

Expires:
AprilS, 1992

767-6500

Only S minutes

· · ~~jlj::SEliUFlGER.C~HIPS,DRINK

:~.~m.:~~e~~~d~,7~~~~ ~.~.'~ _______ :___________ ~::~~ ~~ro~~ ~r~~~~~~~~ ·III!! :! ~! !:il i! ;~
__ :"

Quality Bicycle Sales
and Seroice since 1981

FRAMING & l\fUSEUM MOUNTING

20 0/0 OFF

150/0 off

through April 15, 1992

ANY REPAIR
WITH THIS COUPON

146 MIddle Stteet
Portland

772-2693

Rt. 25, Main St., Gorham - 839-5407

expo 4/30/92

p~=r~Es:::J1
(207) 774-2933

Gorham Conneetion
Restaurant

Monday-Frlday10-5:30
Saturday 10-5:00

~

Only 20 minutes from
downtown Portland!

2 Dinners For Price of 1
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, 4pm to 6pm

______________________________ L ____________________________
BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING L ____________________________ _

HARBOR

175 Pickett St.
Portland, 767-4627
Head east on Broadway,
cake your last right
on to Pickett.
So,

HOMEBREW

& WINE SUPPLY

FREE

i

with this co' 'Pan. expires march 31 . 1992

s

HAIRCUT

WITh
head, neck &shoulder massage

Tan for:

~~~~S

$4/eoch visit,
$25/ ten visits.

$60/thirty visits,

$15

Trim Bangs
or nape $5

$100/0 full year membership

EXP 411/92

Xanh s :Hair Center

1 lb. 2-ROW HARRINGTON PAlf MAlI
r

NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
879-MALT (879-6258)
1t~. 2JP&
~:~~.~~~~~t
______________________________
L ___________________
_
365 Fore Street, Portland· 761-5811
47B INDIA STREET.PORTLAND, MAINE
' · of .,q\WOr ". "...
, ~ patUity_________
... ~oupon. L ____________________________
~
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to EXCHANGE ST

I

PORTlAND
772-4080 '

••••
25% OFF

....

I

To receive
information on how
to become part of
Casco Bay Weekly',
Art Scene, call

775-6601.

'

all t-shirts

••••

I

screen prints
tie dies. & more

I

REPORTER/EDITOR
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an aggressive journalist
to write hard-hitting cover stories, manage the
"Newsbriefs" section and assist in the development of this
fast-growing young newspaper.
We are looking for a team player with at least three years'
experience at finding the story behind the news, getting the
details on the record and writing squeaky-clean copy that
won't sit still.
High standards. Low pay (start $18k/yr. plus benefits)_
Experience with investigative projects would be a plus.
H you bum to uncover injustice and are ready to work
like hell, send your smoking hot clips, resume and
references to:

CBW is IZn EOE.

Welcome
to Casco Bay Weekly.

The P.lnted Udy, Old Orch.reI BeltCh
C.KO Bay Moyer.. Po.....nd
Portbmd Home Show, Port"nd
Jewish Community Center, Port .....d
PI.y It A,.ln Sports, Port"nd
Bright Beginnings. Port"nd
Cheryl Greeley The.ter, So. Portlllncl
Log ClIbln Restaurant, Bailey Island
Chlldren's Resource Center, Portland

SAT SUM 1,7

FBI crimes bug Maine activist

Bowdoin Cel....... Coeduc:.etlon
with readings, talks and movies. UpcomIng activities are: film "This Uttle Utopia,"
March 30; film "I Is a Long-Memoried
Woman," April 6; slide lecture with Judy
Ellis Glickman, April 14; film "She Must be
Seeing Things," April 15; "FimsofBarbara
Hammer," April 20; lecture by Cynthia
Fuchs Epstein, April 21 ; lecture by Jamaica Kincaid, April 23; film "Dry Kisses
Only," April 27. Nearly all events start at
7:30 pm and are held at the college's
Kresge Auditorium, Brunswick. For more
info and confinnations, call 725-3620.
MCrime. 01 the FBI"
Pane/ists are Ann Marie Buitrago from The
Center for Democratic Renewal, leading
authority on the holocaust Ken Lawrence
and pubfisher Lou Wolfe from Covert Action Bulletin. March 29 from 8-10 pm , in
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin
College. Call 725-3201 .
Or. .t Declelon. 'V2 Leetu ...
Series indudes Professor James G. Richter on "Union of Disunion," regarding the
fonner Soviet Union, March 30; and L.
Brent Bozetl from Media Research Center
on "Does the Media Influence Foreign
Policy?" AprilS. AI lectures begin at 7:30
pm in Parish Hall, SI. Luke'. Cathedral,
143 State St, Portland. Admission: $5 puir
lic,$1 stuOOnts, freeforUSM faculty ,membet's of the Worfd Affairs Council and parishioners. Cal 780-4551 for delan.
"H. . . Over HNcIln ~ with lMIau-oe"
Maine Mensa prawnts a lecture by author
and columnist Richard Lederer March 27,
from 7-9 pm, at the Unitarian Universalist
Church, 524 Alen Ave, Portland. Can 7n4730 lor more info.
M.fne Write .. & Pu.......... Ala-c.
offers lhe following workshops: ·Getting
Started wi1h Fiction,· designed for neophytes
and lhe returning-lo-fiction writer, which will
run for four weeks on Tues evenings, steriing
March 31 ,!rom 6-8 pm at Waynfle1e School,
360 Spring, Poriland. Cost: $55 mecnbers,
$6501hers. ·Writing for Movies and TV," April
4 !rom 11 am-4 pm, at Maine Writers Center,
12 ~ S1, Brunswick. Cost $30 members, $35 others. Preregistration is compulsory for both courses. payment shOLJd be
posted to MWPA, 12 Pt.santS1, Brunswick,
ME 04011 .

.......... Flnane"l & ........._
American Red Cross issponsoring a series of
Senior Seminars with exper1s from around
the state who will discuss topics such as
maximizing retirement Income, prolecting
your assets !rom • nursing home stay, how to
avoid probate fees onyourwil, planned charitable giving and trusts for the small estate.
Upcoming seminars: March 271rom 10-2 at
lhe Poriland Public Ubniry, 5 Monument
Square. Room 31S; March 31, S. Poriland
library, 482 Broadway, in 1he Community
Room. Seating is lim~ed. Call 874-1192 for
reservations.
"nil. LIttle Utopl.·
Children explore their racial and cultural
ldentnies in this documentary film about
coming 01 age in New York City, in a
mukicultural elementary school. Directed
by Lym Vogelstein and Elizabeth Beer.
Showing March 30 at 7:30, Kresge Audnorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Cal
725-3375 for more Info.
Tradltlonel Natlv.-Amerlc:.en T••chfnge
Worltshop includes an Introductory talk on
native philosophies March 27, from 7:309:30 pm; followed bya weekendworltshop
March 28-29, from 10 am-5 pm, dooling
with the daily application of the principles
01 hannony and love and exploring the
notion of respect in all its ramifications.
Both events take place at 101 Maine St,
Brunswick. Cost: $90. For more info caD
725-6370.
T ••lnRlde.. NORTHEAST

SSlA Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101
Attn: CBW News Editor Search

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G

SPB\lO A NIGHT
WITH THE BEST

SENSE

Visit
2 and
save an additional $25 on yoor first purchase of
$100. of Spring clothes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Log eMln Rest_.nt, Bailey Isl.nd
Just Me, Portland
Concerned Comks, Portlllncl
YMCA, Portllmd
C.mp H.wthorne, R.ymond
Maine Audobon Society, F.lmouth
RltCht & Fitness Center, Port"nd
M.lne St.te Horitcultur.1 Show, Port"nd
Peoples Herft. Bank, Millne

•
•
•
•
•

Brulnnter School, PortI.nd
Flnt Luther.... Day c....p, Portbmd
Cheverus Basketball D.y c....p, Portllmd
W.yneflete School Sports C.mp, Portluld
W.yneflete School Summertime Art..
Portlllncl
• Young Children's Center for Perfonnlng
Studies, PortI.nd
• YWCA, Portl.nd

is a grassroots citizen organization with
roore than 700 members In MASS, NH &
ME, fonned three years ago to work for the
restoration of rai passenger S81Vice to
Maine and northern New England. Sen.
George Mitchefl wil keynote the annual
meeting of TrainRidersiNORTHEAST
March 28, from 9:30 am-2 pm at the Holtday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring SI. M~cheU
Is expected to discuss the Intannodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991,
which cab lor the creation 01 an II-member commission 10 be appointed by the
president and top congressional leaders.
The commission will study all lonns of
~ transportation and examine ways
to improve the national transportation sy.
tam. Following a noontime IlI'ICh, there wi.
beaquestion and answerseesion and new
committee assignments wi be made for
next year. Cost: $15, Including lunch. For
more info, call 207 -TRY-RAIl:.

eolltinutd on pag.
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Remember when you were a kid, and joining the Federal
Bureau of Investigation was a dream? Movies, television and
books - at least six about the bureau in my middle school's tiny
library - all conspired to paint G-men as c1eanshaven guys who
used Mr. Wizard's crime labs and a Humphrey Bogart kind of
manly common sense to crack the toughest cases in the name of
truth and justice.
Say it ain't so, Joe.
"We're focusing this year on the FBI as a death squad," said
Mainer Joe Baltar in a phone interview, laughing a bit nervously as
though government gremlins might be listening to the phone
wires.
Baltar's group, Maine Citizens to Defend the Bill of Rights,
exists for a singular purpose: to spread the word that the bureau
isn't just spying on crooks. It's spying on - and sometimes killing
- ordinary activist folk like those of you in PAUSICA and ACT
UP.
"I used to be active in prison reform and in uncovering corruption of lawyers and judges," said Baltar of his involvement in the
cause. 'There came a period of time when a lot of strange things
were happening to my house and car. Once I found out who was
doing it, I decided to focus on them." He's since received several
death threats.
Baltar isn't alone; the alternative press is slowly putting together
a picture of the FBI that's less than flattering. Our own spies, it
seems, have been systematically following and harassing black
pride groups, environmental groups, women's groups, Native
Americans - just about anyone who challenges the white-boy
order original FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover envisioned.
Example: Pulitzer Prize-winning author Peter Matthiessen's
book on FBI involvement in the murders of Native Americans
during the '70s was blocked for
years until a judge ruled it was
truthful. Example: Earth First!
members in Arizona were
entrapped by an FBI "mole"
who talked them into blowing up power lines.
Baltar's group is actively trying to get FBI recruiters kicked off
college campuses because the bureau discriminates against people
of color. Hispanic FBI agents in Texas won a discrimination
lawsuit several years ago, and Baltar said black agents are preparing a similar case_ A recent BOC (British Broadcast Corporation)
documentary links the FBI with the murder of Dr. Martin Luther
King, suggesting the bureau paid Mafia hitmen to set up the
assassination.
Even the voting booths, Baltar said, may not be safe from FBI
tampering.
"One of our former speakers, a man from Cincinnati, blew the
whistle on illegal phone tapping. The FBI had modems that could
'talk' to electronic voting machines, and they got in there on
election night to test it out. The whole system went down. So the
FBI has the technology to alter voting results. It seems to us that
the voting process isn't valid anymore if they have this capability."
This month, in an effort to expose these crimes and others,
Baltar's group will present its fifth annual conference to shed light
on the FBI's darker side.
Former speakers have told eye-opening stories about how the
FBI helped bum down alternative newspapers in the '70s and
harassed a black woman who sailed on a "peace ship" to Iraq
during the Gulf War (you didn't see thlZt story on CNN).
This year's guests include:
• Lou Wolf, publisher of tre Covert Information Action Bulletin
in Washington, D.C., probably the best source anywhere for the
latest news on FBI abuses.
• Ken Lawrence, a civil rights activist from the South who has
studied the FBI's targeting of civil rights workers since the 1960s.
• Dr. Anne-Marie Buitrago from Machias, who co-authored a
book about how to get your FBI files from the government, and has
now put that information on computer software, too. BUitrago has
worked for the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York - an
FBI watchdog that has endured numerous break-ins to its head quarters - and a Ku Klux Klan watchdog group in Atlanta.
Feeling flush? You can pick up "Alien Ink" - about the FBI's
targeting of well-known writers - and other books at the conference. Perfect gifts all for the little activist in the family.
If you can't make it in person, fear not: You can still tune in via
listener-supported public radio. Greater Portlanders can twiddle
their dials to WMPG-FM 90.9. Call the program director for
broadcast times.
Oh, and don't forget your J. Edgar Hoover costume. Best
likeness wins a free set of phone taps.
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Help 'MPG (CBW's "Best of
Portland" Best Radio Station)
cap off our annual fundraiser
with a benefit bash at ZOOTZ
(Best Place to dance) Friday,
March 27 with Sup-Pop
recording artists Green Magnet
School, Pluck Theater & Darien
Brahms (Best Vocalist). Tickets
are $6, available at WMPG
studios, Silly's, Bad Habits, & at
the door. 21 & over please.
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"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH- -Use our conventent Lay-Away pian

14k Gold $13.95 per gram
BlJY·SELL-~E
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston
155 Front St., Bath
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Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?

Paul Karr
"Bring DemOCTIlCY Home" cernes to USM's PortllZnd campus MlZrch 26
(7-10 p.m., Room 302, Luther Bonney); BlZtes College in Lewiston Mllrch
27 (7-10 p.m., Schaeffer Theater); and Bowdoin College in Brunswick
MIlrch 29 (7-10 p.m., Daggett Lounge). It's free, but IZ $3 d07llltion is
suggested. CIZII Joe BlZltar at 623-1941 for more information.
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STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESC.
Attorney at Law
50 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND MAINE

March 26, 1992

28 Casco Bay Weeldy

1988 BMW CONVERTIBLE
Automatic

$19,500

Low Miles

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES· BENZ
FALMOUTH, MAINE
TEL (207) 781·3207

183 U.S. ROUTE I,

Cofttimud from JlQSC 27

04105

Crisp, New "Cotton Classic"
Colors For Spring

46 Main Street, Yarmouth, ME
RETAIL. 846·9334 • CATALOG $2

A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10, 25,
50, or 100 mile routes. The tour begins and ends at the
Shawmut Inn In beautiful Kennebunkport. For more
information call 1-800-870-8000
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~. American Diabetes A88ocition,

AGE

NAME

SEX

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
PHONE

HOME

ZIP
WORK

EMPLOYER/ SCHOOL/ ORGANIZATION
REGISTER BY MAIL

Send us a check or money order,along with
this form, and we will sign you up!
- early registration (prior 5/ 3) $15
- registration fee (between 5/4-5/14) $20
- late registration (after 5/14) $25
CHALLENGE TEAM CYCLING

Team Name _________________________
Team Captain ______________________

;
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Please indicate if you need additional registration
forms for other Team members (each team member must
complete a separate form.) I need _ _ additional
entry forms.

HELMETS ARE REQUIRED
Waiver . I hereby waive all claims against the American
Diabetes Association, sponsors, or any personnel for
any injury I might suffer in this event. I anest that
I am physically fit and prepared for this event.
I grant full permission for organizers to use photographs
of me and quotations from me in legitimate accounts and
promotions of this event. I understand that helmets are
required to be worn at all times.

SIGNATURE
please mail this form to the American Diabetes Association
P.O. Box 2208, Augusta, Me. 04338-2208. If you have any
questions our number is 1-800-870-8000.

SENSE
USM Econ UcIu,. s.n..
presents Dr. Kenneth GeIser, from the
University of t.Aassac:huset\, delivering a
talk on °New DiI8Clionll for Sustainable
Indusby: The case for Toxic-Use Reduction. o March 26 at 4 pm at the Moot Court
Room, Law Bldg. 246 Deering Ave. Portland. Free and open to all. Call 780-'1416
for more info.
Wo....n BIz Own.... of G't.r Portland
holds its monthly meetilg April 2 at6 pm at
l"vl<!DIer College, 901 Washington Ave,
Portland. Topicwill be "Low Cost Decorating for your Business: Interiors and Landscaping.o Fee: $6.50. which includes light
dinner. For more info and reservations, call
761-0041 .
Wom.n'. Hlatory Month C.I.bratlon
is in lull swing at the University of Southern
Maine during the month of March. Discussicms. films. displays. art and much food
for thought. Next upcoming loplc is "S0journer Truth : An Emblematic Black
Woman," March 27 at 4 pm, USM Portland. FI1I8 and not solely for women. Call
78()'4289 for details.

An 0pp0rUIItJ to r - - ,.,........ 1IIIIs
- Increasa family cornmurication, foster
seH-esteem, leam how to bten and be
listened to, etc. - for parents who are (or
are noH) experiencing friction with their
kids. Iv> space is limned, registration is
recommended. EveryWedthroughAprl8,
6:30-8:30 pm at Unity Clu"ch, 16 Columbia Road, Portland. Donations appreciated . To register call 774-3535.
Tal Chi Ch'uan
Free Introductory class centering on beslc
movements and the philosophy behind
them will lake ptace April 1, from 5:30-6:45
pm, at 10 Exchange St, Suite 202, PortIand.A l().weekcourM beginsAprl8. For
further Info call 985-6621.
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Wo_.. RugbJ
The Portland women', rugby taam has
begun practices for the spring season and
welcomes new players of all abiilies and
fitness lewis. Wednesdays from 7:3()'9
pm at Portland Police Station. Cal! 8281213 for more.
out for .... - AarGIIIa ___ AIDS
On AprI 4, Maine's top physical fitness
experts wil taem upwithvolunteersacross
the Un~ed States in a natlonel three-hour
eeroblc workout thet wiI raise money for
AIDS research at the City of Hope Medlcel
Center and Research Institute. It wil take
place simultaneously In 60 cities aaoss
the counby. WCSH-lV's Cindy Wiliams
and Lee Nelson are tha honorary chairpersons and will be pertlclpeting In the
aerobathon. People of all ages and fitness
leYeIs are encotnged to par1icipate. lfyou
can't partlcipete, you can help by taking up
a collection and bringing H to lhe Sonesta
Hotel April 4 from 12-3 pm. Participants
should begin collecting sponsor fees te>day; sponsor forms are avaHabie at the
tolowing locations: Union Station Fkness.
Mister Bagel, WGANlMMGX studios, the
Regency Health Club, Temis of Maine,
Casco Bay W~ or by caling 879-9114.

w....

Mal... A ....ubon SocIety
invites you to perticipate in a single-day
workshop, °Eating Fresh from Your Garden Year-Round," which begins April 11 at
a cost of $4OImembers. $45 non-members. Afewgoodvolunteers arealso needed
for the Spring Sa~ Marsh Ecology Program, held at the Scarborough Marsh NafureCenter. Theprogramsrunsona weekly
basis beginning April 28. Training for volLflteerguidesscheduled for April 15, 6:308:30 pm & April 16. 21-23 from 9:30 amnoon. For more Info or 10 sign up for the
workshop, cal 781 -2330.
Jo..-neva wfth Mal ... A .... ubon Soc
The folowing tours offer highly skilled leaders, first-rata accommoclationsand a com- ·Chlck.n Soup·
fortable pace - for members & non-memis a family variety show filed with laughter,
bers alike: Georgia, April 25 to May 3
music, storytelling and drama. Russian
(visnlng historic Savamall, Wassaw Island
puppeteer Valeria Konstantinovska from
and more); England & Sconand. May 30 to
Puppets for Peace will be featured; David
June 14 (York, the Scottish coast, the
Neufeld, Juslin Hoy, Karin Payne, Jenny
Hebridesj; Pacillc Northwest, June 19-30
Yasi. the Hoose Family Singers and Many
(exploring the Olympic Coast. Butchart
Rivers School ensemble win also perform.
Gardens, Canadian VICtOria). For a deShow underscored by Leo Loginov. March
tailed Itinerary, call 781-2330.
28 at 4 pm in the University of Southern
fir Caatlng Workahop
Maine's Luther 80mey Audnorlum, Portis geared to the novice as much as to the
land. Cost: $3 adults. $2 kids. CaH 773experienced caster and allows for plenty of
6733 for more info.
practice and instruction on knots. reels n.. Children'. M _ of Main.
and Hnes. This four-week course starts
invites all kiddos to papermaking. March
AprI8 - registration deadine is April 1 Auth.ntlc Adult M"n_
31 at 11 am; preschool Reed to Me, March
from 7:15-9:30 pm at USM Gym , 96
A group for men Interested in more than
25 at 11 am; preschool workshop "April
Falmouth St, Portland. Fee: $85. For more
their own wei-being who are trying to
Fool," March 26at 11 am. Free with regular
info eel 780-4170.
makeaeneeoutoftheirprasentlives. Counadmission of $2.50. On March 28 at 2 pm ,
selors require a six- month commitment Mal... outdoor Adventu .. Club
the studenl actors from the Center for
and prior therapy. Sessions begin April 2,
brings together people who enjoy the outPerformance Studies will present their
from 4 : ~:30 pm, 78 Fessenden St, Portdoors. MOAC offers trips and events to
"Fractured Fairy Tales and O1her Siories."
land. Cost: $45IaessIon. Lmited to 10 perpeople of al skNllavels, beginner to expert.
Fun for all ages, the perfonnance is free
tlcipants. Call 775-2833.
Upcoming activities: March 29, Ciff Istand
with admission, but ahatwil be passed for
walk (637-22161; April 1, monthly meeting
the perIorrners afterward. Muaeum is 10ChoIMterol & BP Screenln...
at 1364 Washington Ave, Portland; April4 ,
cated at 746 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cal
offered by USM L1felne on a wak-in, firsl
corne first served besis. AprIl . from 8 am- Tuckennan's Ravine Sliding (772-2311); 797- 5483 for details.
AprI2S ,Earth Oaytree planting InWndlam F.mlly Computer Workahop
I pm & 4-7 pm, at USM PorUand gym,
(772-9831). Ongoing : everyTues (6 pm) &
Famouth Stl1l81. Fee: $8. For fu1her info
Bring your school-age children to a twoThur(6:30 pm), afterwork leg streich around
cal 780-4170.
Sat lesson and both of you can get acBaxter Blvd, startilg at Peyson Park. For
quainted with !OITle fun software and the
Community Health Servlcee
~ted trip Info, cal the Outdoor Hotline
machines. April 4 & 11. at either noon or 1
will sponsor an adu~ hea~h 8Cfe8Ilings for
at 774-1118. For club & membership info,
pm, The Children's Museum, 746 Stevens
diabetes. anemia, coIorectai cancer, high
cal Carey at 772-9831 .
Ave , Portland. Space is ImHed and chilblood pressure and cholesterollavel. Two
dren must be OYer 5 years okI. To reserve
or more tests per person available, time
a space call 797-5483.
permitting. March 23, 1-3 pm, Scarborough
Town Hall; March 25, 9:30-11 :30 am. SI.
French
Anne'sChurch,Gorhem. Cal 775-7231 for
classes lor elementary school children are
more Info.
starting now and take place Mon & Wed,
from 3:15-4 pm. They're offered througl
Healthy Beginnings offers classes aimed
the Riverton Community Center. For furat making perenting a fulfiHing experience.
ther Info call 761-8330.
Breastfeedng, March 30, 7-9:30 pm, $12/
couple; Prepared Childbirth, emphaeizing
n.. Frnh Air Fund
choices in birth and Individual approaches
is an non-profit organization that sends
10 breathing and relaxation. AprI2- May 21
thousands of underprivileged children on
(aHematively starting May 4), 7-9 pm, $751
free summer vacations 10 suburban and
couple. Early pregnancy classes and a Aeroblca
counby host famHies . " is now seeking
Pure and simple and coed . Saturdays a
new parents' support groupal9oavailable.
hostfamiijes for kids 6-12 years of age. A
9:30 am at Police Bldg, 150 Middle St
variety of programs and possibilities exist.
To register call 829-3362.
Gym.
Portland.
Call
761-0168
for
info.
For more info write to The Fresh Air Fund.
Free Intro YotIII Ct.n
1040 Avenue of the Americas, New York ,
is scheduled prior 10 the spring session a.. .b.11 lor M.n 30.Portland's Senior Baseball League is now
NY 10018. Or call (212) 221 -0900.
begiming March 30, in which all levels
forming for the 1992 season. Can 773- Giant KIt. Collage Workahop
(including pre-natal and therapeutic yoga)
0767 for more info.
are welcome. March 29 at 1 pm, at The
Children ages 3-5 (accompanied by an
Yoga Center, Thompson's Point. PorHand. H.r.m Globetrotte..
adult) are welcome 10 allend a fun-filled
See the magicians of the court perfonn
For further Info cal 799-4449.
morning of crafts andrafreshmenls in which
April 3 at7:30 pm in the Cumberland County
each one w~1 make a kite collage. Materials
Free frengllr Yoga CI_
Civic Center. 1 Civic Center Square. Portprovided. Free of charge. March 28, 1()'
will be offered by Portland Yoga Studio
land. Tix: $17-$10. CaU 775-3825 for more
11 :30 am. at Catherine Morrill Day NursMarch 31 from 5:30-7 pm. Seven separate
info.
ery, 96 Danforth St. Portland. For more info
spring sessions of Iyengar yoga wil then
cal 874- 1115.
be offered beginning April 1. 2. 3. 6 & 7. Mal... Crfck.t Club
is seeking experienced players and curi- Mal ... Parent. tor GlltecIlTalented
Costfor 12 weeks i. $114. Monday's 11ous beginnars for ils 1992 season. Games This statewide support group dedicates
week session is$104.5O. Classes are held
alraady scheduled. Call 761-9678 for info.
at 616 Congress SI. Cal 797-5684 .
itseH to raising awareness of the special
Portland Rugby Club
needs of special youth, Apart from this it
Freedom from !moklng
welcomes new and old players alike to join
sponsors educational workshops. pubAn eight-session group program to help
them In experiencing this physical and
lishes a monthly newsletter, assists parindividuals kick the habit based on a posifast-pecedgame. PractlceonTues &ThIn,
ents In coping w~h raising gifted children,
tive behavior change approach. Classes
begiMIng April 7 at 5:30 pm at the Fox
begin April 7 • 5:30 pm at the University of
etc . " will hold a one-day conference on
Street Field, just off exH 7 of 1-295 in
the issue of understanding talented adoSoutham Maine, lifeline Center, Falmouth
Portland. For more info call 839-3861 .
Iescent.Aprilll, from9:30am-3:30pm,at
SI, PorUand. Preregistration encouraged
the Ramade 1m & ConferenceCenler, 1230
due to space imitations. Cal 780-4639 ,for RoIling &
Ileac. . Cllnlce
Congress St, PorUand. Regislration deadadditional details.
sponsored by Saco Fllver Outfitters, run
Ina is March 28. Fee of$2O includes buffet
Saturday hghts at a cost of $40. Call Saco
Frlenda of the W....m Buddhlllt Order
luncheon. Cal 642-3302.
Fllver Outfitters al 773-0910 for info.
invite al interested parties to a period of
NYA'. Saturd. Acadernl'
meditation and chanting each Moo from VoI~. Marathon
Is an enrichment program for children in
7:15-9:15 pm, at 222 Saint John St, Port10 benefit Easler Seal programs is scheduled
grades onOHlight that teaches kids asland. For more detah cal 642-2128 .
for AprIl 4 at USM Portlm'. gym. Over 30
pects of design and tachnology, cooking,
learns at all lavals wil compete. Prizes inIntro lID P...
dance, theater, video production, aviation,
clude athletic equipment and apparel. vacaor yoglc-breathing, lor students who have
art, etc. Runs for five Sat moms, March 28tion getaways, etc. Complete info and regispracticed hetha yoga for a year or more.
May 9, at North Yarmouth Academy. 123
tration materials available from the Pine Tree
March 28, from 8:30-10:30 am, 616 CooMain St, Yannouth. For further into call
SocietyforHandicapped ChildrenandAdufts;
gress St. Portland. Cost: $17. Call 797846-2380.
call 774-9280.
5684 for more info.re Important Peopleo
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Pa ..nt-Chlld M o _ t CI_
for chidren ages 2-4 lasts eight weeks,
and is an opportunity 10 explore rhythm ,
shape-making and Iocomolor activities.
Begimlng March 26 at 10:15 am. at Ram
Island Dance. 2M Forest Ave , Portland.
Call m-2S62 for additional Info.
PPL'. Children'. Room
is lots of fun the week of March 30: Preschool Story Tune for3-5 year olds. March
30 & April I, 10:30 am; Finger Fun for
Babies. April I, 9:30 am; Story Tme ages
3 and uP. April 4. 10:30 am. Five Monument Square, Portland. Call 871-1700.
Reading Round-Up
for children and young adults is a conference designed for librarians, media specialists, teachers. parents. et al. to pr0mote reeding and choosing good quaity
books. Current trends in children's books
will be explored April 8 at 8:30 am at the
Southern Maine Library District office, 5
Monument Square, Portland. Preregistration mandatory; deadline is March 30. For
more info caH 871-1766.
RIverton Ub... ry
offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year-olds,
including games. stories and songs. Wed
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
Story hour for ages 3- to 5-year-<>lds, Fri at
10:30 am. The library's located at 1600
Forest Ava, Portland. Call 797·2915.
Young People'. The.t.r
offers a course designed for grades 3-5, in
which two Italian characters and their
Calabrian relatives come to life. Inslructor
will also assist students in producing an
Italian play. Tues & Thurs. March 31-ApriI
30 (excluding April vacation). 3:30-5 pm .
Fee: $60 . Class held at The Thealer Project,
14 School St, Brunswick. Call 729-8584
for details.
Youth Indoor Soccer Prog... m
at the Portland YMCA for children 6-11
years of age. Registration is ongoing. For
more info call 874-1111 .

ETC
ACT UPlMal ... (AIDS Coalition To Un-

'-hPower)
is a diverse group of volunteers united in
anger and commined 10 nonviolent. direct
action to end the AIDS crisis. ACT UP
meels every Monday from 7-9 pm at 72
Pine St. Portland (Andrews Square Building). New members are always welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more information, write to ACT UPlMaina, P.O. Box
5267, PorHand 04101 , tel. 774 -5082 or
871 -0959.
ACT UPlPortl.nd
Are you angry that people are dying because certain individuals in the federal and
local govemment are ignoring the fact that
we are in a heaRh crisis and because of
thair ignorance. prejudice and fear nolhing
seems to be getting done? Join us. We are
a progreSSive, grassroots organization of
volunteers dedicated through non-violent
direct action to ending the AI DS crisis by
dispelling ignorance through education.
By enlightening people we can initiate
change. Open meetings are Sundays at 7
pm at the YWCA. 87 Spring Stl1l8t. Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For Info cal
774-8475.
Acting CI _ _ for Kid. & Adults
Registration is ongoing for beginning and
advanced acting , singing, improv and auditioning as well as a street clown workshop. All classes run for 10 weeks . starting
April 6 at the Center for Perfonnlng Arts,
2SA Forest Ave . Portland. For more info
caR 774-2776.
Th. AFDC Advlaory Council
is a non-profil coa~tion of advocacy and
educalion service providers and AFOC
constituents, focusing on issues of importancetolow-incomecommuniliesinMaine.
All are welcome. For more info. call 871 1475 or 882-5490.
AlII.nc. F...ncalse Brown Bag Lunch . .
are held the first Wed of every month. from
noon-l pm. at the Portland Public Library,
Room 316, 5 Monument Square. PorHand .
Topics of discussion vary but lhere's a~
ways a French connection! Call 774-1 474
for more info.
Am.rican Institute lor Foreign Study
Scholarship Found.tlon
is a non-proftt organization which arranges
10-month high schooVhome experiences
for teens from Europe, Asia and Latin
America. You select the person that mosl
closely matches your interests. Hostfamilies are awarded up to $800 in scholarship
funds for family members to use on AlFS
study abroad. If you would like to become
a host fam i y, call 871-0682.
Am.ricen lied Crose Program.
The following courses are offered in the
coming weeks: Community CPR course,
April 9 & 16; Babysitting Skins. April 4, 11.
20-22,25; Adull CPR SkUIs Training, April
6.22, 27; Infant & Child CPR Skills, April 7.
14, 25, May 2 ; Child Care Provider, April
23, 30, May 7. 14; Standard First Aid ,
throughout April; Standard First Aid Progression, April 8; Instructor .Calldidate
Training, April 21 , 23, 30. Review training is
availat)Je In various programs on April 10.
All courses involve payment of a fee and
advance registration is r&qui-ed. For times
and places, cal 874-1192.

Art In Bloom 11102
The Portland Museum of Art is presenti~

n.. Maine State Ho. .lng Authority

a vemal bouquel of floral arrangements,
garden lectures, workshops, summerfashions. parties and tea times. The museum
will be filled wnh creations by area garden
clubs and florists In celebration of "the
world of parks and landscapes," this year's
theme. April 1-4 at 7 Congress Square.
Portland. Cost: $5-$60. For further details
cal 775-6148.
a.ked Bean Supper
Hot dogs, chop suey. dessert. make your
own sLfldae! March28, from 5-6:30 pm, at
St. Patrick's Church. Congress Street.
Portland. Call 772-4365 for more info.
Be....tw••vlng Demo
Richard Silliboy and youth of the Micmac
Tribe show the traditional art of weaving
baskets from brown ash splints. Baskets
will be for sale. All proceeds will benefit
Youth 2000. a Native American service
organization dedicated to providing guidance to American tribal youth. March 28
from 10 am-6 pm and March 29 from 10
am-4 pm at the Patagonia Outlet, 9 Bow
St, Freeport. Call 865-0506 for info.
BlW Varts" Show
will take place April 3-5, at8 pm on Fri & Sat
and 3 pm on Sun. at The Chocolate Church .
804 Washington St. Bath . Admission: $5.
For detais call 442-8455 .
a.tterad Women'. Project
needs volunteer advocates who are avail able to provide emotional support and
peer counseling to abused women and
their children in times of crisis. Opportuni ties include answering the hotline , working
in shelters and also some "non-crisis" pos~ions. A thorough 32-hourtraining begins
April 6 in Portland. Call 874-1196.
Brown a.g Concert.
will be sponsored by SI. Luke'sCathedral;
harpist Jara Goodrich and flutist Alison
Hale play April 1. FI1I8. Bring your lunch .
Call 772-5434 for more info.
Cent... t Mal... Technical College
announces its campus tour schedules for
the spring : March 3 t & April 7. All tours
begin aI9:30 am at the Culinary Arts Center. Cal 784-2385 for more info.
Chowder Luncheon
offering fish chowder. cold slaw. combread.
dessert and beverage. March 27 from
11 :30-1, at the South Freeport Church
Vestry in Freeport. Cost: $4.50 all you can
eat, $3.50 for take-outs. Call 865-3659.
Dence tor Uf.
Fundraising event to benefit Maine
Children's Cancer Program is open to high
school students. The sponsored pledge
sheet will serve as your entry ticket on
March 28. from 1-5 pm . to T- Birds Dance
Club, 126 North Boyd St, PorHand. Contact a participating high school or the pre>gram to obtain pledge sheets. Free Tshirts with pledges of $15 or more. For
more info cal 774-6018.
Th. Enrfched Gotden Age Center
invites men & women over 60 years of age
to Wed luncheons. and an April Fools Day
Party on April 1. Located al the ground
level of the Salvation Army Bldg. Donation:
$2.50 for luncheons. For times and further
info. call 774-6974.
F.rm .... & Gard....... Sha .. Harv_
The Maine association, MOFGA. urges
growers to plant an extra row of beans or
to sow a separate field of squash. Surplus
should be donated to local groups distributing food 10 the needy or shared immediately wHh a soup kitchen . For more info on
this and on how to plan a garden for the first
time. call 622-2176.
Gr. Ub... ry a.nellt Auction
Over 150 items and gitt certificates will be
auclioned off for the benefit of new book
purchases March 28. from noon-4. at the
CyrAuction House. on Route 100, 114 mile
north of Cole Farms Rest. Gray . Call 557 4110 for more info.
Hom. Show of Gr••ter Portland
will offer many ideas for those looking to
build. remodel or improve their hornes.
Over 35 of New England's builders and
improvement specialists wil display their
wares and services. March 27, 5-9 pm,
March 28, 11 am-9 pm, March 29, noon-6
pm at the South Portland Annory, 680
Broadway. S. Portland. Cost: $1 adults.
children free. For more info call 775-5257 .
Hungry lor Spring?
Come and enjoy a whole grain breakfast
menu which indudes pancakes, hash
browns, beverage and more, on March 28
from 8-11, at the Swedenborgian Church ,
302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost: $3.50
edu~s , $2 smaH appetites. Call 772-8277.
Me Organic F.rm... & Oard ...... Auoc
seeks farmers to teach farming skills and
methods and apprentices interested in a rural
I~estyle and on-the-job training. A typical
apprenticeship runs from May to Sept: minimum is eight weeks. For program brochures
and application fonns. write to MOFGA, Box
2176, Augusla, ME 04338.
M.lne Sta" Bee.... pe.. A _
will hold its annual meeting on March 28 at
9:30 am at the New Meadows 1m in Bath.
Bee forage, apitherapy, suitable varieties
for New England, are some olthe issues to
be discussed. Registralion: $3 (starting at
8:45 am). For more Info call 443-1498.
Mal ... St... Horticultural Show
features landscaped gardens. a lecture
series, the Gardener's Boutique as well as
a Garden Cafe. Begins March 27 at 9 am at
the Enterprise Center, Route I ,
Scarborough. Runs through Sunday. March
29, which is Chidren's Discovery Day.
Tickets: $6 adults, $5 seniors, $2 children
(free on F~ . For more info call 772-7193.

search of affordaiblehousing and rightful sut>sidles. Theloll-freet-otiineis 1-8QO.4S2-4668
(~deaf, calI1 -800-4S2-4603).
N.m . . Project/AIDS M.morlal Qunt
holds a panel-making workshop the first
and third Sun of each monlh. For more info
cal 774-2198.
Nu.... to NUf'H M.ntortng
Spring program of the Kappa Zeta chapter
of Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Honor Society
is scheduled for March 27 from9am-3 pm.
For preregistration (mandatory!) and add~
tional info, call 829-4196.
18112 Old Port F_lval
Old Port relaiers and restaurateurs and
downtown businesses interested in sponsoring entertainment stages, giving financial support or contributin9 other services.
should contact Intown Portland Exchange
no later than April 2. Volunteer Marshals
who will give 4-8 hours of their time are also
needed. For applications or info, write to
IPE at 477 Congress St, Portiand. Or call
772-6828.
Open Hou. . at Levy Heb,..... Dey Schoot
A presentation of new Judaic and general
studies programs. plus refreshments. is
scheduled for April 2 at 7:30 pm at 76
Noyes St, PorHand. Call 774-7676.
An Open Invltstlon to VITA!
The Voluntary Income Tax Assistance program, administered through the IRS.
teaches basic income tax preparation to
inlerested individuals who then volunteer
their time and eHort to help community
members prepare their own tax returns .
AndoverCollege is offering VITAona walkin basis on Fridays - through April 15from 8:30 am-12:30 pm. at the campus
located on 901 Washington Ave. Portland .
Taxpayers should bring W-2 forms. Call
774-6126 for further details.
Pe.ka .eI.nd Spaghetti Suppar
The folks on Peaks Island will hold a supper & conlra dance March 28 at Brackett
Memorial Church, to benefit the Peaks
Island Child Development Center and PTO.
Dinner will be served from 5-7. with dancing from 7-10 (Ellen and the Sea Slugs win
provide music). Supper cosls $4.50, the
dance is $3, family rate is $12. No contra
dance experience needed. All ages we~
come. For ferry info. call Casco Bay Lines
at 774-7871. For Info, cal 766-2854.
Portland Amateur WI,.I • • Aaaoc
will hold license testing , aneleclronics flea
market and "Hamfesf' on March 28 , from
8 am-l pm. at Westbrook Junior High
school. 426 Bridge St. Westbrook. Doors
open for seller setup at 6:30. For info call
772- 1682.
Portland Folk Club Muelc SWapa
continue on the first & third Tues of every
month. aI7 :30 pm. in an informal selting
where a song. tune or story may be shared .
Swedenborgian Church. 302 Stevens Ave.
PorHand. For more delails, call 773-9549.
Propr1oc.ptlw Wrttlng a.elc Wor"'hop
SclJeduled for Apri 3-5 at the Proprioceptive Writing Center. 39 Deering St, Portland. Fee based on sliding scale from $1 00$400. For more info call 772- 1847.
Skillin. Gard.n Con_t
A chance for gardeners to show lheir green
thumb and red-hot imagination. Competition in four categories: container gardens.
vegetable gardens, water gardens and
perennial gardens. Participants will have
to identify a lhemefor their garden. as each
will be judged according to the quality of
thematic execution. Registration ends in
March. CaIl781 -3860or442-8811 for info.
Speghettl Supper
sponsored by the Sebago Branch Duckers
Snowmobile Club will take place March 28,
from &-7 pm. at the East Sebago Town Hall.
Volunteer Cant.r
is in need of people who would like to tutor
non-English speakers. An ESL workshop
to train volunteers will start April 14 at 6 pm
at the Adult Basic Leaming Exchange. 57
DouglasSt. Portland. Also needed: friendly
visitors to meet with senior citizens. outing
assistants. compeny for elderly playing
beano or scrabble - as well as a comer
store derk and Camp Fire volunteers to
assist wHh children. Call 874-1000.
Water Sal.ty & Survival
Seminar designed to teach commercial
and recreational boaters how to prevent
and sLlVive emergencies. Classroom sessions and "in water" demonstrations, plus
vendora exhibiting marine safety equipmenl. April 4, from 8:30 am-l :30 pm. at
Southern Maine Technjcal College. Fort
Road. S. Portland. Cost: $25. Call 7679528 for registration and additional info.
Whol. Foode Cooking Cia ....
for those in transition to a balanced vegetarian eating style . April 6 & 13, from &-8
pm. Cost: $35. For location and further
info, call 774-8889.
Wom.n'. Singing Cta . .
Learnsingingand breathing skills. together
with songs, dances and stories of, by and
for women. The next six-week class is for
al levels. Movement, poetry and narration
will also be explored on March 30, 7-8:30
pm at 88 String Guitar, Bath . To register.
cal 443-9603 .•
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real uzzle

By Don RlI/Jjll

Forin Frazes
Here are Webster's pronunciations of 39 foreign words and
phrases. We'd like you to supply the correct spellings below.

\'azh-.an-pro-, vak-~-'t~r,

'a-j~n t-\\'tsH-,gIst,

\'kib-~ts, k~-'bits\ \,kab-;)-'le(~)r-(,)o,
\'zhan-r~,

'zha n-, 'zhalJ-; 'zha"r;

\,dis-~-'be(:l)l,

'zit-\

-;,}(J)-'ye(;,})r-\

'jan-r~\ \se-la-ve\

-'bil, -'be\ \,wa-ne-,wed-e-'we-ke\

\,kan-(y);,}-'shent-e, ,kag-n;,)-\ \d~-'sti(~)l, -'sta(;,}»)\
\pa-'el-;), -'a(I)-y;,}\ \h;,}-'bich-;)-,wa, ha-, -,bich-;,}-'\
\,g;)(r )t-;)r-'dem-;)-,ruIJ\ \'san-'f(r )wa, ,san-fr;)-'wa\
\'shaz-'Iaunj, 'chas-\ \'dau, 'tau\ \an-ninote-rebl'\
\sher-sha-Ia-fam\ \,koz-s;J-'leb(-r;), ,koz-, -'lebr"\
\k(r~-,)wad-i-'ge(d)r\ \k(r;)-,)wa-'sa n\

\:l-'d(y)ii, a-\

\,ka-sao,ra-sii-'ra\ \pan-'sna, pan(t)-\ \'fo-,pa, fo-'\
\'pwa"(n)-te-,(y )iz-;,}m, \\ke-,ar-;,} -'sk (y)u(;,})r-(,)o\
\,bU-y:>-'bas, 'bU-y;)-,\ \,fa"-dd-Se-'ekl'\ \,o-ku-'ra n\
\,gran-gen-'yol, -'yol\ \'klek, 'klik\ \kib-'uts, -'Uts\
\shii-dcevr', (')shii-'d;>(r)v\ \b-'ban-(y);>\ \san-sil-se\
\'am-bre, ';'}m-, -,bra\\se-la-ger\ \,zhwad-;>-'vevr"\

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS , was recently published by

Harper and Row.)

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate
from Alberta's for the first- prize winner. The second-prize winner
receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done
at random . Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize
in a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, April 1. The solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the
April

9 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.

Send your best guess to:

Real Puzzle #115

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to
Real Puzzle # 113
(Dress Code)
7 (shirt) tattersall
6 (overcoat) glen plaid

9 (sport coat)

seersucker
2 (deerstalker) houndstooth

1 (scarf) Prince of Wales

3 (hose) argyle
8 (shorts) madras
5 (wai stcoat) herringbone

4 (ascot and limng)

paisley

I ,

#

29

','

This week, Deborah Firestone and a friend will dine at
Alberta's. Peter Krakoff and a friend will take in a movie at The
Movies at Exchange Street.

----..----~--~-----.----~--~~
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INTRODUCING

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
The art of being yours81. MarX NakellPsychotherapist, 773-4413.

body r. soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., l.M.T., licenS8ll Ma$Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, heOOaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness. sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic
performance. By appointment, 8650672.

saoe

TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents force to control it TAl CHlis
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement ExcelientforspiMtuai growth,
radiant physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beoinners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

II '

BECOME A
WINNER

WOMEN SURVIVORS OF CHILDHOOD
SEXUAl ABUSE- Groups forming to
explore issues of childhood sexual
trauma and to begin to address effects
ofthattrauma on group members' current lives. Focus on empoweMng the
individual and healing the inner child.
Ten weeks, wrth option to continue.
Please contact Judith Day LCSW, at
773-2622.

BY
LOSING

CREATE YOUR PASSION PERFECT
BODY- Advanced technology no diet,
stress-free weight control by leading
medical doctors. 1-800-247-5900.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAG E: Relax ti red,
aching, stiff muscles while improving
circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P.
Certified. 775-6636.

is
April 23rd!

Toward Home:

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP- Ongoing
weekly lesbian therapy group is accepting new members. Meets Tuesdays5:307:30PM. $70 monthly. Confidentiality
respected. Call 775-7927.

First time
advertisers
who reserve
space by

Exploring Issues for
Women Over Forty

more fully home.

Aprlllrd
will receive a

FIND HEALING in this supportive
women's therapy group... counseling
for couples is also available. For more
information, call Jane Gair 774-8633.

10%
DISCOUNT

TRANSCENDENTAl MEDITATION- 1M,
the most scientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call 865-3467 for
more information.

JJ
II )'
i

.
I

.1.

DEVELOPING YOUR PSYCHIC ABllITIESANDARELATIONSHIPWITHYOUR
SPIRIT GUIOES- AwOrXshop seMes for
womenembracing8f1l)OWerment,SpiMt
Guides and affirmation. Discover the
Psychic in yourself. Tuesdays, March
31st-May 5th, 7:30pm-9:00pm, 242 St
John St.. Portland, $75. For registration
contact Dawn Anderson, 642-2257.
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 892-9540.
LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An indepth forecast of what's in store for you
in 1992. V/Mc/AE. 1-800-824-3456,
52.4Wnin. OR 1-900-903-9911, 52.99/
nino
CLIENT-CENTERED THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE and bodyworX: Body awareness, pain, injury, stress reduction. Male
clients on referral only. Andrea E. Price,
l.M.T.,AMTAmember.Slidingfeescale.
87Hl121 Tuesday through Saturday.
JUICE
JUICE
JUICE We
h:we INery make and model :wail able
with l0W8St prices. 967-5322.

Sliding Scale Sill - S35 per se5Sion
(includes maU:rials)
Facilitated by
\M)lf Gilbert

Call Michael
at
775-6601
for more
information.

Call 767-'\&18 '" enroll
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An outrageously simple

AI

",ocess that can lItamatkally

change your life"

INNERtlGUT

FREE (Jass, Wed_ 4/1. SlO_6 u

Kripalu Yoga

lO

amonge ST/Suite 202/Pordand
985-6621 _Larry Landau

FREE C/as, on SAT 3/28 . 9 AM
New IO-Week S."ion , tart> 3/31
Kim C ha nd ler

RN, BSN

Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

.:. 772-6411

.:.

A SYSHMATIC APPROACH TO RUIH

Of ACUTE 61 CHRONIC PAIN
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SELL ANYTHING

FOR $92 FREEl

I

o body & soul

-

.,
I

,, ,'
1 I

.

Oroommatee
Oaptalrant
hoUMsirant
offlcnlrant
8tudJoe/rant
_onal/rant
Ora• •tat.

o
o
o
o

o ..ctton.
o chid car.
o haIp wanted
o Jobs wanted
o bual_ ,ervIcae
o bu"_ opportunltl.
o elating MrVIcee
o _uti for ....

Ogaret,ns
Ow.,ted
Ocomputel's
musIc
wheels
thHt,r an.
Olllllming
public_ion.
O.,lmals
Joet & found (free)
legal nota.
bulletin bOIIret
r1de

o
o
o
o

bon

deadlines
Une aels: Monday at 6P~
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.

• Food
• Body Image
• Sexuality

KEEP IT OFF!

207/799-3344

WE'VE LOWERED OUR RATES!
Starting April 6th.
New student Special

• No Drugs
• 100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended

7 Weeks - $40

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

Call

1·800·395·4619
KIM MATHEWS
ATTORNEY AT LAW
•
•
•
•

Sexual HarrassmenVAbuse
Divorce, Custody, SUpport
Wills, Probate
Environmental Law

772-2790

~
'110
0'"
U
U

Try Jacki's Aerobic Dancing

* Lose inches
**Gain
energy
Increase strength
* Build cardiovascular endurance

lUymond, Brunswick, So. Portland,
Scarborough, Old Otchard Beach,
Wesrbrook, Well.
Babysining availabIR;n a.m. c1assG.

892-7291

Thomas

Myers

. . ____ ..-.'
SnIlIATSU(@

Ann Fo...r Tabbutt, AOBTA
799-9258

Spring Session begins March 30th.
FREE INTRODUCTORY ClASS Sunday. March 29, 1 - 2:30 pm

Jennifer Cooper - 799-4449

883-2756
15 years
experience

CHANNELING

I!'>

207-772-8256

• member Rolf Institute·
DREAM GROUP -JUrtgiaa

PORTLAND YOCA STUDIO

Certified Iyengar Yoga

Accepting
New Members
Please call
Glenn Moraz:dnl, ~
Liuns«J P>ycbotbfwr/plsl 879-1981

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!

45 words" Personal Call~

775-6601

FREE BY FAX
THURSDAY ONLY

$9 :.2

BY PHONE: 775-

your ad:

Name:

non_

... rer fn/ ~ """"', omIsoIons. er chIW>geo n tile ad
_
do not alfect the v.iue er content er OYbotentlaly <h'"'110
the '""'"*'0 of the ad. Credk will be _
when _
'""" has
been determined wItt*'I one week of pdcation. T8II" sheets

GF LOOKING FOR CHEM-FREE
HOUSEMATES (GFs) to share house in
Rosemont area. Antmal lovers a must
S751Wk. includes utilities. I smoke.
Please call and leave message. n5-

Address:

o visa 0
expo date

I
meM

Number of weeks'
25 WOlds or less
$7 per week
+ add. words 0 20e ea.: $

PENNY$AVER $2 per week
+ add. words 0 2De each: $

Total: $

+

~PENNY$AVER

RESPONSIBLE NtS FWANTEO to share
apt In nice neighborhood near USM &
Me. Mad. Off-street parki no. $2OO/mo.
all utils.lnc/uded. 76HI336.
OOBISACO: Share beautiful 2 BR, 2nd
floor condo, near beach. Clean, furnished, secuMty. Male, 27, NIS professional seeks WI' roomrNte. $310 plus
phone. Free until May 1st. Call Dave,

283-8420.

ROOMMATE WANTED-RESPONSIBlE,
MATURE, MIF 30+ desired to share
apartment wrth nice view with 2 males
on Tyng Street in Portland. $17Wmo. +
t/3 utilities. Call Scott 87Hlt 26.

BUXTON- MIl' NON-SMOKER to share
larve brlck colonial home with couple.
Country living. 20 nins. Maine Mall.
S29tYmo. includes all. 929-4864.

WEST END CONDO: FEMALE ROOMMATE wa nted for split-level condo. Your
space includes 2 rooms with skylight
seperatB entrance & phone line, shared
GM SEEKS RESPONSiBlE NIS, MIF kitchen, dining room& bathroom.$325{
roommate to share new home. 2 story, mo. includes utilities and a chem-free,
loft style, hardwood floors. spacious, NIS quiet place and on-street parking. I
bright, comfortable. Garage, near am a GF, vag. with a great sense of
beaches, quietneighborhood.$3OOImo. humor and 2 indoor feline critters. Call
+112 utils. 883~54.
775-7435, leave message.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
HUGE, SUNNY 3 BR house. Plenty of
off-street PlrXing and storage. $245{
mo. +l/3utils. Restof March free! 8567315, Susan or Mark.

SOUTH PORT}.AND- Quiet, NlS professional wanted to share nice 3 BR, 1-112
bath house in Country Gardens with
male professional. Great location, garage, pool. $375{mo. includes heat. 76t814t .

WALK TO USM- Responsible female Nt
S wanted to share larve, sunny 4 BR NORTH DEERINGAREA-3 BRapt., parXwith modern couple (musicians). ParX- ing available, WID in building, storage
ing, balconies, WID, oil heat, cats, com- space. S200imo. +1/3 utils. Mike or
puteruse.$2StVmo. +1/3 utils. (cheap!) Kurt, 878-5528 after Gpm
773-770t.
OLD PORT-Looking for 20+ roommate
GMSEEKS ROOMMATE FOR SPACIOUS to share sunny apt On-street parking
APT. near USM, parking, WID, quiet nearby. $295Imo. +112 utils. Call n4neighborhood- your share $3O<Wmo. + 5031.
phone. 7n-5997.

EASTERN PROM-WI' IllOmmalewanted
to share spacious two ftoor apartment
with hardwood floors and modern interior. S2351mo. n2-5203 or 7n-1747.

Phone , .

00aIted lido rrust be paid fa In adYanco with caoh, pononoI
Masterca'd. Loot & F<U1d ~em.
caw _ not be

$250/MO . INCLUDES FURNISHED
ROOM, all utlli~es and bathroom MIl'
roommate needed In large Meeting
House Hill home in South Portland.
Smoki ng OK. Call after 6pm. 7~2513 .

SOUTH PORTlAND-ROOMMATE, MII',
mature, responSible, NlS. 2 BR
townhouse, harborview, near shopping
center. If you have furniture, it is welcome, there is plenty of room for you.
$26lImo. plus 112 utils. Call Kevin t955-3m, relay to 799-6875.

Phone it In: n5-6601 (visa/mc)
FAX It In: 775-1615 (visa/me)
WalklMalllt In: Caseo Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn Classified

died<,.....
""""'"
erda; ads
\lisa er
1_
00aIted
....

roommates

4896.

Now place your classified ad in
The
Penny$aver for just $2 more!

fine print

$7

929-4846

change your body

Class in the Iyengar Tradition
in our studio at Thompson's Point

Vickie Labbe - 775-0975 •

Karen or Karan

about your
mind.

'"""" ACUPUNCTURE
WlTHOlIT NEEDLES

I'jl£44 ~ 'ij

CALL TODAY!

Rolfing

WHEELS DEAL!

Gmtle, rei",,;,,!, he,,",,!.
An experience of dttp b"unet

IlEfiiej:£i'j

Almost too much fun to be exercise!
l.ocations: Ponland, Falmouth,
Yumouth, Gorham, Windham,

TRY OUR

ACUPRESSURE

LET'S KEEP IT SIMPLE:

"The serious but fun workout for all fitness levels"

Casco Bay Weekly and

fa $2I""P\I.

A 25 WORD AD in Casco Bay Weekly now costs ONLY $7 A WEEK!
For an ADDITIONAL $2 that ad will also be MAILED to EVERY single-family
home in SOUTH PORTLAND and SCARBOROUGH in The Pennysaver.

Morning! Afternoon/Evening

DOUBLESELU

_

Now you can double the effectiveness of your classified ad
by placing it in both Casco Bay Weekly & The Pennysaver,
and to help celebrate this new opportunity ...

Z3Z Sf. John Sf.

25 words ... $7 per week
additional words •.. 20¢ each

o
o
o
o

for Women FOCUSing on

The Yoga Center

rates
o $92 stut! for sale
o gar8ga~8ret ules
o arts & crafts

Individual 8t Group Therapy

1"111

Check your attic basement and garage ... take stock of what you see and ask yourself, 'Would I rather keep this, or have $92 in my pockel?" If you've chosen the cas~
send a 15 word description of the item to Casco Bay Weekly, (use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLlITELY FREE_

categories

,

There Is a job for you .

FlED AD ORDER FORM

r

)

10 Exchange ST
Pordand

874·2341

VALERIE BLAIS,

IN Bussey, M.A., G.E.D.T.

Do your goals match
your skills? Do you
know how to market
yourself? Are you tonguetied at interviews?

lose up to 29 Ibs. in
the next 30 days ...
and

Off the
Open Rate!

Eight ThuM.Y'
beginning April 30, 5,30 . 7 pm

Jo Mooser, M.A. " Nicole

Is your
job fun?

:..

Through the use of dreams,
ritual, art and breath, bring
yoW" Inner and outer oelf

WOMAN'S GROWTH GROUP to begin
Monday evening, April 6th, 1992. For
more information call: Pauline A.
Salvucci, MA at 799-8596.

THE SURE SELL! J

caw CLASSIFIED AD

apts/rent

OLD ORCHARD BEACH. Bright sunny
one b8droom apartment, 11ft kitl:hen
and bath. Bay Window and sundeck. 4
nins. walk to ocean. $36OImo. Last
month's rent free. 773-5573 Robinson.
PORTlAND WEST END- Briggs St.,
larve, sunnyt-l12 BR in2 family, owner
occupied, 1st floor, parking, $400imo.
+ electMcity & gas. 1 month deposit
7n-8397.

$2

-

over 90,000
readers for only

$9

267 DANFORTH ST- lARGE 2 BR, first MUNJOY Hill GARDEN APT. WITH
floor, qUiet, clean. $6OOImo. includes WATER VIEW, hardwood floors. Newly
heat, hotwatar, off street parXing, yard. remodeled large eat-In kitchen is inSecurity deposit Call 797-4969 or 883- - cluded among these 4 rooms, plus bath
2981 . Avail April 1st
With tub and shower. This Is a lstftoor
apt w/private deck and direct access to
PROMENADE EAST- 2 BR. 2 bathrDl!m large yard. On-slte laundry, off-street
luxury, condo. Huge baJcony With parking, good neighbors, heat & HWare
Soutb portlalul, ME
ocearMew,laUndryhook-~PS, pool, ten- inc/uded for 55251mo. Newspaper &
ms, sauna, covered parking, designer cardboard recycling as well as
drapes and waUpaper, lots of extras. compesting prDYided atthisowner-oc$75O!mo. + utilities. 772-0328.
cup/ed residence. It's later than you
• Heal included
think,
so please call 772-2570 for apNORTH STREET, PORTLAND- Sunny 2
BR in quiet building, featuMng lovely pointment.
• WIW carpeting. appliances
open floor plan, woodstov8, and very WOODFORDS: RENOVATED 3rd noor
•
Laundry room Jacilitfes
efficient oil heat, wide pine and hard- apt, 3 rooms plus kitchen & bath,large
• Patio and walk-In storage
wood floors, exposed brick, larveyard + yard, parking, WID, secuMty deposit
parking. Avail Mayts!. $4951mo. +utili- $5251mo. Avail. June tst 774-7850.
• Close to marina and beach
ties. Call 774-2397.
•
Ample parking
SOUTH PORTlANO- PLEASANTDALE,
LONGFELLOWsa.-Large, sunny, 1 BR charning 2 BR in a quiet yet convenient
• No pets, one year lease
apartment In lovely brick building, hard- location. New appliances,freshly pal nted
wood floors, freshly renovated. $375 and ready when you are. $5OWmo. +
Moderri two bedroom
+utils. 7~9857 .
heat. 767-5209.
apartmetlls
WESTBROOK-Sunny, quiet renovated, STATE ST.- Lot's of room & plenty of
ill a quiet vlll4ge setting
small 1 BR, parking, dead-end street, closets, remodeled living room, dining
yard, on bus-line, no dogs. $4251mo. roomor2nd BR, hardwood floors. 55251
plus deposit, includes all utils. 856- mo. +utils. 797-5823, eves.
0138.
MUNJOYHILL-TWO 1 BRAPTS.AVAllEAST END- 5 sunny rooms, 38R, har- ABLE in renovated historic house on
bor view, eat-in kitchen, pantry, hard- quiet street Townhouse style, patiO,
woodftoors,laundry,deck& yard. Land- landscaped yard, off-street parkill'J. Pet
marX building. $5451mo. heated. 892- OK S385 and $4tO. Sec. dep. required.
SOUTH PORTLAND HARBORFRONT- 3
5345.
Call 781-4255.
BR 2 bath, quiet neighborhood. S875{
OBSERVATORY-Interesti ng 2 BRwhich
mo. 642-5845 or 7~ 1576,Ieave mesoffers lots of sunshine, maple floors,
sage.
~=
fireplace, modern, efficient kitchen with
DIW, off-street parXing & alarge, fenced
yard. Responsible owner, on-site laundry.5525{mo. includesheat,HIW,cookApt.·
ing gas & safe, convenient storage bin.
START UP COSTS TOO HIGH? let's
Keep it simple by dialing 7n-2570 for
talk. Sublet our 628 sq. ft. room over
more information.
NEAR MAINE MALL
Exchange St ApMI thru July at bargain
SHERMAN ST.- 4 BR hardwood floors,
rates. We must move on. 774-5513.
295 & 1-95
off-street parking,laundryfacilities,yard.
Modern Spacious
557Wmo. + utils. 774-4826, David.
BEST HISTORICAl.. FIND
2 Bedrooms.
SINCE
Heated or Unheated.
PORTlAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood
ntE DEAD SEA SCROUS
•
All
modern
appliances.
floors, decks, WID, fully app/ianced, fir&Historical Old Port office space
• Inels. Microwave
place,S ninutewalktoMMC& USM, 99
oflemg big busmss ameritie~
at
sing'" office prices.
Grant St. S6OO1mo. + utilities. Security
• DishwasherlDisposal.
ReoeptiSecrelaly. Conflll9llCe
deposit Call 874-2448.
• Self cleaning oven.
Rooms, Fax and Xerox ptJs
more, from $200 up.
WESTBROOK-l or2 BR, t s1l100r, yard,
• Frost free refrigerator
Call 772-aee7
parking, WID hook-up, carpet, on bus
• Lg. laundry facility on
and ask for the Landlord who
line. 55t Wmo. heated. 856-{)108.
premises
was around when they copied
the book of lsiah.
STATE ST.- 2-112 room studio, large
• WIW Carpeting
kijchen, hardwoodftoors, pleasant build• Private balc'onies
ing. $4151mo. +sec., 1 year lease. Heat
M - F: 9-6
Sun: 12-5
& utilsincluded. Call 774-5561 ,8:30am
- 4pm, Mon. thru FM.
761-2881

Roomate wanted: MIl' 25-30 years old,
non~mokertosharelargesecond floor.
COUNTllYLIVING, MINUTESTO DOWNNorth DeeMng area. Back door to Baxter TOWN-Ocean Ave. nearFalmouth, beauWoods. Available immediately. S200 tifully renovated 2 BR In turn of century
plus utilities. Call Mike m-8465 or house, hartlWoodand wlw, distantviews,
828-1532.
deck, garden space, wId hook-Up. $625.
773-1192.
WANTED: CLEAN AND SOBER MALE
GRAY- 2 BR duplex available for rent
OR FEMALE to share house. S250/mo.
TRY OUR WHEELS DEAL! 555Wmo. + utils. & deposit. n interCall 883-6907.
ested, please call 82~5986 .

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS

5,555
READBIS

FORSl

$600 to $625

799-3475

houses/rent

(t'~rttand
~urt

offices/rent

sma.

_

...l«Jlllty ItJIJIIIlged
by DOLBEN, INC-

Your 30 word ad
will reach 50,000
of Port/and's most
active consumers
for only $9

with

c/assifieds

CALL 775-6601
and have your Visa or
MasterCard ready!

studios/rent
START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other
artists/craft people in building at 317
Cumberland Ave. 400-t200sq. It. Lights
and heat included. ParXing available. No
lease required. Call 772-6527.

real estate
PARK STREET ROW HOUSE - HistoMc
two level townhouse, extensiv«y remodelled in t988. 2 bedrooms, fully
appHanced kitc hen wit hcherry ca bi nets,
large dining room wilh handpainted oriental ceiling, very large living room with
floor-tlH:eiling windows, 4 tireplaces,
high ceilings throughou~ 3 bathrooms,
master bath includes whirlpool, large
deck; garage. Alilhis, PLUS additional
incomefromapartments inthebuilding.
All have fireplaces and fully app/ianced
kitchens. All are unique and co~letely
renovated with new plumbing, wiMng,
heating system, windows, guners, etc.
m-6n7.

WE MAKE NEWS MAnER

---

...

~---""-
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business services

real estate

~~~~~~~~~

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Deering Center, Quiet Neighborhood
Spaci ous 4 bedroom, 2 112 bath,
with garage. Red oak floors,
livillQ room w/ fireplace, large
familY room, applianced kitJ:hen,
economical gas 3-zone FHW
heat (new bUrner), quiet stree~
nice yard/gardens, excellent
schools - We are moving!

$122,500
CALL 819·0499

INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia
M. Johnson, Certified Public Accountant, 686 Brighton Ave., Portland, ME
04102-tOt2.207-772-2322.
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
todooddjobsand moving. I'll move you
locally or long distance. Experienced &
dependable with references. Cell for my
low rales, 774-2159 anyli me.
REMODELINGAND REPAIRS-for home
and business. Offering for10yearsclean
and professional services, like built-ins,
kitchens, restorations, and plain old
home repairs. Cell Paul Keating 846-

LECONTE'S LAWN CARE- Spring has
spruno, time to sprino clean the yard.
Rakino- Mowing- Trimning- MulchingWeedwhacking. Free estimates. Takino
lawns to mow this season. Phil, 6424247; Scott, 727-5531.
SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM,
get the 2nd half-off during March only.
Call BetsyatPortiand PaintWorks,87t0087. Neat, experienced, referenced.
'IS'.. off tst exterior of '92'

•

$1,499 down, $14,995 3 SR Fleetwood,
Apr 9.5%. New 16 wide Norris,
$29,995, Fleetwood double wide 3 SR,
2 baths, $24,995,

{;_I," H~~S

COMPUL81Vlf CLEANING

... and other Ife support services

If you've ever cie2ned up for

residential

• 90nfidential
For ,,.II_Ie or "/,pohU"",,.,,

• Srrtall Busilleu CotI$uIlillg •
" BooUeepillg Senda• ."

""UJob" HJUls_ at
Underwritten by

INTERMlmNT CHILD-CAREWANTED
for preschooler. Must haw child-tare
background & relerencas. 775-2444 or
767-5659.

772-1199

PFL Life Insurance Company

• Tax PrePUraliml •

Call Douglas Strout

THOMAS W WHEELER

7"""0 lOp"" 7 tilly. II weell

1-80~499-7609

761-1569

music

wheels

MEETBEAUTIRJL, FAITHRJL. Marriageninded ladles from Asia, Russia, Europe, North & South America. for FREE
photo brochure and comple1e de1ails
call 702-451-3070 anylime and leave
mailing address.

AFFORDABLE INTOWN RECORDINGVeryclean8track tapino ideal forsingerl
sonowrttBr5and small groups. Sequenclno, sampling, dlOttai processingleflec1s.
D.A.T. mastering. 515thr. with package
deals negotiable. 775-2159.

CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE, 1978- A
real cruise-mobile with lots of power
accessories. Looksgood: reliable. $950.
772-2570.

DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES
DANCE Friday nights at 8 p.m. at the
Portland MarriottSable'sLounge, exit 7
off R1. 95. Dateline D.J., great buffeL
door prizes, cOVllr charge, no jeans.
603-433-3020.

CREATING COUPLES
A DATING SERVICE
Designed for discriminating
people Over 40.
• Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

Includes Myers-Briggs
personality Inventory.
1-800-870-3318

~ElECTRONIC

207-871-7609

RESPOND 10 ~Y P£RSONAl AD BY CAlLING

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

• Reasonable
• Experienced

commercial

e.6TAX flUNG

CHARLES B. MELCHER

10-5

WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE
CENTER has opening for preschool or
kindergarten age child. Low staff/child
ratJos, developmentally appropriate activities, anernative kindergarten program. Call n2-98t7.

2-3 day cbecJr wilb
Refund An/tcipation loan
Many Returns Completed
«
Wbile You Wail

• Prompt

~¥r;~~~;!s~t:~y t~~:~Kf~:~=~:~;~~;~~ 900·370·2041
:.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,-----------'
child care

, QUICK REFUNDS,

You need me in your life

PERFECT PITCH OF PDRTLAN()" Expert
piano tuning, repair & rebuilding. Every
tuning aconcert tuning. Greal rales! No
extra cost for pitch raising. Call 828t200.
MONEY MAKING MARKETING! Marketing doesn1 have to be big, flashy or
expensive to work, but tt should make
money for you. Is your marketing making money for you? We are marketing
professionals who specialize inworki ng
with small businesses. Let us meet with

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...

Katherine Clark
772-8784

~==~==============~~~~~~~5_00_2_._____________

$141 for 180 months

NASTY~NEAT

daUBg services

PHOTOGRAPHER

to schedule a free initial mee1ing.
ODD JOBS (WITHOUT AN ODD PRICE):
Carpentry, masonry repairs. Window
sash cords, broken panes, screens replaced. Drywall, plaster and stucco repaired. All painting. FULLY INSURED.
Cell Homeowners Helper: 772-6759.

You feel ready to meet
someone new, but how
do you start? We can
make that first step
easier. Call us. We may

I CLEAN FOR FAMILIES: apartments,
houses; bi-weekly, monthlyorasneeded.
Current, excellent references, and free
estimates. Call Kathy, 773'{)542 anytime, and leave message.

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
SOl Cumberland Ave.
Portland nS.o30l

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
775-6601

know someone special
waiting to
know you,

SPRING CLOSET CLEANING: Two London fog coats and two wool blazers,
sizes 12-14. 592. 774-0678.

SONY PS-LX 295 TURNTABLE. New in
box. Neverusad (noalbums). N~cornponent. $92 or B.O. Cell 761-4214.

1940s SOLID WOOD LIGHT OAK,
dropleaftablewith six chair>. Must sell,
moving. $92. 781-3280.

CHAPS! Black leather with fringe. Medium size. Like new. $92. 767-8015.

gardens

CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River
EXPANDABLE MAPLE TABLE PLUS 6 Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
CHAIRS plus bookcase. $92. Call 761- for a generation's enjoyment For catalogue call 846-5802.
4201 to arrange a pick-up time.
GUITAR - STEEL STRINGS, excellent
sound, perfect for your first guitar. $92
includes case. 774-4t03.

wanted

PANASONIC TURNTABlE & RECEIVER
wI speakers. S92. 2 Wicker Etagere.
Both lor S92. 797-7631.

SOUND ALTERNATIVES buys, sells &
trades new & used records, tapes, and
CDs. Call 774-4446 (11-6).

QUEEN SIZE SLEEP SOFA IN GREAT
SHAPE. Very comfortable. $92. 8790499.

MASSAGE THERAPIST WANTS ROOM
SPACE in homato continue small practice. Barter 2 sessions per month orwill
pay $100/mo. 737-8576, Brunswick!
Topsham.

CANON 35mm CAMERA, Model FT with
50mm lens, leather case- S92. 8548246.
to GAl. AQUARIUM; full matresslbox
spring; magazine table; 2 oak kitchen
chairs: $92; 797-3845.
TWO BEAUTIFULLY DRAWN ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS with 10 page expert
interpretation and telephone follOW-Up,
or two charts and 20 pagecompatibility
interpretation (not by computer). $92.
774-9237.

$40,OOO'YR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "lik&'don1Iike"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing aI home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-37So2925
copyright/lilE114EB
BE ON T.V.- Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. for casting
info call (6t5)nSo7ttt, Ext. T-1265

$500 WEEKLY, NEW! EASYI Stay home,
any hours. Easy Assembly... $2t,oOo;
Easy Sewing ... $36,000; Easy Wood
Assembly ... 598,755; Easy Crafts...
$76,450; Easy Jewelry... $t9,500; Easy
Electronics ... $26,200; Matchmaking ...
$62,500; Investigaling... $74,450; TV
Talent Agent.. $40,900; Romance
Agent .. $62,500. No selli ng. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording. 8Ot37902900 Copyright IME114YH

REPORTER/EDITOR
k

Casco Bay Wee kl Yis I00 ing

fo

.

r an aggressive
journalist to write hard-hitting cover stories, manage the
"Newsbriefs" section Imd assist in the development of
this fast-growing young newspaper.
We are looking for a team player with at least three
years' experience at finding the story behind the news,
getting the details on the record and writing
,.
II
squ eaky-cIean copy t h at won t Sit sti •
High standards. Low pay (start $18k/yr. plus
benefits). Experience with investigative projects would
be a plus.

If you bum to uncover injustice and are ready to work
like hell, send your smoking hot clips, resume and
references to:
11H;~,I:£lIj SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

h
1'1' lj,:J ~ [IJ ~~:~ ;'B~ENews
Editor Searc
__________..J

L!-~·~~~~":::::':::'::::'

~PENNY$AVER
is seeking a person
experienced in graphics to

fill

a

Permanent (part-Time)
Lay-out Position
This is a Saturday position, starting in the
morning and continuing until finished.
IBM Desktop Publishing experienced is
required, with knowledge of Ventura Publisher
and Corel Draw programs helpful.
Knowledge of Macintosh programs and
any previous newspaper work are a real plus.
The atmosphere is friendly,
and we'll train the right person .

Ifyou have the experience we need and are
interested in helping us produce a Quality
Community Paper, please send a resume to:
The Penny$aver
do Seth Sprague, Publisher
153 U.S. Route 1, Scarborough, ME 04074

$200-$500 WEEKLY- Assemble products at home. Easyl No selling. You're
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24
hour recording. 8Ot-379-2900 Copyright/ME114DH.
$4O,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS- Number
Pages... $2t ,000; Make Index. .. $30,000;
Corrections... $30,000; Reviews .•.
$40,000; Read TV Scripts... $50,000. At
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
income. Publishers need you! FREE 24
hour recordi ng 801-37So2925 Copyright
'ME114DB.
NEED EXTRACASH?Ownyourown low
stress, low maintenance business. Save
$$ buying food, e1c., from yourself. No
hard sell. Unlinited income potential.
(NotAmwayor Nu-5kin!) Cell 878-8346.
FORMOREINfORMATIONANDASSISTANCE regarding the Investigation of
linancing, business opportunities and
work at home opportunities, casco Bay
Weekly urgas it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 8t2 St8V8ns Ave., Portland, ME
04t03-2648.

Attention:

Classilieds
By

Phone:
775-8801

COMPLETE BADGER AIRBRUSH SET
with instruction book, 592, call 8392967.

Architects, Builders, Cabinet
Makers, Carpenters, Decorators,
Designers, Electricians, Furniture
Restorers, Heating & Cooling Experts,
Landscapers, Painters, Plumbers,
Remodelers, Renovators, Roofers,
Security Systems, Window/Door
Installers, Wood Floor Refinishers,
Sheetrockers, Siding Specialists,
Tree Doctors...

ASSEMBlEPRODUCTSATHOME-Earn
extra income, lighVeasy work, no specialtools required. Send self-addressed
envelope to RBJ Distributors, P.O. Box
12-CB, Cumberland, ME 04021.
GRASSROOTS ACTIVIST needed to increase public participation in environmental, consumer,and health caredecision-making process. The Maine
Poople'sAiliance needscomnitted, progressive staff for its community outreach program. Entry-level position
hOUr> 2-10 p.m. Mon-Fri 5200 tlwk.
Cell Dan 761-4400 be1wean 1-3 p.m.
POSTAL JOBS: $11.411hr. PLUS BENEFITS. Rural carriers needed. No experience necessary. Cell for exam preparation: t-800-285-7678.
Reapond to any pef$OnaI ad by
calling

eo()..37()..2041

Call. cost $1.49 a minute.

8722.

C01npatibles

G.E. SMALL REffiIGERATOR, BRAND '
NEW, good for dorm or bar. $92. Cell
797-8722.

stuff for sale
GUITARS- Fender Stratocaster (Japanese) EMG, locking tremolo, hardshell
case, $250. t5'ti res and rims,$20each;
CLARINETS- Artley, $100; Bundy, $50.
Sealy Twin boxspring & matress, $50.
773-7701.
CONSIGN OR CASH for your no longer
needed household treasures: furniture,
rugs, dishes, paintings, jewelry, etc. Call
usandcompare846-5776. Yesterday's,
106 Main Stree~ Yarmouth, Wed-Sat
10-5, Sun 12-4.
COMPUTERPLUSFORSALE-PC'sLlMITED 86 Magnavox professional PC
monitor 80- keyboard,2 printer>, books,
wooden cab, many extras. $2200.
TREK 950 MOUNT AINBIKE-Exc. condition, just tuned up. Sell with lights, bar
ends and cyclocomputer. Asking $400
or BO. Cell 797-5007.

MAINE PROGRESSIVE- NEWS
MONTHLY, alternative voice for Maine's
people, seeks innovative, hard-worl<ing
editor with activist background and writing experience. Low pay but greal opportunity to shapethBlutureofdynamic
publicaijon. 60 hours/month, SSOOIissue. Send SASE for job description.
Letter, resume and writing sample by 41
25192 to 21 McKean St., Brunswick, ME
040tt.
BABY CONTEST-BOYS & GIRLS, Oto 3
years, sought for local 1992 'ANNUAL
EASTER CONTEST'. Judged on appearance, peroonality and photogenicness.
Lots of fun! PRIZES! Entry form- 6t723t'{)2t1.

PORTLAND

FOR A GOOD TIME, CHECK OUT TANGENTS at 247B Congress S1. (near
Levinsky's) where you will find an eclectic selection of neat things you'd love to
have, such as: records, tapes,
collectables, CDs, T-shirts, toys, comic
books, vintage clothing, paperbacks &
more. Come on in, you neverknowwhat
you'll find. We pay cash for records.
tapes, CDs, 50's lamps, 6O's memorabilia, old toys and more. Call Mike at
774-5024 for more info. New in: Star
Wars toys & collectables and a nice
group of 6O's rock promotional items.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89
Mercedes... $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87
Mercedes... $tOO; '65 Mustang ... $50;
Choose from thousands starting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details,
80t-379-2929 copyright IME1t4JC
CORVETIE... $400; BRONCO ... SSO; '89
Mercedes... $200; '87 BMW... StOO; '65
Mustang ... $50. U.S. Public auction,
druglord properties. Choosefromthousands starting at S25. FREE 24 hour
recording revealsgiveawaypricBS. 801379-2930 copylightlMEt14RC

learning
DRAWING:LEARNINGTOSEE, tOweeks
beg'ng April 6 & 8; 3 hour classes,
Mon.-Wed. eves; tuition $250. Call 7995728/writeK.BoIdt t9BirchKnoIl,Cape ·
Eliz., ME 04t07 for brochure.
CORNERSTONE CHILDREN'S HOUSEA non-traditional learning environment
has an opening for a3-tl2 to 7 year old
child. Nurturing, child-tentered atmosphere. Also accepting applications for
Fall '92 pre-school/kindergarten. 7736779.
WOMANSONG! A singing class for
women to learn singing and breathing
skills; songs, dances and stories of, by,
for and about women. 6 week class
begins Monday, March 30, 7:00-8:30
p.m. No class April vacation. for the
tinid beginner to the experienced songstress. Call Edith Doughty, 88 String
Guitar, Bath 443-9603.

QUEEN SIZEWATERBE().. semi-baffled,
large shelved head board with stenciled
oval mirror, base w/drawer>. $92. 761-

COMPUTER TRAINING: LEARN WORD
PERFECT 5.1 andlor Lotus 123. Reasonable one on one rates. Also, group
discounts available. Cell 878-8350.

SPRING
IS IN
THE

AIR •••

... IS
LOVE?

animals

Casco Bay
Weekly will help
you find love in
the springtime
with
NEW RATES!

bulletin board

.2 weeks.
• for only $5 •
Use the order
form on page 34.

VW JETIA GU, 1987- Red, sunroof, S
speed, 4 door, cruise, trip computer, 3/4 BOXER PUPPIES- Father AKCBoxer,
90K miles,greatcondition. $4,700.879- Mother tl2 Boxer, tl2 Lab. Beautiful
6027.
dogs, ready for spring. Mother and faCHEVY CAVALIER, t990- 4 door auto- ther on premises. $50. 657-3511.
matic, AlC, cruise, tilt steering, AMlFM
stereo, 40,000 miles. $5,200 or B.O.
76t-1757.

Call
1-900-370-2041
to find the love in
your spring now!
(Calls

COSL

$1.49/min.)

ALFA ROMEO SPIDER, 1974- 90% restored with performance extras. Looks
and run good. $2900. 772-2570.
FORD BRONCO, 1977- With plow, rebuilt body, street worthy & stickered.
Great plowing machine. $1000. 7722570.

• I III I 1111111 1111 I 11111 I 11111111 I III II 111111 II 1111111111 11111 11111 II III I II 11111 11111111 I I •

COMPUTER PRINTER, STAR NX-lOOOC
(for Commodore 64), barely used. $92.
871-1513.

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

1959 SLINGERLAND SNARE, SONOR
BASS, t4·, t6'tom's, lugs, hardware
and stands. $92 each. 772-8433.
TONE ONLYMOTOROLABRAVO PAGER
with Visual alert and vibrapage. Like
new. $92. 846-3912, evenings.
CSA ALPINE SKI TRACKER (easy storage), SS2. Manual lawn mower, $40.
Both like new. 727-3224.
DININGTABLE,Mooseheadstyle, 1leaf,
4 chairs, very sturdy, $92. 774-90t3.
t985 NISSAN GL GENERATOR, $50;
20" Homelight chainsaw, $42. Cell 2829202.

Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult. ..

BASEBALL CARDS: Six complete Topps
1988 sets. Burks, Reed, McGriff, Cone,
Seitzer rookies. $92. 283-8420.
CROSLEY REffiIGERATOR, about ten
years old. Good condition. 592. 7972533.
SEWING MACHINE- TOYOTA MODEL
408tC. Excellent condition! Free-arm,
buttonholer, 16stitches. $92. 874-3330
after 5pm.

• More than half of all CBW readers own their own
homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling within the past year!
Don't miss an opportunity to put
your business name in front of this
important audience,
Call Casco Bay Weekly
now to be included in our annual
Home Services Directory, a special
feature of our Home Issue.
Call 775-6601 and ask for Michael.
Issue date is April 2,
Deadline is March 27.

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
S16! 775-660t .

FORD ESCORT, 1983- automatic, new
tires, battsry and sticker. No rust, runs
great Asking $550. Call 772-9530 or
797-8892.

EUROPE- only $t60. Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only
S189! Round-trip air to somewhere
warm & sunny! AIRHITCH(r)-212-864BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM, t987- 4 2000.
door, 4cylinder, automatic, PIS, PI8, AI
C, cruise, 66K miles. $3,295. Excellent RAPE! LADIES, PROTECT YOURSELF
from assault, rape, robbery, with 50,000
condiijon.797-2893.
von stun-gun. For free information call
CHEVY IROC, t988- Hops, 5.7L, me- 856-2280.
tallicgray,AM/FM stereo, only22K miles,
stored winters, very fast. Only $8600.

computers

CASIO CZ-l0l, MIDI keyboard synthesizer. $92. 871-1513.

$S CASH CASH CASH $S- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days a week, 9-9. 7736878

FORD MUSTANG LX, 1988- 5 speed, AI
C, sunroof, AMlFM cassette, power
steering, power locks, 58,000 miles.
$400018.0.865-1430.

WHITE STAG 9 x t2 CABIN TENT. Has
seen very little use. $92. Searsx-tountry skVrowing machine, $92 or B.O.
839-5487.

8022.

THE PINETONES, alively, eclectic nix of
western, swing, and ethniC music; perfec1 for weddings, parties, functions,
dances; d00 to quintet, acousticor electric. Tape and neferences available. Cell
799-9788.

wheels

UL TRA-SONIC HUMIDIFIER $35,
Polaroid camera 515, beautiful wool
poncho $42. Call 774-4103.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE, PORTABlE, wtth fruitwood finish sewing
table. Excellentcondition. $92. Cell 797-

help wanted

,,

OLYMPIA "CARRERA" ElECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER- excellent condition, extra ribbons. $92. 767-3046.

33

SLIDE PROJECTOR WITH REMOTE and
vertical carousel. $92. Cell Tom, 7721393, p.m.

1940s- KITCHEN TABLE- Enamel and
chrome, $50; like new wood computer
table, $42. 773-9679.
OAK UNFINISHED TABlE in box, 47x30,
with parson styled legs, $92. 854-5157.
2TWIN BATES GEORGE WASHINGTON
bedspreads. Ivory color, excellent condition, $92. 781-3280, 18a'III message.
MOVINGSALE- Full matresstboxspring,
aquarium, chairs, other miscellaneous
items, 592. 797-3845.

MEN'S LT. BlUE 10 SPEED BICYCLESchwinn, good condition. $92. Cell
Michael at 772-9769.

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

MOVING SALE- TWIN BED, $40; swinging bassine1,$40; ninl-trib, $6; stroller,
$6. $92 takes all. 874-6981
BRAND NEW DIRT DEVIL UPRIGHT
VACUUM, used once, with att;l;hments.
$92. 985-3090.
KEYBOAR()" YAMAHA PSR-32, full size,
6t keys. 592. Cell 871-1022.
WOOD/COAL STOVE- Suburban model,
thermostat controlled. 592. 797-4574.

PORTLAND

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO •

• VIDEO EXPO •

666 Congress 51 • 774-13
Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10~1O • Sun. 12-7

..
March 26,1992
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SWM. 47. 6'5·, 210 Ibs. Athletic. edu- MWM. 42, 5'11·, 180 Ibs.• decent lookcated. NlS, loves animals and kids. En- Ing. smoker. NID, seei<sdiscreet attracjoys ~estoring old houses. rock-blues. tive lady for Intimate night"-kends
clasSIcal and outdoor activities. Look- out of area. like candleligh~ low music,
ing fortall~ D/SWf. 35-47, athletic. edu- long talks. Non-reproductive. Send letcated, w8lght proportional. with a lust ter wnh description. photo and phon&'
for living and Ine.Letters preferred. CBW address. Health and discretion assured
Box 010.
and required. CBW Box 019.

Casco Bay Weekly

JULIA ROBERTS IS BUSY THIS WEEKEND, are you? SWM, 30. 5'8". good
shape. looking for SlDF who likes the
beach In sprl"!!. intimate dinners. long
walks and muSIC. A love of Ineshould be
shared, so don 1sit there bored. give me
a call. .. 5032

women--men
SWf, MID-TWENTIES, SEEKS HONEST.
stable, dOwn-tCHarth. SID. NIS. adventurous. single. romantic, handsome.
caring. huggable man who knows how
totreatawoman likealady. nyoumthls
description give me a call. No head
gamers, please.... 5914
VERY ATTRACTIVE BLONDE. BLUE
EYES. professional woman. 35. fit &
slim, seeking professional male, 35-45,
heightof5'8"ortaller, todatewithsame
interests. I enjoy humor. outdoor & indoor activities. dining in or out.... 5002

WE WANT A MAN WHO LIKES KIDS!
Very attractive. slender mommy of an
adorablelittie boy seeks caring, considerate. kind, generous, intelligent!. sensitive. attractive and m man With a great
sense of humor for fun and games and
healthy relationship. Your photo gets
ours. P.O. Box 1463, Scarborough, ME
04074 .... 5033

WELL EDUCATED. ATIRACTlVE, PROFESSIONAL. 37. 0 woman who loves
candlelight, firelightand moonlight. looking for secur~~~pendent. considerateand caring ,,~who believes in love,
to share open, easy and honest relalionshipfiliedwith romance. laughter. travel,
slow dancing,long talks and friendship.
CBW Box 017.
SWF, 3Os- Affectionate, Bold, Caring,
Different. Earthy, Full-Figured. Giving.
Huggable, Insane. Joker, Kind, Loving,
Mom, Nice. Opinionated. Professional.
Ouizzickle. Real. Sens~ive, Thoughtful.
Unusual. Verbal, Weird, X-tra special.
Yahoo, Zippy. Seeks good man who
knows his ABC·s... 5060

COOK WITH ME, TEACH ME. I'll help
you work on the car, plant a garden.
DWf- SPRING IS IN THE AIR! If you're teach you. SMom. 34. desires partner. HONEST. OPEN. PROCESS-ORIENTED
over 35 and know where the Fiddle- Yourchildren- very welcomed. Guaran- WOMAN seeks emotionally in-touch and
heads are, let's go pick ·em. We need a tees: Imperfection, honesty, warmth. evol~ing male friend to share inlerests:
six pack and a bucket for the Fiddle- laughter.affection.l'mlong haired, jeans, music, danCing, great books and movheads. That is what I call a hot date! Oh. down to earth, pleasingly plump. REAl. ies, nature walks, vegetarian meals, and
tocelebratesprlng. P.O. Box 4249, Portyes. you need a car. too! Write P.O. Box (York County) ... 5038
land, ME 04101 ... S059
5165. Portland, ME. ,. 5006
SPIRITED, EDUCATED. AND TOO HOT
ATIENTION MALE SHOPPERS: For the to sit home alone on a Saturday night!
next two weeks CBW special offer. SWF. Looking for a mid-40s man with a past
35, NlS. NID. educated, attraclivepack- worthy of campfire stories and a future
aging. blonde, 5'9". Enjoys travel. camp- that promses to provide the mI mateing, conversation. full of energy. mov- rial for legends. CBW Box 011. - 5039
ies. Act quickly. only 1 left. P.O. Box
MATURE SWf. 28, PROFESSIONAL.
11276. Portland, ME 04106. - 5007
blonde hair. blue-eyed Gemni who enCAN THE MOONLIT WAlKS ON THE joys stimulating conversation, antiques
BEACH, I'm just looking for someone to andfineart dining out, travel and more.
talk about fractals. existentialism. and Are you a single or divorced profesdark matter of the universe. Intensity sional man, late thirties to middle forand intelligenceareallthat really matter. ties. with simlar interests? Mature, older
Social inepmude a plus. CBW Box 005. gentieman preferred. - 5041

ROMANTIC. 405. SWM. 5'11·, 185lbs.,
down to earth, NlS. easy to please. sense
of humor, sensual. handsome. seeks
appealing. sexy. sensual. slender. NlS.
very attractive, smiling, classy woman
(MIS). 10 find and enjoy love and happiness. - 5876

!call a me give So .people interesting
meeting, movies, summer, sports like,
27 I'm .fun have to how knows who .2035 ,lady intelligent an meet to want I but
.crazy this really not I'm .ad my read to
way correct the out figured you ,Congratulations" 5928

NEW KID IN TOWN SEEKS A LADY,
preferably no kids. attractive, NlS between 2O-40.I·m 5'1 0·, brOWn/hazel, 27
yrs .• professional, told attractive with
offbeatsenseof humor.Lovediningout
or in, movies, dancing, parties. beach,
sports, fitness. SoxlPatriots lovers win
major brownie POlOtS. - 5881

FREE SPIRIT WITH A HUNGER FOR
ADVENTURE and a belief that ·all is
possible·. Outgoing, fun-loving SWM,
34. many interests include: personal
growth, travel. metaphysics, massage.
Value health and honest communication . Vegetarian non-SID. Are you the
same?Work. play and travel(combined)
lots- liketo join?P.O. Box 41, Biddeford.
ME 04005. " 5000

SWM, 21, 5'10·. 150 Ibs., looking for
someone to dance the nighl away or
enjoy some quiet tunes. Write and send
photo. P.O. Box SIlO, Portland, ME
04101." 5900
RESPOND 10 lilY PERSONAL Mi BY CAlLING

900-370-2041

SWM, 26, GOOD-LOOKING, athletic,
looking for perky, petite blonde for serious, long-term relationship. Age 18-40
preferred. Enloy all sports, mUSIC, politics. Serious inquiries only. ,. 5046

CALLS COST $1.4$ A MINUTE.

person of the week

SWf. 27. HONEST, ACTIVE PROFESSIONAL,likes bowling, walks. camping.
seeking SWM. 25-35. withsimlarinterests and possible long-term relationship in mind .... 5009
5'2' EYES OF BlUE AND 32100kingto be
the little girl you never had. For loving
and spoiling .... SOlO
DWFP, 26, 5'6·. DO YOU MAKE a
woman's head turn when you walk by?
00 you make her start to breath heavy?
I have the same effect on men! Ifyou're
a tall. slim. athletic. good-looking, NlS
who is 2So35 and you are desiring exci1ement and love in your relationship,
then this green-eyed blonde is desiring
you. Photo appreciated. but not neeassary.Let'staikorwrlte, then meet. CBW
Box 006. 1t SOt 1
CHEERFULLY JADED DWf. 38, seeks
loveable. NlS. easy-going. unattached
hunk.32-44. forcafeschmoozing. beach
scaffing. Zootz hooting. and
dobedobedolng. Dancers & good cooks,
call now! 1t 5016
LIVE FROM NEW YORK! I'm new in
town and looking for a good man to
show me around. I'm a SWf. 34. smart
slim. sensuous. attractive. Major passions: food. wine, art. music. film. travel.
anything nalian. Make me laugh, entertain me. 1t 5025

,.
, .;
RESPOND TO

I :',

ANY PERSONAL
AD BY CALLING

"

I'M 33, A PROFESSIONAl. 5'8" WPH. 51
Mom. work alot. Need some distraction
for the little time I do get free. Enjoy
hiking. boating. beach walks. dancing,
child. NlS. NID. Prefer men 5'11· and
over. NlS. SID. Must enjoy small child.
- 5050
DANCES WITH WOLVES: Looking for
Luther in all the wrong places, but I can
still hear himsinging. Thisspirited. passionate. humorous and educated wolverine is In search of a Big Bad Wolf, to
dance under the moon. (Leaders of the
pack need only apply). Give me a howl...
owwwIli .... 5051

INTELLIGENT. HEALTHY. SPIRITED,
an ractlVe WM would Iikel0 meet apretty,
sexy, fit WF, 35-45 for conversation.
dinner, dancing. friendship. fun & special times. I like animals, kids, horm
cooking (yours or mine) and am always
looking for new experiences. Let's talk
soon I .. 5014

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad byrnail. by FAX or by stopping by
ourofflceat551ACongressSt. in downtown Portland. Call
175-6601 to find out more.
Each
Bay Weekly personal ed comes with free
use of a Personal CalI<l!> 'Ir number. When you place your
ad. you'll be given a tr number and an easy·to-follow
In~tructJorisheet.lt's important that you call and leave your
personal greeting b >re the paper comesout on Thursday
_ that way you won 't miss any of your responses.
When recording your go-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number Of address, We suggest that you
leave your first name. and ask the people respondng to

33 y.o., NlS, EDUCATED, 5'11·, goodlooking SWM seeks attractive (if not
beautiful) inside & out SWf, 27-35. My
interests include good fiction. running
down the street. adventure, humor, art.
ecology, pizza and fned clams. Lots of
corners. Letters & photos make It fun.
CBW Box 007 .... 5018
I AM 23, A COLLEGE STUDENT with my
own car. I have a part-tirm job, brown
hair. green eyes. and broad shoulders.
I'm interested in an aHr;o;tive girl with
brown or black hair. Leave message. 5021

Your ad:
Category:
o women "'men

Personal ads of 45 words Of fewer cost only $5 for two
weeks. Additional words cost 50¢ each. All personal ads
must be placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45
words Of fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on
Thursdays or with a current promotion.)
Use of a Personal CalI<l!> 'Ir number is FREE. Use of a
CBW Box 1/ which includes mail forwarding. costs $20.
Visa, Mastercard. personal checks. money Ofders and
cash are welcome. All personal ads and box services must
be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seekIng relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy Of
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses Of
phone numbers will be published. Ads containing explicH
sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We
reserve the right to edH or refuse any ad. Personal ads will
not be accepted over the phone.
Yoor ad and payment must reach CBW by noon on the
. Monday prior to publication. Bring Of send your ad to:
casco Bay Weekly. 551 A Congress St.. Portland. ME
04101. FAX: 775-1615

Omen ... women

o women'" women
Omen ... men

o others
o companions
(We cannot print your ad without it.)
phone

name

add,.,..

city. Itate. zip

SWM, 33, 5'11·. BlOND HAIR, blue
eyes. NlS. NID. Enjoys cooking. being
out in my Zodiac in Casco Bay.
windsurfing. skiing (at Stowe), hiking
and bicycling. LOoking for aS/DWf, 2635. for friendship with possible longterm relationship. 1t 5044

SWM, 21. LOOKING FOR A MATE for
friendship and romance. Must be 1821 , NlS. medium build and heigh~ goal
oriented, affec~onate, honest and sincere.1 hketotravel, bowl. listen to music
(especiaJlySupertramp. ELO, and Rush),
and go for walks. If interested. give rm
a call. .. S017

What does a personal ad cost?

Confidential infonnation:

SWM.LATE 205. ATIRACTlVE, heillthminded. professional, new here, still in
search of aValentine. My life?H-D. BTO.
CSN. R&B, CCCC. MTV. BA, UMO, UPT,
USAF, JD. MTA, IRS, VW. OOB. CNN,
NBA. CBW. AT&T. Any questions?
You've made it this far, call! - 5043

HELP! MY WHITE-COLLAR MIND IS
TRAPPED in a blue-collar badly! This
SWM. 26, carpenter, new in town. enjoys books, movies. writing. Suspicious
of personal ads, hope you are too. ..
5015

men--women

leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

men--men

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN18-22. attractive, smart, witty. I'm 20,
blonde. 5'9", handsorm.tliketo cuddle
watch movies and have a good tlITMi
enjoying life's pleasures. I want someone to love and talk to as a friend. I'm
waiting to hear from you .... 5037

WWM, 42, ENJOY CAMPING, bowling,
dining out skiing, natures beauty. senSitive. caring & honest. Seeks SWF, 3845, slim to medium build. with similar
intereslto share life's journey with. have
a sense of humor and is drug free.
Smokers OK. P.O. Box 1342. Westbrook.
ME 04098. ,. 5008

900·370·2041

Just call 1·900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call<l!> answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit 'Ir number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response. enter another 'Ir number
or browse through other messages. (Calls cost $1.49 a
minute.)
To respond to an ad without a'lr number. write to the
P.O. box Of CBW Box indicated. When addressing mail to
a CBW Box. be sure to print the box number clearly on the
lower left hand comer of your envelope.

casco

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's ·Person of the Week·. and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entared In the
drawing.

DWM, BRlBR, 5'6-112·. 155lbs. seeks
harmony. monogamy with a companionable. pretty, shapely, physically active, outgoing. softspoken woman. 3344. Share feelings. stories, listening,
emotional vulnerability, affection.
Beachwalks, hikes, sun-soaking. water,
state travel. VCR movies, dancing, dining, quiet times at home. Just a notel
call. P.O. Sox 2086, Windham, ME,
04062.... 5012

SWf. 34,FINAlLY PlACINGACBWAD!
I'M NOT ASKING FOR A LOT. I'm a 22 SWM. NEW TO AREA- 26, 5'9", brown!
Attractive. Intelligent honest. wla sense
y.o. professional looking for the love of blue, 170 Ibs. Works out 2x week.look- MALE SEEKS OLDER LADY. (under 50
of humor. I value heanhy badly, mnd &
my life. If you are attractive, athletic. ing for slim, attractive, fun & outgoing
SlDWf, 21-29.00 you like candlelight please). Are you fit, firm, flexible? Am
spirit Am interested in hearing lrom
intelligent and want to be treated like a
men. 30-40, wHh similar traits & Inter- lOOKING FORASWf, 22-28, educated. lady. you're my dream girt. Please drop dinners? Moonlit beach picnics with a looking to meet the intelligen~ pretty,
blanket & bottle of wine, Broadway professional type who hasn't started a
ests. Send mea note Hthat is youl CBW free-spirited. fun-loving, environrmn- me a Ii ne. .. 5897
shows
in N.Y.C. &watching cartoons on familyyet. I'm 27, attractive, humorous
Box 014.
tally conscious. NlS. notalraid of snakes.
UNCONVENTIONAL, ATTRACTIVE Sundaymorning?Maybewewere meant and enjoy outdoor activities. Let's walk
dips In mountain ponds, motorcycles,
to be. Photo &letter with phone#please. on the wild side. Serious replies only. SWF, 26. 5'3". 100 Ibs.• long red hair, camping. committrmnt. I'm 32, tall. at- SWM, 31. 6'4·, 190 Ibs. likes cats, Bimbos and the insecure need not ap- 5027
exercise,
the
outdoors,
movies.
readpagan, aquarius; into cuddling. camp- tractive. blue jeans/sneakers type. call
ply!! COW Box 004.... 5003
ing, dancing, moYies, and lovemaking. or write. all replies answered. P.O. Box ing. music and good conversation. Seek
MWM, MID 3Os, ATIRACTIVE. SENSISlDF
(w/o
children)
who
considers
herNo head games. Looking for SM. 25-35. 2191. South Portland. ME 04116-2191.
DWM. 38, 5'8". 1351bs.. caring, hones~ TIVE. lonely, seeks exotic. eccentric,
se~ attractive, has sense of humor. and
for committed life partner/playmate. ... 5911
paSSionate, Rubenesque female for revalues integrity and sensitivity. Prefer affectionate, likes camping. fishing, lationship. Must be free sormweekdays
Send photo and letter to P.O. Box 295.
music,
playing
gu~ar, being with right
Orono. ME 04473. Let's make some ONE GOOD WOMAN REQUIRED-If you short brunettes. ,. 5913
person. Seeks WF, 25-40 with simlar and like Chinese or halian food. Discremagick together! Blessed Be! 1t 5054 are a professional, 29-37. and enjoy SWM, YOUNG, TALL ANO HANDSOME. interests for possible long relationship. tion assured. CBW Box 009.... 5026
Bodybuilder Iype. Warm, intelligent. ... 5004
cu~ural events. travel, movies. music,
sports or just plain quality time- this 39 compassionate and sincere. Recentiy
ROMANCE FIRST, ECONOMICSECONDy.o.• 5'9". NlS, handsorm professional moved into the area. .Enjoys cooking,
SWM.
29. 6' tall, athletic, 150 Ibs., black
CALLS
would like to talk with you person to exercise, long romantic walks on the
hair. brown eyes, looking for partner
COST$1.4g
person. For more informa~on call ... beach and pampering my mates. Seeks
A MINUTE_
who enjoys walks, nights in. Saturday
a petite equal. COW Box 002.
5884
nights out.... 5005

How to respond to a personal ad

..

SWF, 30s- Affectionate, Bold, Caring, Different, Earthy, Full-Figured, Giving, Huggable, Insane, Joker, Kind, Loving, Mom,
Nice, Opinionated, Professional,
Quizzickle, Real, Sensitive, Thoughtful,
Unusual, Verbal, Wierd, X-tra special,
Yahoo, Zippy. Seeks good man who knows
his ABCls. 1l"5060

SWM, 25, 160 Ibs., 5'10", brown hair.
bl ue eyes. good~ooking, athleliC.Looking for sincere. honest and equally attractiVe SWf. 20-30. to share intimate MBiF LOOKING FOR SAME OR SINGLE
romantic times together. Love to give to havea friendship with us, to enjoy life
sensual warm-oii body massages and togetherandfunconversationsand speshare bubble baths. Wish to seek a Cial times. Very clean and neat. discretion assured. P.O. Box 295. Portland.
friend as well as a lover.... 5035
ME 04112.... 5915
DO YOU ENJOY LAUGHING? A LOT?
Frequent movies, island or mountain GWf. 41, ATIRACTlVE, good sense of
trips? Enjoying flea markets, sports humor,likesdiningin!ou~ music. walks.
music, being read the classics? 6'1: good conversation and having fun seeks
caring. supportive. attractive, funny, ve~ GWf. 35-42. feminine with simlarinterinteresting man seeks Witty SF. 18-30 ests, for friendnover. honesty a must
for greal conversation, sharing, enter- CSW Box 013.
taining times. P.O. Box 10796, Portland. ME 04104 .... 5036

46 words
for 2 weeks

$5.00

Additional
words.6OC _ __ _ _
Personal Call<!\)

FREE

caw Box
forwarding
(add $20.)
Total
o Check h8f1lif you reque.t
ONLY CBW bel( forwarding

V19AIMutercard • _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Exp: _ _ _ _ __

SWM. 47. WISH TO MEET WOMEN age

..

28 to 55. Enjoy country-western music,
dancing. bowling, writing. and good
food. Enjoy meeting new people and
making new interests. Give mea call!'"
5045
SWM. 28, 6T, NIS, well-bum, athletic.
shy. intelligent. open. dark hair (have
been called gorgeous), not into bar
scene. seeks SWF with simlar qualities.
who likes to walk the beach, hold hands,
becomefriendsand maybe more. Photo
appracl
t not necessary. COW
Box 012.
SWM. 43. NlS. NID. NO DRUGS, outgo109, energetic. communicatiw articu-

late, secure. comtortable. alive, ~exible
affectionate, paSSionate & sensuous:
seeIcs eq ual nexi ble ladly for dinnar, dancIng, travel, theater. ocean. rainbows &
much more. P.O. Box 10004, Portland
04104. - 5047
'

GWM, 25, SEEKS GM. 25 OR UNDER. I
am 5'9", 170 Ibs, trim & fit. I like to
workout, outdoor sports, movies, and
lots more. Looking for same, into having fun and intimate times. I am chemfree and health conscious. Looking for
lriendtosharewith on all16'leis. - 5899
AGGRESSIVE?! ... LOOKING FOR A BIG
LOOSER, someonetoturn my crank ... If
you're fit, fast and free then I'm groovy.
gay, happy to say... 25. References upon
request. P.O. Box 8377, Portland, ME
04104. - 5001

ARE YOU AN 18-25 GWM who enjoys
walks. movies, staying in, conversations. and want to meet the same? Me.
too. call me. let's get together.... 5057

others
SWM. 3Os,LOOKING FORANAGGRE5SIVE lADY who would like to help rm
explore my submissive nature. _ 5020

WRESTLER WANTED- THIS 35 Y.O .•
165 lb., bikini clad wrestler seeks sarm
for some fun time work-out wrestling.
-5029

SBiM, 39, TALL, GOOD-LOOKING, professional and fit. looking for other
couples to share sensual ti meso My likes
.;re sexy clothes, lingerie, etc. If you're
10~lng for a hot & steamy evening, then
let s get together. Discretion assured ....
5022

ONLY
FIVE

women -- women

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min)
EASY-GOING WOMAN SEEKING MAN
In Greater Portl~d area who is 29-390r
thereabouts, and loves walking, talking.
hiking. biking and being silly at times.
Must be single but commtment not
necessary, just friendship.... 5028

SWM,3O. 57·, 150Ibs.• slender. attraclive, energetic, hardworking person. My
interests are traveling, good company
and riding H.D. This is a one woman
man. Seeking SWf, 20-30, to shareti me
and fun wnh. Possibly more. - 5058

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?

GWM. 21, NlN. SKINNY EEYOREI
SMART ASS. indoorsy, carless in Brunswick. Seeks skinny. intelilgentNlS (2125) for fun.,Iater intimate evenings in
front of YOUR VCR. Everything from
·AII About Eve· to pom. No Rambo, no
w8lrdos. You know who you are. dear
hearts. CBW Box 008. - S019

YOUNG PROFESSIONAl MWC. NlS, NI
DRUGS. seeks the same fortun. friends
& fantasies. We would fike to discover
new experiences together. If you're 2535, enjoy danCing. movies. eating ou~
good friends. give us a call. Safety &
discretion expected and assured. _ 5024

DOLLARS

JUST PICK UP
THE PHONE!

Call

900·370·2041
Call costs 1 .49
a minute.

GWM, 45, WANTS LASTING, QUAlITY
relationship. t am Christian, creative
artistic. enjoy dancing. You are sincere:
honest caring. mature, with sense of
humor, NIS. Commlttment ready only
need apply. ,. S013.
'---------_--'

ernie ook

KERRY, I KNOW OUR RELATIONSHIP
IS OVER; however. the love that I have
always felt tor you will never die. It's my
Wish to see you, wave, and say ·Hi, how
are you?". and mean it. Respond if you
like. Love always, Feather. - 5030

fot' a two week ad
Now is the time to place a
personal ad with
Perso11a.l CallQ!).
Simply fill out the order
form below and you're on
your way to meeting that
special someone!

BiWM. 28.100% STRAIGHT 95% of the
time. Good sense of hu mor.looks, depth
and character. SJigh~y confused, but
very understanding, honest and discreet
Looking lor no other than the sarmtype
around the same age for friendship.
P.O. Box 9715-263. Portland, ME 04104.
,. 5034
THREE SNAPS WORTH OF GM, absolutely dazzled by myse~, frantic over
Madonna. obsessed with my hair, SIngle
by choice. looking forsarm to binge on
coffee, poseas the Golden Girls and ACT
UP (SET) ... - 5048

PAT- SOMETIMES FRIENDS HELP only
to make things worse. Don't let those
friends into your findings of committed
rmn. Those men don't nBed the calls at
home. When the calls come in it's time
to get out. Fromyournotso inconsiderate, Iyi ng basta rd. ,. 5031
BiWM TO MEET MEN OR WOMEN- RU
stonecotd & chillin'forlovin'? And u've
got pop sensibility? Me? Handsome.
articulate, red half. HIV safe, massage
welcorm.... 5049
WM SEEKS F FOR FRIENDSHIP, fun,
fantasy. Interests include hot tubs
watching adult movies, candy panties:
honest talk, Pee Wee impressions or
your wish. Very interested in women
who can show me how to improve my
culinary skills. Discreet, clean. all letter
answered. CBW Box 016. - 5055

811 LylIda Bani!

,,-S

LUIIICl-I ANt> J'oM flY HER LOC.KER. 6vT

WHE~t- \S BR~NDA? fiRS" eEL\...

S ,r,cONt> Bel-\... FORGeT IT. I'M STARVING

SRENDAS nIp? I TRIED To
~LOW H~R MIND WITH THE sVP.PR.\$E Of
ME MOVING 'CAc.\< t\~~t: AND NoW SHES
BlOWING MINE By ACTING SO FREAKY.
WHAT

IS

ANt> I'M EATlNc:.. 50 I Go INTO nn~
I.VNCl-IR.OO,M,RIGHT? ANI> THERE SHe

IS, TH'cR.ES BR.eNM) S\1TINC; WITH

FR.EAKY !lEAKY- TELLING ME "f'LE;ASE
bot·n TEL\.. \'10 ONE NO'll"\IN6 A\3oVT
'(OU~ LIF..: UNIIL \'VNc..\1:;OK. lIS LVNCH.

TH~ GIR\..~ FROM TH~ \/, E W AND I'M
WAl~ ING UP TO I-\'CR. AI-L" WHAT
GIVE~?" AND SHE JVMPS uP LIKE
5 \-t€'5 'Jus, Be EN BVSfED SHO?L.\F1W6.

ALL 1HE GIR.lS AT t1E~ T",el.~ STOP

I'M HEARIN6

FRUSTRATED MWM- OK. GOOD
LOOKS. healthy. clean. Well-built 36
professional, nice person, seeks'dis:
creet affair win ice. sincere attractive
petile, healthy. 51MF. Sh~uld enjoy
music, indoors/outdoors, fine Wine &
cuisine, fine sex. Real replies only. _
5052
HELP! I NEED SOMEBODY! HELP! Not
just anybody! Help! •... to open up that
door" to a life of fun together. SWM,
honest, affectionate. romantic. polite.
athletic, NlS, confident, professional.
SrlBl, 6'3'. wants kids! U2? leHers with
photos get reponses. P.O. Box 2556
Portland, 04116." 5053
'
LONEl Y, MAlE SOUND ARTIST (MUSICIAN?), eclectic, sometimes over the
edge, seeks artistic woman. 30-40 (+ or
-), who considers herself attractive and
monogamous. for loving collaboration.
other inlerests are: reading, plants,
woods hiking. call'4ling. spiritual epistemology. Please write for details; send
some. CBW Box 015.
WARM. GOOD-lOOKING, HAPPY,TAlL,
monogamous man. 30s, secure, successful physician, would like to meet
warm and tender lady, 24-34, spirited,
Slim. interested in outdoor activities,
exploring, intellectual pursuits. travel.
You might be Supportive, understanding, patient NlS. Quiet moments and
hours are to be celebrated. not avoided.
I'm absent-mnded. genfie, enthusiastic. creative, almost comical. well-liked,
cross between Harryon NightCourtand
Jimmy Stewart. Write me to tell me how
you feel today. Thanks! CBW Box 018.
-5056

EATING I STOP TAl..KIN6, 'STOP Evr~':::ITI-I/.lJ6
AND LOoK Ai Me LIKE I'M T\'\c: Nf'W
I
NATIONAL AttENTION Tt\EN Ep,ENDA
I-\OO\($ M'e 'BY THE ARM AND STARTS
DR,%GIN6 Me TO THE CAN. WJ-\1\T
GIVE'S BRENDA 1 WHAT GIVeS? sttd
So FR-eAKeO OVT S\-tE DRAGS ME
INTO TJ-\E Bl.f\CK GtP.LS CAN AN 0
1l-lt:':) SIARs AND BRENDA 'PIIT5 v S
l)On! IN A STAl-l., AN D SHVTS

me

DooR. """HAl?" I GO, "WHAT"?'

-'

ICK TACK ToE
YouR SISTER
IS A

Hoc.

"LESBIAN

I I-\IiAR. "HEY

lfSSO!" AND BRENDA I$' (R'(ING AND
TELLING ME NOT To wfleC.K HeR. \..Ife
AND TrIAl SHES Soll.RY StiES SoRltY
FoR.) 6cT" ntIS, AL\' ThE L\~S StfcS
BEEN TELLING ~€OPlE AlSoUT MY
\..1 Fe- . MADE up SToRIES. L.leS AgO(.lT
WHAT MY LElT'ER.S SAID. SHE MADE
vp A BAD ASS 1.IFE Fo~ MC' -AND

Now SHES 9'E'GGINo ME NOT TO BuS,
\-\ER 10 THE VIEW GIP.LS WHO A~E;
\..IFE'. WI1AT SIiOu\...D I DO'?

"",;:::;=~

35

companions
FRIENDS- YOUNG MARRIED WOMAN
seeking new friends. 25+, who are available during the weekdays to explore
Portland and surrounding areas. Absolutely no romance involved, just fun
companionship, children are welcome.
If you're interested in art exhibits, going
to the beach in the summer. shopping.
moVies & you don't want to go alone
then give me a call. - 5887
'
FEMAlE, 45, FINANCiAlLY SECURE,
seeks live-in situation with male or female. I'm in awheelchair and am a very
good companion. Please addressenvelope two lines only to: Box 336, Gray.
ME 04039.Anyage person isfine,prefer
older person or couple.
HAPPILY MWM, EARLY 40s. attractiw,
courteous. professional seeks MWF or
SF, 30-45, forcompanionship.Lunches,
daytime shopping, beach. friendship.
conversation. fun times. light drinker,
smoker OK. Should be neat in appearance. heighllWeight proportionate, soCiable. Might be a nice change of pace.
call soon .... 5042

Dally Specials Under Five Bucks
J
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I do,
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EVERY DAY

1/2 Sandwich & Cup 0' Soup Special 3.75

t .'
:

I'

THURSDAY, MARCH 26

Chicken Jammlaya 4.95 • Seafood Stew 2.95/3.95
FRIDAY, MARCH 27

Fish & Chips 4.95 • Spring Vegetable Soup 1.75/2.50
SATURDAY, MARCH 28

Triple Decker Turkey Club 4.95 • Potato Leek Soup 1.75/2.50
SUNDAY, MARCH 29

Beef Empanadas 4.95 • Spicy Black Bean Soup 1.75/2.50
MONDAY, MARCH 30

Chicken Pot Pi! 4.75 • FishChowder 2.75/3.50
TUESDAY, MARCH 31

,,

Stuffed Peppers 4.75 • Clticken Com Chowder 1.75/2.50
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1

Seafood Gumbo 4.95
:
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THURSDAY, MARCH 2

Crabcake; 4.95 • Curred Avacado Slup 1.75/2.5..)
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THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S
446 FORE STREET • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE
207 .. 772 ..3310

